INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK
MANAGEMENT AGENCY
The Risk Management Solution for Local Government

EXECUTIVE BOARD
Committee Meeting Agenda
Tuesday, June 4, 2019
IRMA Office
9:30 a.m.
I.

CALL TO ORDER
➢ Roll Call

II.

✓ APPROVAL OF MINUTES – February 27, 2019 (pg. 1)

III.

INFORMATIONAL ITEMS
A.

Reports found in the Member Section of the IRMA website –
https://www.irmarisk.org/Communications/IRMA-Reports.aspx
➢ IRMA Financial Statements
➢ IRMA Investment Portfolio
➢ IRMA Payables
➢ 1st Quarter Investment Performance Report

B.

Standing Committee Reports
Membership Relations Committee
➢ Workers’ Compensation Focus Program – Q1 2019 Report (pg. 6)
➢ Summer Internship Program Update (pg. 13)
➢ Membership Recruitment Report (pg. 14)
➢ Notice of Withdrawal – Village of Stickney (pg. 17)
Administration & Finance Committee
➢ 2019 Potential Interest Income Credit (pg. 18)
➢ Consideration of a Contingency Fund (pg. 26)
Training & Risk Management Committee
➢ 2018 Grant Updates (pg. 76)
➢ Pilot PRSC Structure and Meetings (pg. 79)
➢ Civil Actions by Minors Injured in Parks and Recreation Programs (pg. 80)
➢ Training & Risk Management Services Report (pg. 82)
➢ Grant Administration Report – Q1 2019 (pg. 86)
➢ Regulatory Assistance Visit (RAV) Revisions (pg. 89)
➢ IMAP Revision Update (pg. 90)
➢ Video on Demand Removal (pg. 94)
➢ 2019 Education Summit (pg. 95)
➢ 2020 Training and Risk Management Initiatives (pg. 97)
Coverage, Claims & Litigation Committee
➢ Senate Bill 1596 Follow-up (pg. 99)
➢ Defense Counsel Performance Survey Report (pg. 103)
➢ Litigation Successes (pg. 105)

_______________________________________
✓
Voice Vote
✓✓ Bylaw Vote – 2/3 of Membership
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IV.

CHAIR’S REPORT – FRANCES

V.

ACTION ITEMS
A.

MEMBERSHIP RELATIONS COMMITTEE – JOSEPH
1.
✓ 2018 Claims to Contribution Report (pg. 107)
2.
✓ 2018 Member Participation Report (pg. 118)
3.
✓Bylaw Amendment Defining Delegate and Alternate (pg. 122)

B.

ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE COMMITTEE – HELM
1.
✓ Actuarial Report as of 12/31/18 (pg. 125)
2.
✓ 2018 Audited Financial Report (pg. 142)
3.
✓ Staff Changes and Revision to 2019 Personnel Report (pg. 206)
4.
✓ Revision to IRMA Bonus Policy (pg. 210)

C.

TRAINING & RISK MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE – ROBBINS

D.

COVERAGE, CLAIMS & LITIGATION COMMITTEE – CEDILLO
1.
✓ Business Auto Liability Coverage Changes (pg. 218)

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR/STAFF REPORT

VI.

CLOSED MEETING
A. Personnel
B. Executive Director’s Performance Review (TBD)

VII.

ADDITIONS TO AGENDA

VIII.

CONFIRMATION OF NEXT MEETING
Wednesday, October 2, 2019
IRMA Office - 9:30 a.m.

IX.

ADJOURNMENT
To ensure a quorum, please contact Donna Morin at donnam@irmarisk.org or
Call her at (708) 236-6349,
if you are not able to attend the meeting.

INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK
MANAGEMENT AGENCY
The Risk Management Solution for Local Government

EXECUTIVE BOARD
Committee Meeting Minutes
Wednesday, February 27, 2019
IRMA Office
9:30 a.m.
PRESENT:

ALSO
PRESENT:

ABSENT:

I.

Jessica Frances, Chair
Kathleen Gargano
Ashley Engelmann
Julia Cedillo

Michael Braiman
Eric Helm
Lisa Scheiner
Michelle Robbins

Margo Ely
Dan LeTourneau
Jennifer Swahlstedt

Susan Garvey
Rita Boserup
Donna Sluis

Denise Joseph

CALL TO ORDER
Chair Frances called the meeting to order at 9:31 a.m. Roll was taken, and a quorum declared.

II.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
A motion was made by Helm and seconded by Robbins to approve the November 28, 2018
meeting minutes. A voice vote was called, and the motion carried.

III.

INFORMATIONAL ITEMS
A.

Reports found in the Member Section of the IRMA website –
http://www.irmarisk.org/Publications/IRMA-Reports.aspx
➢ IRMA Financial Statements
➢ IRMA Investment Portfolio
➢ IRMA Payables
➢ 4th Quarter Investment Performance Report

B.

Welcome to 2019 Executive Board
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Roster of 2019 Executive Board Members
2019 Calendar of Meetings
Conflict of Interest Policy
IRMA Officers Statement of Responsibility
Executive Board Statement of Responsibility
At-Large Representatives’ Statement of Responsibility
Purchase & Sales Policy
Claims Policy
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C.

Standing Committee Reports
Membership Relations Committee
➢ Announcement of 2019 Committee
➢ 2018 Committee Goals and Objectives Accomplishments
➢ 2019 Committee Goals and Objectives
➢ Workers’ Compensation Focus Program – 4th Quarter Report
➢ Membership Recruitment Report
➢ IRMA Onsite Summer Safety Intern Program
Administration & Finance Committee
➢ Announcement of 2019 Committee
➢ 2018 Committee Goals and Objectives Accomplishments
➢ 2019 Committee Goals and Objectives
➢ Members’ Only Site Document Posting
Helm reported that this will change the way IRMA sends out information on the
Optional Deductible, Contribution, etc. Instead of sending emails out to each
individual person these items will get posted to the members’ specific page. Once
they are posted, a general email will be sent out that they can get these documents
from that page.
➢ Discussion Regarding Revenue Base Pass-Through Grants
Helm reported that the committee discussed this issue and whether there should be
a bylaw change or a consideration of a bylaw change for pass-through grants. The
Committee concluded that we shouldn’t propose a bylaw change because members
can appeal revenue base issues on an individual basis, but the Committee was
interested in Executive Board input. After much discussion, a motion was made by
Braiman and seconded by Gargano to send this back to the AFC for further
consideration of a by-law change that would allow members that are lead agencies in
IDOT projects, to apportion the revenue based on direct benefits to the member
community. The motion carried.
➢ Retain Milliman to Assist with Rate Stabilization & Contingency Fund
Helm reported that the AFC considered a proposal with Milliman to assist with Rate
Stabilization & Contingency Fund policies. They will be doing some analysis and
providing options on how we want to treat rate stabilization in the future. Ely
commented that Milliman will be helpful with rate stabilization. We had $20,000 in
the budget for help on this strategic discussion. Milliman will take $12,000 of this
$20,000. Staff will be meeting with the real estate broker and they will provide
strategic planning assistance with office space and staffing in the future, that goes
into their commission and will not cost us anything. Milliman will do the financial and
the broker will help with the staffing piece.
➢ Deductible Billing Procedure Change
Boserup gave an overview of the billing procedure change and the analysis of the
top 10 members that had the largest claim event activity. Staff will bill when the
claim is closed and will start with the 2018 claims.
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Training & Risk Management Committee
➢ Announcement of 2019 Committee
➢ Announcement of 2019 Steering Committee Officers
➢ 2018 Committee Goals and Objectives Accomplishments
Robbins gave an overview of the accomplishment of the committee in 2018.
➢ 2019 Committee Goals and Objectives
Robbins gave an overview of the 2019 Goals and Objectives.
➢ 2019 Special Training Schedule
➢ Onsite Training Survey Results
Robbins reported the survey was sent out to the Delegates, Alternates, Claims
Coordinators, Safety Coordinators and Department Heads. The survey was
successful, receiving responses from 92% of the membership. Robbins gave an
overview of the results from the charts on pages 62 and 63 of the packet.
➢ 2019 Education Summit
Robbins reported that if anyone has any recommendations of topics or a theme for
this year’s summit to forward them to the Training & Risk Management Committee.
Coverage, Claims & Litigation Committee
➢ Announcement of 2019 Committee
➢ 2018 Committee Goals and Objectives Accomplishments
➢ 2019 Committee Goals and Objectives
➢ Retirement of Panel Counsel
➢ Litigation Successes

IV.

CHAIR’S REPORT – FRANCES

V.

ACTION ITEMS
A.

MEMBERSHIP RELATIONS COMMITTEE – JOSEPH
No items needing action

B.

ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE COMMITTEE – HELM
1.
Budget Amendment
Helm reported this reconciles the budget with the addition of Mount Prospect and
WC3. The only thing different is that it was recommended that the approval process
for a new member include the budget change amendment at the time the new
member is voted in. A motion was made by Robbins and seconded by Cedillo to
approve the 2018 Budget Amendment as presented. The motion carried.
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C.

TRAINING & RISK MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE – ROBBINS
1.
Steering Committee Statement of Responsibility and Structure
Robbins reported we are looking to approve the modification to the Steering
Committee Statement of Responsibility and Structure. The change reflects the
changes made to the Training & Education Committee in 2018 to the Training & Risk
Management Committee along with additional minor revisions. A motion was made
by Helm and seconded by Braiman to approve the modification to the Steering
Committee Statement of Responsibility and Structure. The motion carried.
2.

2019 IMAP & MSP Loss Control Evaluations
Robbins gave an overview of the IMAP process and the committee is looking to put
the IMAP & MSP Loss Control Evaluations in abeyance during 2019 to allow staff to
survey the membership on the effectiveness of these processes and suggest
revisions based on input and research. There will be seven (7) members who will
receive an IMAP visit in 2019. There was discussion about the current process and
benefit of policy review during the visits. A motion was made by Cedillo and
seconded by Robbins to agree with staff’s recommendation to put the IMAP and
MSP Loss Control Evaluations in abeyance for 2019. The motion carried.

D.

COVERAGE, CLAIMS & LITIGATION COMMITTEE – CEDILLO
1.
Business Auto Liability Coverage Changes
Cedillo reported this is a change to the Business Auto Liability Coverage. The memo
has all the highlights and captures the discussion of the changes starting on page 79
of the packet. Cedillo commented what we are going to focus on is to consider and
approve changes to the definition of Member in the Business Auto Liability coverage
as presented. That change is on page 82 of the packet. The second item discussed
relates to what remains to be done by the committee. IRMA staff is proposing that
we make changes to this area of coverage to limit IRMA’s exposure for claims that
arise out of the criminal or illegal conduct of an employee who is acting outside of
this scope of the duties. The illegal or criminal behavior the CCLC has not come to
any agreed upon language and still working on it. A motion was made by Braiman
and seconded by Scheiner to approve the change to the current language for the
definition of Member. The motion carried.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR/STAFF REPORT
1.
IRMA Committee Policy - Revision
Ely reported that we have people that want to be on committees and the limit with 710 for our committees we would like to change to “up to 15” so that we can put more
people on standing committees that are interested in participating. The other change
is to change the Training & Education Committee to Training & Risk Management
Committee. After some discussion, it was recommended to delete a specific number
of committee members and leave it at the discretion of the Executive Director instead
of putting a number. A motion was made by Gargano and seconded by Helm to
approve staff’s recommended changes and to put at the discretion of the Executive
Director instead of a number. The motion carried.
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VI.

CLOSED MEETING
A motion was made by Gargano and seconded by Scheiner to move into Closed Meeting to
discuss matters of: pending litigation and personnel pursuant to 5 ILCS 120/2(c)(21), (11) and
(1) respectively. A roll call vote was called, and the motion carried.
*******************************
In re Estate of Donald Anderson
A motion was made by Cedillo and seconded by Gargano to authorize settlement as
recommended by staff for In re Estate of Donald Anderson. The motion carried.

VII.

ADDITIONS TO AGENDA

VIII.

CONFIRMATION OF NEXT MEETING
Frances stated the next scheduled Executive Board meeting is Wednesday, June 5, 2019 at
9:30 a.m. at the IRMA office.

IX.

ADJOURNMENT
A motion was made by Helm and seconded by Cedillo to adjourn the meeting. A voice vote was
called, and the motion carried.

Submitted by:

Approved by:

______________________________
Margo Ely
Executive Director

_______________________________
Jessica Frances
IRMA Chair
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Membership Relations Committee

FROM:

Jennifer Swahlstedt, Risk Management & Training Manager

DATE:

May 8, 2019

RE:

Workers’ Compensation Focus Program – Q1 2019 Report

Purpose: The purpose of this memorandum is to provide the MRC with an update on the progress
of the WCFP members.
Background: The IRMA WCFP began on April 1, 2016 with participating members identified as
the Village of Brookfield; Carol Stream; Roselle and Westchester. The Village of Westchester
was removed from the program at the end of 2017 resulting from progress made in the program
and their issuance of a Notice of Intent to Withdraw from IRMA. The Village of Morton Grove was
recommended to participate in the Workers’ Compensation Focus Program as part of the State
of the Membership/Annual Claims to Contribution Report, which was approved by the IRMA Board
of Directors at the June 12, 2018 meeting. The Village of Morton Grove’s participation in the
Workers’ Compensation Focus Program began as of January 1, 2019.
Discussion: Prior to the 1st Quarter meetings, staff finalized the communication framework of
the program. Moving forward, staff will request each member to submit completed goal
worksheets, copies of supporting documentation of accomplishments and sign-in sheets in
advance of the meeting. Staff-prepared meeting packets will be provided three days in advance
of the meeting to allow all participants time to review materials. The agendas will include a detailed
claim review as well as discussion of member goals. Following the meeting, staff will provide each
member with a meeting summary, outlining tasks for both the member and IRMA to complete
over the second quarter as well as draft any follow-up of issues to claims staff. This framework
proved successful as it allowed for productive claims discussions at meetings, engaged all
operating departments to invest into the program by providing deliverables, encouraged
resource/knowledge sharing between department heads, directed staff feedback and properly
documented meeting outcomes.
Below is a brief 2019 1st Quarter overview for each of the WCFP participants:
Village of Brookfield (pg. 9)
The Village of Brookfield completed the 1st quarter of 2019 with three workers compensation
claims. This is tracking slightly above the annual target of 11 total claims, with an annualized
variance of 109.1%. The claim experience, or severity, is tracking below target at $41,576 and
with an annualized variance of 91.8%. To remain under the annual target of $181,225, the
experience per quarter should be $45,000 or under.
There was productive discussion on all open and pending claims. Brookfield has demonstrated
proactive claims handling practices and enacted accountability measures for preventable losses.
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Each operating department offers light duty and can accommodate most restrictions. Brookfield
continues to participate in the CompCore Pro pilot program.
All operating departments have adopted the following goals and modified them to fit departmental
needs: 1) Reconstituting every Department’s Safety Committee and the Executive Safety
Committee, 2) Reconstituting the Village’s Behavior Observation Program, 3) Implement an
intensive Village-Wide Return to Work Program, 4) Increase Employee Safety Culture and
Wellness Initiatives. Each department provided deliverables documenting accomplishments
throughout Q1. The PWD has reinstituted monthly tailgate topic trainings and accident
review/safety committee meetings. Additionally, PW is using a white board to provide daily safety
tips. The PD has instituted stretching/mobility routines for all officers and is currently reviewing
procedures involving foot pursuits. The FD is creating training based on prior injuries and use
technology (QR Codes) to push it to all FF/PM. This has increased completion as it is easily
accessible at any fire house. Staff encouraged members to include other department-specific
safety initiatives into this program as well.
Village of Carol Stream (pg. 17)
The Village of Carol Stream completed the 1st quarter of 2019 with three workers compensation
claims. This is tracking below the annual target of 15 total claims, with an annualized variance of
80%. The claim experience, or severity, is also tracking well below the annual target with an
annualized variance of 12.4%. After review of the Part I Report and submitted goal worksheet,
staff determined a meeting was not necessary. Carol Stream has demonstrated aggressive risk
management practices which is confirmed with losses tracking below target.
Staff is recommending Carol Stream be removed from the program. The Village continues to set
and achieve realistic goals to reduce the cost of risk within their organization. They have a fiveyear overall claims experience to loss fund contribution ratio of 52.60%, well below 100%. The
five-year total workers’ compensation total incurred claims experience was below target in 2016
and 2018. The 2019 experience is tracking well-below target as well. Carol Stream has also
provided documented improvements through the submission of worksheets and other
deliverables. The PWD continues to provide excellent training as well as management of
department policies and operation management. The PD will be implementing the Axon Taser
Study following a June Board Meeting presentation. Staff anticipates the frequency and severity
of losses associated with combative subjects will trend down once the implementation begins.
Village of Roselle (pg. 18)
The Village of Roselle completed the 1st quarter of 2019 with four workers compensation claims.
Although this is tracking above the annual target of 10 total claims, the experience is tracking well
below target. The experience annualized variance is 16.8%.
Staff is recommending Roselle be removed from the program. They have a five-year overall
claims experience to loss fund contribution ratio of 77.84%. The Village also has met two of the
last three years with workers’ compensation claim experience below IRMA Targets. Roselle has
provided documented improvements through the submission of worksheets and other
deliverables. The PWD has begun implementation of tailgate talks and scheduled reviews of
various policies and JSAs. The public safety departments perform routine safety committee
meetings and accident review which include determination of preventability as well as setting
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accountability measures. The FD and PD are also working together to develop behavioral health
policy and services for employees. The Village continues to set and achieve realistic goals to
reduce the cost of risk within their organization.
Village of Morton Grove (pg. 26)
The Village of Morton Grove completed the 1st quarter of 2019 with three workers compensation
claims. This is tracking below the annual target of 17 total claims, with an annualized variance of
70.6%. The claim experience, or severity, is tracking well below target as well with an annualized
variance of $10.7%.
There was productive discussion on all open and pending claims. Morton Grove has
demonstrated proactive claims handling practices, including modifying job descriptions, pushing
light duty assignments, addressing fitness for duty and continuing communication with injured
workers. Each operating department offers light duty and can accommodate most restrictions.
Morton Grove FD also participates in the TAHPI pilot program. All operating departments also
hold routine safety committee meetings and accident reviews. Administration is in the process of
reviewing their Fit for Duty Policy and Executive Safety Committee Policy. Staff reviewed the use
of the worksheets and required each operating department complete a set of goals outside of the
Village-wide initiatives that departmental-specific for Q2. Following the meeting, Morton Grove
department heads and supervisors received IRMA’s Core 4 Accident Investigation and Root
Cause Analysis on-site training.
Recommendations: Review and accept the 2019 Q1 Workers’ Compensation Focus Program
Reports from the participating members.
Attachments:

Sample E-Mail Confirmation
Sample E-Mail Meeting w/ Agenda
Brookfield WC Meeting Packet
Carol Stream-Quarter 1 Report
Roselle WC Meeting Packet
Morton Grove WC Meeting Packet

Member Relations Committee (5/15/19): The MRC discussed the removal of Village of Carol
Stream from the WCFP prior to the implementation of the Police Department taser program and
voted to keep Carol Stream in the program to monitor the program progress. The removal of Carol
Stream will be revisited at the next MRC meeting.
JS/ll
G:\Committees\Membership Relations Committee\2019\5-15-19\IV. A. WCFP Report.Docx
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*-IRMA Targets are developed annually by calculating the most recent 5 year average claim frequency and severity of all members within
the pool multiplied by the members’ weighted average revenue base.
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Workers' Compensation Focus Program Report - Part 1
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*-IRMA Targets are developed annually by calculating the most recent 5 year average claim frequency and severity of all members within
the pool multiplied by the members’ weighted average revenue base.
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*-IRMA Targets are developed annually by calculating the most recent 5 year average claim frequency and severity of all members within
the pool multiplied by the members’ weighted average revenue base.
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as of March 31, 2019
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Membership Relations Committee

FROM:

Jennifer Swahlstedt, Risk Management & Training Manager

DATE:

May 8, 2019

RE:

2019 IRMA Onsite Summer Safety Internship Program - Update

Purpose: To update the Membership Relations Committee (MRC) on the current status of the
2019 IRMA Summer Safety Internship Program.
Background/Discussion: Unfortunately, staff was only been able to secure one summer safety
intern for 2019. Although staff expanded recruitment efforts outside of Northern Illinois University
and Illinois State University to over 10 Midwest Regional Schools and attended two summer
internship job fairs, we were unable to find qualified health and safety applicants. Additionally, the
summer intern market was competitive – two potential candidates declined our internship offers
and accepted internships with national corporations, which offer competitive pay and employment
after graduation.
IRMA is excited to host Jack LeBaron, an Occupational Health & Safety student from Illinois State
University, for 12 weeks. He is joining the Risk Management team from May 20-August 9.
However, due to this staffing challenge, IRMA is not able to honor all member requests for the
summer intern. Although priority was given to member applicants that have not recently
participated in the internship program, IRMA will share any universally adoptable completed
projects with the entire membership at the conclusion of the program.
The following members have been selected for the 2019 Summer Internship Program:
-

Village of Arlington Heights
Village of Bartlett
Village of Berkeley

-

City of Crystal Lake
Village of LaGrange
Village of Lemont

Additionally, staff has restructured the current intern program to include more hands-on coaching
from IRMA staff in order to provide accurate, vetted and completed projects to members. The
intern will be alternating 6-weeks on-site with the members (1-week each) with 6-weeks at the
IRMA office. This will allow for the proper oversight of projects, staff training on key concepts
associated with risk management and mitigation techniques and provide an opportunity for him
to shadow loss control representatives in the field (loss control visits, member meetings, and onsite trainings).
Recommendation: At the conclusion of the program, staff will provide an update to the committee
on the outcome.
Member Relations Committee (5/15/19): The MRC received this item.
JS\ll
G:\Committees\Membership Relations Committee\2019\5-15-19\IV. B. Summer Internship Program Update.Docx
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Membership Relations Committee

FROM:

Margo Ely, Executive Director
Jennifer Swahlstedt, Manager of Risk Management & Training

DATE:

May 8, 2019

RE:

Membership Recruitment Report – Q1 2019

Purpose: Provide the MRC with an update on recent member recruitment, retention and
marketing efforts.
Discussion:
Membership Recruitment:
Staff set several marketing and recruitment meetings with several organizations during 2019 Q1.
All meetings were productive for marketing, however only two have potential to become IRMA
members within the next two years. Below is a summary of membership recruitment activities
 Village of Huntley
On January 10, 2019, staff presented to department heads about IRMA, claims handling
procedures and training/risk management services. The Village is interested in joining
IRMA, however would be unable to join until April 2020 once their current pool will let them
withdraw. Huntley is an ideal candidate for an IRMA membership as their losses are low
and they have a manager form of government. Staff is continuing to pursue Huntley by
providing periodic check-ins, marketing our special/regional training opportunities,
sending copies of Steering Committee agendas and forwarding our monthly E-News.
Huntley PW Department has registered several employees for three regional trainings
during Q2. Staff plans to follow up with the Public Works Director at the end of the quarter
to obtain feedback on the training programs, answer any questions about IRMA and
continue open dialogue.
 Village of Schaumburg
On January 23, 2019, staff had an informal meeting with the Director of HR and the Risk
Manager at the Village. Staff arranged this meeting during the Winter IPELRA Conference.
The Village was tasked to explore options for their Workers’ Compensation Coverage, and
although IRMA requires all lines of coverage of its members, it was a productive meeting
to raise awareness of IRMA and our services. Staff provided the recent recommendations
reports to join IRMA from our newest members Arlington Heights and Mount Prospect for
their review. At this time the Village has expressed little interest in obtaining an estimate
from IRMA.
 Village of Elmhurst
On March 6, 2019, staff had a follow up meeting with the Finance Director and Human
Resources Director to answer any additional questions regarding IRMA, their most recent
quote and other items related to finances, including using reliance on revenues as part of
our contribution structure. Following the meeting, staff provided additional information
about our contribution calculations, investment allocation and optional deductibles. The
Village has renewed with their current carrier for another year, with a potential to join IRMA
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in January 2020 for GL and May 2020 for WC. Recently staff re-ran contribution proposal
and find it is still competitive against the current carrier.
 Naperville Park District
At the Park District’s request staff met with the Finance Director and the Human Resources
Director on March 19, 2019. The district contacted IRMA directly to learn more about our
coverage, services and structure. Of particular interest to the district was IRMA’s open
and transparent formulas for contributions and delivery of the interest income credit back
to the membership. The district is a member of PDRMA, which is a pool of only park
districts. Although it was a productive marketing meeting, it is unlikely the district will
obtain a quote. Further, IRMA does not currently have any park districts as stand-alone
members and the liability exposure is different than municipalities, with all the programs
involving minors.
Staff will continue to follow up on the above leads as well as find additional organizations which
may meet IRMA standards for membership. The recent election cycle may offer additional
opportunity for marketing and networking.
Membership Retention
Staff continues to prioritize customer service for existing members. Within the first quarter, staff
has conducted more than 30 claims conference calls, attended board meetings and honored
special training requests of members. Additionally, staff continues to raise awareness of our
services, grants and proactive claims management programs at member and committee
meetings. By the end of Q2, staff expects to finalize additional pooled pricing discounts for the
membership to possibly include a stretching program from Athletico and various industrial hygiene
experts testing services (Mobilear – Noise Studies; Hygieneering – Lead Testing; Hygieneering –
Respirator/Fit Testing).
Conferences, Sponsorship & Special Event Marketing
IRMA has sponsored the following events during Q1:
 ILCMA Winter Conference: Sponsor, Attendance & Recruitment Table
 IAMMA Spring Conference: Program Sponsor & Recruitment Table
Upcoming sponsorships and marketing events include the Metro Mangers Golf Outing, ILCMA
Summer Conference, IGFOA and IPELRA conferences. Additionally, IRMA provided an article to
the ILCMA which was published in their February Newsletter. IRMA staff is also presenting at
upcoming seminars and conferences: COD Public Service Institute on May 15; GMIS Illinois at
their quarterly meeting in August and annual conference in November as well as the IPELRA
Conference in October.
Recommendation: Provide staff with additional feedback related to the information provided.
Attachments:

Membership Recruitment & Retention Report

Member Relations Committee (5/15/19): The MRC received this report.
JS/ll
G:\Committees\Membership Relations Committee\2019\5-15-19\IV. C. Membership Recruitment Report Q1 2019.Docx
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2019
MEMBERSHIP RECRUITMENT & RETENTION REPORT
(As of May)
RECENT RECRUITMENTS
Municipality
Special
District
Village of
Huntley

Village of
Elmhurst

Status of Data
Submission

Contribution

Accept/Decline
Application

Add’l
Info.

Received
Financial &
Claim
Information

$374,065/
10.65% Credit

Formal
Application
in 2019.

Received
loss data

$1,334,625
(5.58% credit)
2019-$2,500
$775,005 w/
$100k Ded.

Provide notice to
leave MICA, required
to stay until 5/20/20.
IRMA quote
substantially lower.
Met w/ management
team on 1/10/19.
Met w/ Village on
11/6/18 and
provided a quote.
Village will hire a
consultant to
evaluate in 2019.

$2,500 Ded.

2019

APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED / DECLINED / REMOVED FROM SOLICITATION
Municipality/
Special
District
Village of
Schaumburg

Contribution

Accept/Decline
Application

Notes

N/A

N/A

Naperville Park
District

N/A

N/A

Initial marketing set w/Ann Everhart
& Howard Stuchel Jan 2019.
No Response
Initial Marketing Mar 2019. Not
Recommended.

Village of Blue
Island

N/A

N/A

$979,600 (.49%
credit)
2019-$2,500 Ded
N/A

2019 – RFP
Process

City of Park
Ridge
Village of
Winnetka

N/A

Mike Marzal, Dir. of Finance &
Admin submitted loss data. Not
Recommended.
Submitted proposal on 1/16/19. No
response. Using Broker Firm –
unlikely to receive recommendation.
Met on May 31, 2018. No
Response.

MEMBER RETENTION
Municipality/
Special
District
Village of
Stickney

Current
Contribution
$209,541
(w/ 20.15% debit)

Notice of
Withdrawal
Received
Yes
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Notice of Withdrawal received
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK
MANAGEMENT AGENCY
The Risk Management Solution for Local Government

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Membership Relations Committee

FROM:

Margo Ely, Executive Director

DATE:

May 8, 2019

RE:

Stickney Notice of Withdrawal

PURPOSE: The purpose of this memorandum is to advise the MRC that the Village of Stickney
has provided us with notice of withdrawal.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION: Pursuant to Section 4.05 of the IRMA Contract and By-Laws,
IRMA members who wish to withdrawal from IRMA are required to provide 9 months advanced
notice in order to assure that their member reserve will be returned. On March 28, 2019, the
Village of Stickney passed the attached Resolution providing IRMA notice that Stickney intends
to withdraw from IRMA at the end of the year. Pursuant to revisions that the membership made
to the IRMA Statement of Guidelines for Membership Selection, Withdrawal & Expulsion, Stickney
can pass a resolution rescinding the notice before August 31 and then the Member Relations
Committee and the Executive Board would decide whether to allow the rescission.
The Village of Stickney has been a member of IRMA since 1987. Their 2019 IRMA contribution
was $180,032, which is less than a half of 1% of IRMA’s total contribution. For the first time in
many years, Stickney had an experience modifier credit for 2019. Prior to 2019, the Village had
an experience modifier debit.
RECOMMENDATION: Provide any feedback or input.
Member Relations Committee (5/15/19): The MRC received this item.

ME/ll
G:\Committees\Membership Relations Committee\2019\5-15-19\V. Notice Of Withdrawal - Stickney.Docx
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK
MANAGEMENT AGENCY
The Risk Management Solution for Local Government

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Administration & Finance Committee

FROM:

Rita Boserup, Director of Financial Services

DATE:

May 23, 2019

RE:

2019 Potential Interest Income Credit

PURPOSE: The purpose of this memorandum is to provide information related to a potential
interest income credit that will be issued in 2019, the amount and timing of which will be
determined later in the year.
BACKGROUND: The following table identifies the amount available for an Interest Income Credit
in 2019:
Liabilities 12/31/18 (less Members balances
and deferred contributions)
2019 Contributions, less excess surplus used
Total liabilities:

$86,998,935

Members' Reserve 12/31/18
Less: Withdrawn Members - Members' Reserve
Members' Reserve Available for Credit:
Less 20% of Liabilities
Members' Reserve Available for Credit:

$36,236,091
(3,182,115)
33,053,976
(21,589,463)
11,464,513

20,948,381
107,947,316

DISCUSSION: The actual amount transferred into Members’ Reserve for 2018 was $9.6 million,
which covers all the eligible years with balances from 1985-2013. Of the $9.6 million, $8.3 million
is directly attributable to just the 2013 membership year. An analysis of the 2013 membership
year shows positive loss fund reserve adjustments of $2.5 million vs. the original budget and
investment earnings of $5.6 million more than the original budget. Of the $8.3 million surplus,
investment income is $7.2 million of that number. This proves once again that investment income
is a significant part of surplus returns to the membership.
Attached are individual membership year analyses for 2013-2018 showing the activity in the year
and the cumulative surplus (loss) balance.
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Surpluses/deficits in the most recent five years are not transferred into Members’ Reserve until
the membership year is five years old. These amounts are listed as Amounts Due To/From
Members on the balance sheet. The year-end audited 2018 balances in those years are:
Year
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
Total

Surplus/(Deficit)
$ 7,075,691
2,808,594
(2,000,601)
2,977,700
(1,667,951)
$ 9,193,434

The trend for additional interest income credits after 2019 is mixed. Membership year 2016, which
will roll into the reserve calculation at the end of 2021 the fiscal year, is showing a cumulative loss
due to negative claims experience. The most recent year, 2018, is also showing a loss, but this
is typical in the first year. Hopefully, positive loss experience and good investment returns will
bring this number into a positive. The surplus/deficit calculations are done at the close of the
fiscal year as part of the audit process.

RECOMMENDATION: Direct staff to determine the amount and timing of the 2018 interest
income credit to be issued in 2019 and make a recommendation to the Committee at the next
meeting.
Administration and Finance Committee 5/29/19: The AFC accepted the report.

/RB
Attachments
G:\Committees\Administration & Finance Committee\2019\5-29-19 Meeting\2019 Potential Interest Income Credit.docx
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK
MANAGEMENT AGENCY
The Risk Management Solution for Local Government

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Administration & Finance Committee

FROM:

Margo Ely, Executive Director
Rita Boserup, Director of Financial Services

DATE:

May 21, 2019

RE:

Consideration of a Contingency Fund

PURPOSE: The purpose of this memorandum is to provide information regarding the potential
parameters of a contingency fund.
BACKGROUND: The BOD approved the creation of a $20 million contingency fund by retaining
$17 million from the 2018 interest income and using the $3 million from closing the APCC fund.
The attached memo from September 20, 2018 provides background on this issue. A primary
issue the Administration and Finance Committee (AFC) discussed is what are the appropriate
parameters for using the contingency fund for rate stabilization. We retained our actuary,
Milliman, to assist in this project. Attached to this memo is a PowerPoint that Milliman will present
at the AFC meeting on May 29, 2019.
DISCUSSION: IRMA’s financial procedures are established in our Contract and Bylaws and
financial policies. For purposes of reserve levels, the IRMA Members’ Reserve Fund Policy and
Procedure sets forth minimum and maximum reserves to assure we are sufficiently funded to pay
claims. The reserve fund levels are impacted by our investment earnings, which are governed
by our Cash and Investment Policy as well as our Asset Allocation Guidelines. All of these policies
are attached for reference. This “Contingency Fund Project” is aimed at assuring we are
financially secure in the event IRMA experiences investment losses and large claims in a given
year; it is a test of our appetite for risk. We have more control over claims than we do over
investment returns. In order to measure this risk, our actuaries have provided us with a risk
assessment for a large loss in claims and our financial advisor has provided us with a risk
assessment for investment losses. Both assessments are attached for reference.
While this discussion started with rate stabilization, the analysis reveals that rate stabilization is
only one component of the contingency fund. We also need to consider risks such as a
supplemental assessment, a verdict that exceeds our reinsurance level and investment losses.
Taking all of this into consideration, our actuary is recommending that we maintain at least $12
million in a contingency fund.
Contribution Rates and Rate Stabilization
Attachment 1 is a chart showing IRMA’s contribution rate for the past 10 years and reflects that
the rate only increased one year, 2019. Prior to 2017, IRMA stabilized rates by estimating
investment income each year and collecting less in contributions from members. For example,
for the 2012 membership year budget, it was estimated that we would earn $1,600,063 in
investment income; in reliance on that estimate, we collected $1.6 million less from our members
– decreasing the contributions collected. This was the “rate stabilization” methodology until a
Subcommittee of the AFC studied the issue and recommended we change this method. The
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Subcommittee recommended, and the BOD approved, a revision so that we rely on actual
investment income already earned (interest income) for rate stabilization, rather than projecting
the future investment returns. As such, starting in 2017, we have relied on interest income to
avoid rate increases. According to our actuaries, we would need $1.5 million annually to reduce
a potential rate increase from 10% to 5%. In considering the appropriate level of rate increase
for drafting a Contingency Fund Policy and Procedure, we could provide that the contingency fund
should be utilized to avoid a rate increase that exceeds 5% and provide discretion for rate
increases below 5%. Some considerations for the exercise of discretion would include investment
losses, membership changes, member recruitment opportunities, reinsurance market spikes and
large losses. If the pool experiences an increase in claims overall resulting in an increase in the
loss fund multiplier rate, rather than a one-time large loss, a rate increase is appropriate.
The Milliman presentation explains that the need for the contingency fund is primarily tied to the
potential for large claims and the potential for investment losses. Of additional importance, the
loss fund rate has been decreasing for many years, which is not sustainable. We can expect
increases in the near future.
Potential for Large Claims
In the context of considering the threat of large claims, it is important to note that IRMA’s members’
reserve is strong. Milliman projects that we will have on average one $3 million general liability
claim in any given year and one $1.5 million workers’ compensation claim every other year (slide
9). The real threat of large claims is the reverse conviction cases where the plaintiff was
incarcerated for multiple years until he is exonerated of the crime. The law is in flux with respect
to the appropriate “trigger” year for these cases. The year the plaintiff was arrested is a potential
trigger year for false arrest; the year of exoneration is a potential trigger year for malicious
prosecution and the plaintiff can argue that each year of incarceration is a separate injury. The
potential for multiple trigger years exposes the pool to the possibility of multiple SIRs (self-insured
retentions). For example, if our SIR is $3 million per year, and the plaintiff was incarcerated for
10 years, IRMA’s exposure could be $30 million.
Potential for New Types of Losses
Actuarial estimates are subject to uncertainty from various sources including changes in claim
reporting patterns, claim settlement patterns, judicial decisions, legislation, economic conditions,
etc. Further, Milliman’s projections make no provision for future emergence of new classes or
types of losses not sufficiently represented in IRMA’s historical database, including but not limited
to toxic tort, environmental, asbestos-related claims or those losses which are not yet quantifiable.
This could potentially expose IRMA to significant losses.
Potential for Investment Losses
The volatility of investment returns is a significant threat that should also be considered. Slide 10
reflects IRMA’s investment returns over a 10-year period. IRMA has significant flexibility in
determining its investment allocation, and our investment strategy has been aggressive.
Traditional insurance companies are limited to 25% in equities by law. IRMA invests 50% in
equities. As such, a severe downturn in the market can have a significant impact on IRMA’s
financial well-being. According to our financial advisor, 10% of the time, we have a risk of losing
$12 million in the market.
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Conclusion: Milliman has recommended that we maintain at least $12 million in a contingency
fund as protection from exposure to large claims and to offset potential investment losses.
RECOMMENDATION: Consider the information and direct staff accordingly.
Administration and Finance Committee (5/29/19): The AFC had a lengthy conversation on
this item, understanding and analyzing the issues, including the risks of market downturns,
unexpected large claims that date back many years and membership changes. Both the IRMA
actuaries and financial advisor participated in the conversation. In the end, the committee agreed
that it’s prudent to examine this at this time since we do have surplus deposited into a contingency
fund. In addition, the Committee determined that this is not about “rate stabilization” as it is more
about contribution stabilization to avoid a spike in the contribution rate due to an unforeseen
circumstance. The contingency fund should not be used to artificially deflate IRMA’s rates. The
Committee directed staff to draft a contingency fund policy that establishes a formula for a cap on
the amount to be maintained in the fund, as well as parameters for when the fund should be
utilized. These factors should include avoidance of a supplemental assessment.
ME/RB/dm
G:\Committees\Administration & Finance Committee\2019\5-29-19\Cover Memo For Contingency Fund.Docx
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Administration & Finance Committee

FROM:

Margo Ely, Executive Director
Rita Boserup, Director of Financial Services

DATE:

September 20, 2018

RE:

Consideration of a Contingency Fund

PURPOSE: The purpose of this memorandum is to consider creating a “rainy day fund” and
further explained herein.
BACKGROUND: In 2016, the Administration and Finance Committee appointed a Subcommittee
to consider the propriety of discounting the loss fund based on investments and also the
availability of interest income credit for the purpose of rate stabilization. (Attachment A,
September 15, 2016 Memo). The Subcommitee recommended using interest income credit for
rate stabilization. As such, for the 2017 budget, the Board approved the use of $1.5 million from
the 2016 interest income credit for rate stabilization. For the 2018 budget, the Board approved
$5 million for rate stabilization and reserved $3 million for future rate stabilization. Earlier this
year, this committee discussed the possibility of creating a Rate Stabilization Reserve Fund Policy
and Procedure. (Attachment B, November 10, 2017 Memo). IRMA members recognize that
maintaining affordable and competitive rates is critical to IRMA’s future growth and success.
DISCUSSION: As reflected in the interest income agenda item for this AFC meeting, IRMA has
a significant amount of money available this year. It is an opportune time to be forward thinking.
We already have an established precedent and history of assuring member contributions are
stable, which is embedded in our financial system through the 5 year rolling average look back
for exposure base as well as using 5 years of losses, and our sliding scale cap on actual losses
included in the experience modifier calculations. We also have a history of utilizing a portion of
interest income credit returns for rate stabilization. Moving forward, staff recommends that the
membership consider expanding this approach to reach at least two additional considerations.
IRMA has never issued a supplemental assessment. And hopefully, we never will. A “rainy day
fund” could be used to avoid a supplemental assessment. A threat that all municipalities face is
the possibility of a false conviction lawsuit. Due to this very significant threat, IRMA created an
Arrest, Prosecution, Conviction Contingency Loan Fund in 2016. (Attachment C, September 6,
2016 APCC Memo). Staff believes that some portion of the current interest income returns should
be reserved for the rainy day fund for potential situations where the APCC Fund is not sufficient
to resolve a case when it is necessary.
RECOMMENDATION: Consider establishing a rainy day fund.

Administration and Finance Committee (9/25/18): The AFC had an extensive, active and
interesting conversation on this agenda item. With respect to rate stabilization, members
expressed concern regarding the potential for relying on rate stabilization money to keep
contributions artificially low and questioned the sustainability of this practice, especially in light of
the fact that investment returns are variable. The funding for the recent two years of rate
stabilization has come from recent very high investment earnings; the likelihood is that this will
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not continue. However, the availability of $28 million in interest income this year presents a unique
opportunity to plan for the future. Projections indicate that this is unlikely to happen again in the
next 5 to 6 years, so we need to be thoughtful about what IRMA should do with the money.
Members agreed that we should reserve some funds for rate stabilization, to avoid potential
supplemental assessments, to provide a source of revenue for potential insurance gaps and
coverage disputes and other contingencies.
There was much discussion about whether we should have 3 funds (rate stabilization, arrest,
prosecution, conviction contingency fund, and a rainy day fund), or just 1 fund with different
policies that direct the parameters for use of the funds. With respect to rate stabilization, members
stated that we need a formula, benchmark or other objective measure to provide guidance in the
future. The determination of whether rate stabilization money is necessary should be supported
by a reasonable basis and should not be arbitrary or random.
In the end, the committee voted to create one “Contingency Fund” with a starting balance of $20
million funded by the interest income credit and that the money can be used for rate stabilization,
avoiding supplemental assessments and other reasons. Staff will draft a rate stabilization policy
that identifies usage parameters, including potentially a reference to the Illinois PTELL rate as a
guiding reference point for IRMA contribution increases and the use of rate stabilization funds,
excluding new or withdrawn members from the calculation. In other words, if the IRMA
contribution is going to increase by a percentage higher than PTELL, then rate stabilization may
be appropriate. Staff will also draft a Contingency Fund Policy, which will incorporate by reference
the rate stabilization policy, but will also incorporate and expand provisions of the former Arrest,
Prosecution, Conviction Contingency Loan Fund to allow for indemnification in cases where there
are insufficient funds in the specific membership year. The Contingency fund will earn investment
income, provided that the fund balance at the end of IRMA’s fiscal year does not exceed $20
million. Any investment earnings that would bring the fund in excess of $20 million will be
distributed to the members based on the existing formulas, but would include the excess amount.
Executive Board (10/4/18): The Executive Board discussed this item, noting that IRMA has a
history of “rate stabilization” through adjusting expected investment income or an actual rate
stabilization number, and supported that we need to formalize this process with a policy.
Members suggested that a list of potential considerations/triggers for utilizing rate stabilization
would be helpful, such as perhaps a % of budget or loss fund, and tangible adjustment reasons
such as the addition of new members or the loss of members in a given year. They questioned
where our rate would be if we had no rate stabilization, whether rate stabilization is cumulative in
nature and what rate is necessary to remain competititve for member recruitment efforts.
Members suggested that a cap would be helpful. The members agreed that one fund is
appropriate, rather than multiple funds.
ME/RB/ds
Attachments
G:\Committees\Executive Board\2018\10-3-18\Consideration Of A Rainy Day Fund.Docx
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IRMA
MEMBERS' RESERVE FUND
POLICY AND PROCEDURE
I.

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the Members' Reserve is to provide immediate temporary cash in the event
of large claims that exceed the Loss Fund and to assure the payment of Supplemental
Assessments by Members.
The Members' Reserve also serves as the first source for payment of Supplemental
Assessments. Contributions to the Members' Reserve will apply to each member’s losses
only for those Program Years in which they are Members, and any Members' Reserve
surplus for any Program Year will be allocated only to those who were Members during
such year.
Several capitalized terms are used in this Policy document but are not defined. Such terms
will have the same meanings as they do in IRMA's Contract and Bylaws, as may be
amended from time to time (the "Bylaws").

II.

MINIMUM/MAXIMUM LEVELS OF FUNDING
Based on independent actuarial recommendations, the Members' Reserve shall have
minimum and maximum levels of funding established annually by the Board in conjunction
with IRMA's budget. The recommended minimum level, for the Fund as a whole, shall be
equal to the amount of two general and automobile liability coverage self-insured
retentions. The recommended maximum level shall be equal to 20% of the total liabilities of
IRMA (excluding Member balances), plus 20% of the next year’s uncollected contributions,
plus the Members’ Reserve amounts attributed to withdrawn or expelled Members, existing
on the last day of the fiscal year of IRMA immediately preceding the date such level is
established, as based on IRMA's audited financial statements for such date. However, in
establishing the minimum and maximum levels of funding of the Members' Reserve, the
Board shall give consideration to extenuating circumstances, which may provide the need
to maintain other minimum or maximum levels on a temporary basis. Any adjusted,
temporary levels will be reviewed no less often than annually. Each Member shall maintain
a minimum balance in the Members' Reserve equal to 25% of its current Program Year's
Initial Contribution, effective after the Member has made its total original payment to the
Members' Reserve.

III.

NEW MEMBERS
Upon joining IRMA, a Member shall be required to separately pay to the Members' Reserve
an amount equal to 50% of its first full year's Initial Contribution. This Members' Reserve
payment shall be payable by a Member at the same time as the initial contribution or in
three, four or five equal annual installments as selected by the Member, commencing on
January 1 of the year following the year in which it becomes a Member. Except as
otherwise provided below, a Member shall participate in IRMA for the same number of
years as the number selected by the Member for payment of the member’s reserve.
However, should a Member elect to withdraw from IRMA as provided n Section 4.05 (B) of
the IRMA Contract and Bylaws prior to the completion of the Members’ Reserve payment,
the outstanding balance of the Members’ Reserve payment shall be due and payable at the
time of notice of withdrawal.
1
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IV.

EXISTING MEMBERS
In addition to the funds paid to the Members' Reserve by new Members, funds currently in
the Members' Reserve, which were paid by existing Members, will be governed by this
Policy.

V.

SEPARATE ACCOUNTS
A separate Member’s Reserve account for each Member shall be maintained on IRMA's
books and records and shall reflect such Member's payment to the Members' Reserve,
accrued investment income, transfers to/from individual Program years (as described
below), and Excess Surplus Fund. Members will receive annual statements that display all
activity in their individual accounts. However, the Members shall not be entitled to the use
of any funds in their accounts unless and until they are distributed in accordance with this
Policy. Until any such distribution, such funds shall remain a restricted asset of the
Member and may not be pledged, assigned or otherwise encumbered by any Member.

VI.

TRANSFER OF FUNDS FROM/TO INDIVIDUAL YEARS
The funds allocated for each Program Year will earn investment income based on the funds
remaining from time to time for that year. The investment income earned for each Program
Year will be credited to an Amounts Due Members account established for that year
covering all of the Members during such year. Annually, when the actuary prepares the
Reserve Adequacy Report, entries will be made to adjust the Loss Funds for individual
Program Years to the appropriate levels, with offsetting entries made to Amounts Due
Members. For each Program Year that is five (5) years old or less, no transfer of funds will
be made between the Amounts Due Members account and the Members' Reserve.
Instead, such funds will remain in the Amounts Due Members account during that five (5)
year period and continue to accrue interest. For all Program Years more than five (5) years
old, (i) any positive balance in the Amounts Due Member accounts for such years will be
transferred to Members' Reserve, and (ii) any negative balances in the Amounts Due
Member accounts for such years will be replenished from Members' Reserve funds.
The Members' Reserve funds for each Program Year will be allocated to each Member
based on its respective percentage of the Initial Contributions (without inclusion of the
Member Experience Modifier, payments to the Members' Reserve, or other payments) for
that year and the calculation of the Member’s contribution to the loss fund for that year less
the Member’s expected payments for claims from the loss fund for that year. As a result, a
Member's contribution to the Members' Reserve will be used to cover only its portion of
losses for those Program Years in which it was a Member. Also, any surplus in the
Members' Reserve for any Program Year will be allocated only to Members during that
year. The amounts transferred to/from individual Program years for each Member will be
tracked to assure that the maximum Supplemental Assessment for each Member for that
year is not exceeded.

VII.

CREDITS AND ASSESSMENTS
In conjunction with IRMA's annual budget, the level of the Members' Reserve will be
reviewed by the Board. The amount of funds in the Members' Reserve in excess of the
maximum level may be credited to each Member's Excess Surplus Fund in the form of an
interest income credit, in the same ratio as each such Member's funds in the Members'
Reserve bears to all of the funds in the Members' Reserve. This ratio will be determined as
2
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of the last day of IRMA's fiscal year immediately preceding the date that the budget is
approved.
The Excess Surplus Fund may be used by the Member to offset its Initial Contributions for
future years, to pay for allocated costs of settlement or jury award for counts not covered by
IRMA, to use its Excess Surplus Fund balance to offset Supplemental Assessments, or to
request a check from IRMA at quarterly intervals. All remaining credits will be available in
future years to offset contributions and earn investment income. In no event will any money
from the Member’s Excess Surplus Fund be transferred back to individual years to
replenish negative balances in the Amounts Due Members without the authorization of the
Member.
When the Total Members' Reserve Fund balance decreases to the minimum level of
funding, no funds will be transferred to any individual Program Years. If the cash for any
Program Year is less than that year's Loss Fund, an Amounts Due From Members will be
declared. However, no Supplemental Assessments will be issued for such year until the
cash for the year falls to $50,000.
VIII.

FORMER MEMBERS
Any Member that provides notice of withdrawal nine months or more in advance of the end
of IRMA’s fiscal year and any member that has been expelled from IRMA in accordance
with Section 4.03 of the IRMA Contract and Bylaws shall have an amount equal to their
annual experience modifier debit withdrawn from its Member’s Reserve Fund for the first
six years following withdraw/expulsion from IRMA.
The experience modifier shall be
calculated using the same method as used for active members, except that the number of
loss years in the calculation will decrease from the initial 5 years of losses down to a single
year as time progresses. Prorations or equalizing factors may be applied to this
calculation.
Thereafter, any such former member shall have an amount equal to 25% of their final
year's Initial Contribution remain in its Member’s Reserve until all years for which it was a
Member have been closed. On the date the Member leaves IRMA, the Member’s Excess
Surplus Fund will be transferred into the former Member’s Reserve Fund and will be
distributed in accordance with this policy. If they are not in default of any payments or
obligations to IRMA, they shall receive a refund of the balance in excess of 25% of their
final year's Initial Contribution of their Members' Reserve account (including investment
earnings thereon) after the first six years of deductions based on annual experience
modifier debit. Thereafter, any refund shall be payable to the Member as follows:
1)

Ten percent (10%) at the end of the seventh full fiscal year of IRMA after the
Member's departure from IRMA.

2)

Twenty percent (20%) at the end of the eighth full fiscal year of IRMA after the
Member's departure from IRMA.

3)

Thirty percent (30%) at the end of the ninth full fiscal year of IRMA after the
Member's departure from IRMA.

4)

The balance (less the 25% mentioned above) at the end of the tenth full fiscal year
of IRMA after the Member's departure from IRMA.
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On an annual basis after the audited financial statements have been issued, each former
Member’s Reserve Fund shall be reviewed to assure the appropriate balance of 25% of the
final year’s initial contribution is in the account. Any money in excess of the required
amount shall be refunded. The withdrawing or expelled Member shall remain fully liable for
any Supplemental Assessments attributable to the years of its membership in IRMA. If a
former Member is in default of any of its obligations to IRMA, IRMA shall have the right to
apply funds from the Members' Reserve account of such Member to satisfy the obligations.
When all Program years in which the former Member had membership in IRMA have been
closed as prescribed by the Bylaws, the former Member will receive the remaining balance
of its Members' Reserve account.

Approved 7/27/94
Revised 5/31/00
Approved revision 6/25/03
Approved revision 12/13/06
Approved revision 6/27/07
Approved revision 6/24/09
Approved revision 3/31/10
Approved revision 10/27/10
Approved revision 10/31/12
Approved revision 10/30/13
Approved revision 10/29/14
Approved revision 10/16/17
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK MANAGEMENT AGENCY
CASH AND INVESTMENT POLICY

The IRMA Cash and Investment Policy was originally created in 1987 to provide guidelines for the
investment of all IRMA funds. The policy establishes Investment Objectives, Responsibility, and
Investment Selection.
The Administration and Finance Committee is charged with monitoring the Investment Portfolio to
ensure that the guidelines established by the Policy are met. Annually, the Administration and
Finance Committee develops investment strategies, which are implemented by the IRMA staff. The
strategies determine the types of investments used, the length of maturity for each type of
investment, and an evaluation of each money manager. Permissible investment vehicles are
described in the Illinois Compiled Statutes Chapter 30, Section 235/2 and Chapter 5, Section
220/15.
Through aggressive management of the investments, it is IRMA's intent to provide a maximum rate
of return within its risk tolerance while providing sufficient liquidity to meet its cash flow needs. Each
dollar earned through investment income reduces the amount that the members must contribute to
meet IRMA's budgetary needs.

I.

PURPOSE OF AN INVESTMENT POLICY
The investment of public risk pool funds is a major responsibility of the Board of Directors of
the IRMA risk pool. These responsibilities have become more difficult and complex due to
the deregulation of the banking industry, the emergence of new investment vehicles, and
the growth of the amount of funds available for investment. It is recognized that the nature of
IRMA's business is different than that of its members, and therefore the investment
strategies will also differ.
The purpose of this investment policy is to indicate a conscious, formal effort by IRMA
members to develop, implement, and monitor the investment of all IRMA funds. It shall be
considered an important means to communicate to staff, IRMA Members and to the public
IRMA's policy views on management of cash assets.

II.

INVESTMENT METHODOLOGY
The objective of IRMA's Investment Fund is to provide the assets and asset growth
necessary to accomplish the goals of the organization. The allocation of assets is
recognized to be a primary determinant of fund performance. The asset allocation for the
fund will be determined by identifying a mix of assets that is expected to produce an
accepted level of return in relation to the risk assumed. Semiannually, the asset allocation
will be reviewed by the Administration and Finance Committee to ensure that it meets the
established investment guidelines. If an asset class is more than plus or minus 5% from its
allowed percentage, the Administration and Finance Committee will evaluate whether or not
to redistribute assets.
This fund should be structured into the following categories:
1
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Short Term Investment Fund. The Short Term Investment Fund shall contain the
amount that is required to pay all anticipated expenses and claim payments
throughout the Fiscal Year. This fund is to be invested in short term, liquid
investments.
Fixed Income Fund. The Fixed Income Fund shall contain fixed income securities.
The Administration and Finance Committee shall annually establish duration range,
and a performance benchmark for each manager within the Fixed Income Fund.
Equity Fund. The Equity Fund shall contain equity securities and may be a mix of
domestic and international stocks. The Administration and Finance Committee shall
annually establish a performance benchmark for each manager within the Equity
Fund.
The Administration and Finance Committee will utilize the expertise of IRMA's investment
advisor to recommend the optimal asset mix for approval by the Board of Directors and set
benchmarks for each investment manager.

III.

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES
The overall direction of IRMA's investment program may be found in the following
objectives:
Safety of Principal of the overall fund is considered a high priority to IRMA. However, IRMA
recognizes that individual investments may have capital losses, which can be offset by
capital gains on other securities. In order to provide a diversified portfolio, IRMA recognizes
that the Fixed Income and Equity Funds may experience loss of investment principal.
Liquidity to enable IRMA to meet all anticipated operating expenses and claim payments is
accomplished through the allocation of investments.
Rate of Return. The goal for IRMA's investment portfolio is, over a 3-5 year period, to meet
or exceed the benchmark established annually by the Administration and Finance
Committee, recognizing that there will be year-to-year fluctuations. This investment portfolio
will be managed in accordance with the parameters specified within this policy. Portfolio
performance should be compared to benchmarks with similar maturity, liquidity and credit
quality as the portfolio.
Diversification. In order to guarantee asset safety, IRMA shall diversify investments to avoid
incurring unreasonable risks from the practice of concentrating investments in specific
security types or durations. The Investment Fund provides for this diversification with
different managers for each portion of the fund.
Public Confidence in the investment program is imperative. All investments shall be made
with the care, skill, prudence and diligence under the circumstances then prevailing that a
prudent person acting in a like capacity and familiar with such matters would use in the
conduct of an enterprise of like character and with like aims. Investments shall be made
only in those securities allowed under the Illinois Compiled Statutes, Chapter 30, Section
235/2 and Chapter 5, Section 220/15, per the IRMA Investment Policy and Administration
2
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and Finance Committee's annual approved investment strategies.
IV.

RESPONSIBILITY
Management responsibility for the investment program of IRMA is hereby delegated to the
Executive Director. The Executive Director shall seek investment guidance from the IRMA
Administration and Finance Committee and an independent investment consultant. The
Executive Director shall direct investment program operations consistent with this Policy,
and will identify those staff positions, in writing, having investment responsibility. No
persons may engage in an investment transaction except as provided under the terms of
this Policy and procedures developed by the Executive Director. The Executive Director
shall be responsible for all transactions undertaken, and shall establish a system of controls
to regulate the activities of subordinate IRMA staff members and outside money managers.

Management responsibility of the Executive Director shall include the timely preparation of
cash flow projections. These cash flow projections shall be used to identify all cash
requirements and determine the amount available for investment within the policy
guidelines.

V.

CASH MANAGEMENT
IRMA's Policy regarding cash management is based upon the realization that there is a
time-value to money. Temporarily idle cash may be invested for a period of one day to an
excess of one year depending upon the cash flow projections. Accordingly, the Executive
Director shall cause to be prepared written cash management procedures, which shall
include, but not be limited to, the following:
Receipts: All monies due IRMA shall be collected as promptly as possible. Monies that
are received shall be deposited in an approved financial institution no later than the second
business day after receipt by IRMA. Amounts that remain uncollected after a reasonable
length of time shall be subject to any available legal means of collection.
Disbursements: Any disbursement to suppliers of goods and/or services or to employees
for salaries and wages shall be contingent upon an available budget amount.
All
obligations of IRMA should be paid in a timely manner and only after obtaining applicable
approvals.
Settlement of claims/lawsuits shall be authorized in accordance with the provisions of the
IRMA Bylaws or where the Board of Directors has adopted a "statement of committee
responsibility" granting settlement authority and consistent with the IRMA Bylaws.

VI.

ACCOUNTING
IRMA's accounting system is organized so that each membership year may be evaluated
independently. The assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses of each year are maintained
as separate entities on the full accrual basis. All investment transactions shall be recorded
in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles as promulgated by the
3
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Government Accounting Standards Board from time to time.

VII.

DEPOSITORY BANKS
It shall be IRMA's Policy to select depository banks for its operating accounts on the
following basis:
-

Security: IRMA shall maintain funds in a financial institution only if that institution is
a member of the FDIC system.

-

Size: Total assets of the institution shall exceed $150 million. In addition, the
capital to asset ratio must be at least 5% for institutions with assets above
$450,000,000, at least 6% for institutions with assets between $300,000,000 and
$450,000,000, and at least 7% for institutions with assets between $150,000,000
and $300,000,000. IRMA will not select as depository any financial institution in
which IRMA's funds on deposit with the depository would exceed 50% of the
institution's capital stock and surplus. Size will be verified at least once annually by
the Executive Director. An institution not meeting the size criteria will be removed
from the approved listing of institutions. Any investments in the institution in
question will be permitted to hold until maturity, but no further investments will be
placed until the institution proves, by an audited statement of condition, that it is
worthy of IRMA's investments.
Statement of Condition: Each institution named as a depository shall be required to
file the last two annual and quarterly sworn or audited statements of condition to the
Executive Director's office, to be used for evaluating its size and capital to assets
ratio. The Executive Director's office will maintain for public and managerial
inspection these statements of condition. If, for any reason, the information
furnished is considered by the Executive Director, Treasurer, or Administration and
Finance Committee to be insufficient, IRMA may request additional data. The
refusal of any institution to provide such data upon request may serve as sufficient
cause for the withdrawal of IRMA funds.

-

VIII.

-

Services and Fees: Any financial institution selected by IRMA may be requested to
provide cash management services, including, but not limited to: checking account,
wire transfers, purchase and sale of investment securities and safekeeping services.
Fees for banking services shall be mutually agreed to by an authorized
representative of the depository institution and the IRMA Executive Director or
authorized member of the IRMA staff.

-

Executive Board Authorization: Once the Executive Director and the Administration
and Finance Committee have verified a potential depository's ability to meet the
criteria established in the Policy, a financial institution shall be named only upon
authorization of the IRMA Executive Board. In the case of collateralized or insured
certificates of deposits, the financial institution shall require only the approval of the
Executive Director and IRMA Treasurer.

INDEPENDENT INVESTMENT CONSULTANT
IRMA shall retain the services of an independent investment consultant on an ongoing
4
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basis, who will monitor the performance of the professional money managers, recommend
an optimal asset mix, set benchmarks for each investment manager and perform a
manager search when required. The consultant, who will have no money management
power or authority, will assist the Administration and Finance Committee in developing its
annual investment strategy.

IX.

PROFESSIONAL MONEY MANAGERS
It shall be IRMA's policy to utilize professional money managers to manage both the Fixed
Income and Equity Funds. Any professional money manager retained by the IRMA Board
of Directors must be a fiduciary, who has the power to manage, acquire, or dispose of any
portfolio asset of IRMA, has acknowledged in writing that he or she is a fiduciary with
respect to IRMA and that he or she has read and understands IRMA's investment policy
and will adhere to all of the principles and standards set forth in that policy, and is one or
more of the following:
-

registered as an investment adviser under the federal Investment Adviser Act of
1940; and registered as an investment adviser under the Illinois Securities Law of
1953;

-

a bank, as defined in the federal Investment Adviser Act of 1940;

-

an insurance company authorized to transact business in this State.

The managers will be evaluated using the following criteria:
Fixed Income:
-

An investment management organization with at least $1 billion under management
and the capability of managing a government security only portfolio is preferred.

-

Continuity of staff is important.

-

Investment management organizations, which have been in business for a minimum
of five years are preferred.

-

Investment management organizations which over a five year period can
demonstrate that their overall performance has met or exceeded the Lehman
Brothers Intermediate Government Index or similar index are preferred.

Equities:
-

An investment management organization with at least $1 billion under management
is preferred.

-

Continuity of staff is important.

-

Investment management organizations, which have been in business for a minimum
of five years, are preferred.
5
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-

Investment management organizations, which over a five-year period, can
demonstrate that their overall performance has met or exceeded the Standard
& Poor’s 500 Index or similar index are preferred.

Executive Board Authority: Once the Administration and Finance Committee has verified
that a Money Manager has met the established criteria and has made a recommendation to
hire that Money Manager, the Money Manager can only be hired upon approval of the IRMA
Executive Board.

X.

INVESTMENT SELECTION
IRMA may invest in any type of security allowed for in the Illinois Compiled Statutes,
Chapter 30, Section 235/2 and Chapter 5, Section 220/15, regarding the investment of
public and intergovernmental risk management entity funds. Approved investments include
but are not limited to:
-

Bonds, notes, certificates of indebtedness, treasury bills, or other securities,
including obligations of the Government National Mortgage Association, which are
guaranteed by the full faith and credit of the United States of America or its
agencies.

-

Interest-bearing savings accounts, interest-bearing certificates of deposit or
interest-bearing time deposits or any other investment constituting direct obligations
of any bank as defined by the Illinois Banking Act and that is insured by the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation.

-

Short-term discount obligations of the Federal National Mortgage Association.

-

Short-term obligations of United States corporations (commercial paper) with assets
over $500,000,000 if:
a)

such obligations are rated at the time of purchase with the highest
classification established by at least two standard rating services and which
mature not later than 180 days from the date of purchase, and

b)

such purchases do not exceed 10% of the corporation's outstanding
obligations.

c)

No more than one third of IRMA's funds may be invested in short-term
obligations of such corporations.

-

Public Treasurers' Investment Pool created under Section 17 of the State Treasurer
Act.

-

Local government investment pool.

-

A fund managed, operated, and administered by a bank, subsidiary of a bank, or
subsidiary of a bank holding company or use the services of such an entity to hold
6
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and invest or advise regarding the investment of funds.
-

Money-market mutual funds registered under the amended Investment Company
Act of 1940 provided that the portfolio is limited to bonds, notes, certificates of
indebtedness, treasury bills or other securities which are guaranteed by the full faith
and credit of the United States of America or agreements to repurchase these same
types of obligations.

-

The common stocks listed on a recognized exchange or market.

-

Stock and convertible debt investments, or investment grade corporate bonds, in or
issued by any corporation the book value of which shall not exceed 5% of IRMA's
total investment account at book value in which those securities are held,
determined as of the date of the investment, provided that investments in the stock
of any one corporation shall not exceed 5% of the total outstanding stock of the
corporation and that the investments in the convertible debt of any one corporation
shall not exceed 5% of the total amount of such debt that may be outstanding.

-

The straight preferred stocks or convertible preferred stocks and convertible debt
securities issued or guaranteed by a corporation whose common stock is listed on a
recognized exchange or market.

-

Mutual funds or commingled funds that meet the following requirements:
a)
the mutual fund or commingled fund is managed by an investment company
as defined and registered under the federal Investment Company Act of
1940 and registered under the Illinois Securities Law of 1953 or an
investment adviser as defined under the federal Investment Advisers Act of
1940;

-

b)

the mutual fund has been in operation for at least 5 years; and

c)

the mutual fund has total net assets of $250,000,000 or more.

Commercial grade real estate located in the State of Illinois.

At least 40% of the investment portfolio of IRMA shall contain investments covered by
collateral held by a third party, United States obligation or United States agency obligations,
or any investment grade corporate bond allowed under state statute, or a combination
thereof. This may fluctuate by up to 5% due to investment performance until IRMA
rebalances its portfolio.

XI.

BIDDING PROCEDURES ON INVESTMENTS
All investments purchased and/or sold directly by the IRMA staff shall be selected on the
basis of competitive quotations. In obtaining competitive quotations, at least two or more
quotations will be obtained.
Investments shall be placed with the institution that best exhibits the ability to meet the
investment criteria and objectives in this Policy.
7
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XII.

DIVERSIFICATION AND MATURITIES
Commercial paper shall not exceed 10% of IRMA's investment portfolio at the time of
placement.
Maturities of investments of IRMA shall be determined to enable IRMA to have available
sufficient cash for all purposes.

XIII.

COLLATERAL
It shall be IRMA's policy to require that all funds on deposit in banks in excess of FDIC limits
be secured by some form of collateral. Direct investments issued by the United States or an
agency of the United States or insured by a third party insurer do not require collateral.
IRMA shall enter into a collateral agreement with any financial institution willing to pledge
said collateral; this agreement shall outline the types of assets that may be placed as
collateral, the amount of collateral required, and the placement procedures. IRMA shall
accept any type of security as collateral provided it conforms with Illinois Compiled Statutes,
Chapter 30, Section 235/2 and Chapter 5, Section 220/15, regarding the investments of
public and intergovernmental risk management entity funds, exclusive of equity securities
The amount of collateral provided will not be less than 110% of the fair market value of the
net amount of IRMA funds secured. The rate of fair market value of collateral to the amount
of funds secured will be reviewed monthly by the Executive Director's office and additional
collateral will be required when the ratio declines below the 110% level. Pledged collateral
will be held by IRMA or in safekeeping and evidenced by a safekeeping agreement. If
collateral is held in safekeeping, it shall be held by a third party identified by IRMA or by an
escrow agent of the pledging institution. A collateral agreement will preclude the release of
the pledged assets without authorized signatures from the IRMA Treasurer and Executive
Director, but the agreement may allow for an exchange of collateral of like kind and value.

XIV.

CUSTODY and SAFEKEEPING
IRMA shall enter into agreements with a trustee for safekeeping and custody of IRMA's
assets or assets shall be held in IRMA's name.

XV.

INTERNAL CONTROLS
The Executive Director shall establish a system of internal controls, which shall be
documented in writing. These internal controls and this Investment Policy shall be reviewed
by an independent, certified public accountant in conjunction with the annual examination of
the financial statements of IRMA. The controls shall be designed to prevent losses of IRMA
funds arising from fraud, employee error, misrepresentation by third parties, unanticipated
changes in financial markets, or imprudent actions by employees of IRMA.

XVI.

REPORTING
8
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The IRMA Executive Director shall submit a monthly investment report to the IRMA
Administration and Finance Committee for approval and present the approved report to the
Executive Board and IRMA Board of Directors. The report shall include securities in the
portfolio by class or type, book value, income earned and market value as of the report
date.
The Comprehensive Annual Financial Report of IRMA shall include all investment
information as promulgated by the Government Accounting Standards Board.
From time to time, the IRMA Treasurer, Administration and Finance Committee or Executive
Director shall suggest policies and improvements that might be made in the investment
program. If deemed worthwhile, these policies shall be incorporated into the written internal
controls or this Investment Policy, upon approval of the IRMA Board of Directors.

XVII.

STANDARDS OF CARE
A.

Prudence
The standard of prudence to be used by IRMA officers, Committee members,
Professional Money Managers and employees responsible for the investment of
public funds shall be the "prudent person" standard, subject to the foregoing
limitations, which states:
Investments shall be made with judgment and care, under circumstances
then prevailing, which persons knowledgeable of investment practices, and
persons of prudence, discretion and intelligence exercise in the
management of their own affairs, not for speculation, but for investment,
considering the probable safety of their capital as well as the probable
income to be derived.
The above standard is established as the standard of professional responsibility and
shall be applied in the context of managing IRMA's overall portfolio. This policy
recognizes that there are circumstances beyond the control of even the most prudent
investor, which impact the return obtained. However, officials, Committee members,
Professional Money Managers and employees of IRMA acting in accordance with
this Investment Policy and written procedures as may be established and exercising
due diligence shall be relieved of personal responsibility for an individual security's
credit risk or market price changes, provided that deviations from expectation are
reported in a timely fashion, and appropriate action is taken to control adverse
developments.

B.

Ethics and Conflicts of Interest
IRMA Officers, Committee members, Professional Money Managers and employees
involved in the investment process shall refrain from personal business activity that
could conflict with the proper execution and management of the investment
program, or that could impair their ability to make impartial decisions. Employees,
officers, Committee members and Professional Money Managers shall disclose any
9
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material interests in financial institutions with which they conduct business. They
shall further disclose any personal financial/investment positions that could be
related to the performance of the investment portfolio. Employees, Committee
members, Professional Money Managers and officers shall refrain from undertaking
personal investment transactions with the same individual with which business is
conducted on behalf of the entity.
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IRMA’s ASSET ALLOCATION GUIDELINES AND DEFINITIONS

I.

PURPOSE

The purpose of IRMA’s Asset Allocation Guideline is for the Administration & Finance
Committee to more effectively manage IRMA’s investment portfolio in accordance with IRMA’s
Cash & Investment Policy.

II.

TARGET RATE OF RETURN

The targeted rate of return for IRMA’s Investment Portfolio, excluding the Short Term
Investment Fund, is 7% over a 10 year period. The targeted rate of return will be used in
preparation of IRMA’s annual budget.

III.

ASSET ALLOCATION

IRMA’s targeted Asset Allocation is:
•
•

•
•

35% Fixed Income
50% Equities allocated to:
o 20% Large Cap US
o 10% Mid Cap US
o 10% Small Cap US
o 10% International
10% Alternative
5% Real Estate

IRMA will not favor one investment style over another. The goal of the equity portfolio is to
achieve a 50-50 balance between growth and value managers. Core/Blend managers are
assumed to have a 50-50 balance between growth and value securities.
IV.

REBALANCE

On a quarterly basis, the Administration & Finance Committee will review the allocation of the
investment portfolio. The committee can rebalance the portfolio at any time if it falls outside of
the targeted asset allocation. However, if any asset class or subclass is more than plus or
minus 5% of its targeted allocation, IRMA should rebalance the portfolio to within the minimums
and maximums set for each asset class/subclass.
V.

APPLICABLE DEFINITIONS

Fixed Income: Commonly referred to as a portfolio of bonds. Individual bonds are loans made
by an investor to a borrower. The borrower promises to pay a set amount of interest on a
predetermined basis until a set date. The borrower returns the principal amount to the investor
on the maturity date.
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Equities: Also known as a portfolio of stocks. Individual equities are an instrument that signifies
an ownership position in a corporation, and represents a claim on its proportionate share in the
corporation’s assets and profits.
Large Cap US: The largest companies as measured by market capitalization- the entire value
of all of a company’s outstanding stock.
Mid Cap: The middle-sized companies as measured by market capitalization- the entire value
of all of a company’s outstanding stock.
Small Cap: The smallest companies as measured by market capitalization- the entire value of
all of a company’s outstanding stock.
International: Equity investments made in companies outside of the United States.
Alternative: An asset that is not one of the conventional investment types, such as stocks,
bonds and cash. Alternative investments include private equity, hedge funds, managed futures,
real estate, infrastructure, commodities and derivatives contracts.
Real Estate: A type of alternative investment that invests in different types of institutional real
estate.
Growth Manager: Invests in stocks of companies whose earnings are expected to grow at an
above-average rate relative to the market. Growth stocks tend not to pay dividends, as the
company would prefer to reinvest retained earnings into capital projects.
Value Manager: Invests in stocks of companies that tend to trade at a lower price relative to its
fundamentals and thus considered undervalued by a value investor. The manager attempts to
capitalize on inefficiencies in the market as the price of the underlying equity may not match the
company’s performance.

APPROVED: Administration & Finance Committee 6/9/05
Approved/revision-6/27/07
Approved/revision-11/10/11
Approved/revision-11/17/16
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MAY 29, 2019

Doug Nishimura, ARM
Richard Frese, FCAS, MAAA
Tim Vosicky, FCAS, MAAA

Contingency Fund Analysis

Intergovernmental Risk
Management Agency
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Analysis based on historical data

One max general liability claim is expected per year
 Could cover one additional



19% chance that the rate will increase by more than 5% in a given year
A contingency fund can be established to offset an unexpected loss

Members’ reserve is strong (ratio to unpaid claim liability is nearly 1:1)
Likely there will be sufficient funds to offset rate increase
Investment risk is significant
Contribution rates have been stable and accurate

Summary
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Historical losses

Historical exposure

Determine expected losses by coverage

Expected losses for all coverages divided by
revenue to determine total rate









$4.00
$3.50
$3.00
$2.50
$2.00
$1.50
$1.00
$0.50
$0.00

Excess insurance premiums ~ 9%



Selected 2019 Cost per $100 of Payroll

On-Level Cost per $100 of Payroll

2019 Workers’ Compensation Rate – Example

General and administrative expenses ~ 10%



Milliman’s estimate is based on:

Losses and loss adjustment expenses (Milliman estimate) ~ 81%



Rate is made up of multiple pieces

How is Rate Determined?
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Risk management of the pool is essential to preventing rate increases
Risk management practices have kept rates stable in recent years; we would expect
increases due to loss trend



Rate increase, higher limits purchased

Excess insurance changes

Member(s) leave: fixed expenses split between fewer members
 Is leaving/joining member’s experience better or worse than pool average?



Membership changes





Loss experience in prior year(s) will influence projected rate

Drivers of Rate Changes
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Milliman Projected Loss Fund Rate

2019

Current Milliman Loss Fund Rate

2018

0.00

0.00

2017

0.50

0.50

2016

1.00

1.00

2015

1.50

1.50

2014

2.00

2.00

2013

2.50

2.50

2012

3.00

3.00

2013

2014

2015

2016
Milliman Projected Loss Fund Rate

2012

Projected loss fund rates since 2014 have been very stable
Projected loss fund rates from 8/31 analysis of year prior (2019 is from 8/31/18)
Milliman current loss fund rates from 12/31/18 analysis
Contribution rates include fixed expenses and any rate increase offset

Stability of Historical Rates

2018
Contribution Rate

2017

Year
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

2019
5

Milliman
Projected Contribution
Loss Fund
Rate
Rate Change Change
-7%
-3%
-10%
-7%
-1%
-3%
-2%
0%
2%
-2%
0%
-9%
-4%
2%
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0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

1%

2%

3%

4%

• Based on IRMA data
• Includes all lines of coverage

Probability of Rate Increase

Probability of Rate Increase

19%

7%

8%

9%

10%

5%

Rate change due to loss experience only
5+% rate increase is a 1 in 5 year event
10+% rate increase is a 1 in 20 year event
$1.5M would offset 10% rate increase down to 5%

5%
6%
Rate Increase

•
•
•
•
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$0

$10

$20

$30

$40

$50

$60

$70

$80

12/31/2011

12/31/2012

Members' Reserve

12/31/2014
12/31/2015
Evaluation Date

Liability

12/31/2013

12/31/2016

Increase in members’ reserve mainly
due to investment income

Members’ reserve nearly doubled from 12/31/11 to 12/31/17



$90

Liability since 2014 has been very consistent



Historical Liability and Members’ Reserve

Millions

12/31/2017

12/31/2018
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0%

1%

2%

3%

4%

5%

6%

$70

$80
Liability

$90

$100

82% probability that reserve is between $70 million and $90 million
Conclusion: Unpaid claim liability estimate is stable

$60

Shows the variability
of Milliman’s unpaid
claim liability
estimate

$110
Millions

5.7% probability that liability is between $79M and $80M

Modeled Distribution of Liability

Probability Density
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Remote probability of three or more large claims in same year

0.57 claims over $1.5M per year (0.07%)
 0.18 claims over $3M per year (0.02%)
 0.08 claims over $5M per year (0.01%)



Workers’ compensation

1.22 claims over $3M per year (0.28%)
 0.69 claims over $5M per year (0.16%)



General liability

Probability of a Large Claim

9
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A $12M contingency will not be sufficient to offset both bad investment returns and losses
 We are not investment advisors – confirm our assumptions with your advisor
 Non-payment by a reinsurer is not considered in our analysis
 Types of losses not in IRMA’s history are not contemplated



Caveats:

A $1M of surplus per year can funded until $12M is accumulated
 It appears that 10% of the time the portfolio will lose about $12M
 Multiple large losses can also cause a $12M drop but is remote based on history



An appropriate contingency fund amount would be minimally $12M

Contingency Margin
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Source: Marquette Asset Allocation Study dated May 21, 2019

Distribution of Annual Dollar Returns ($ Millions)

12
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Tim Vosicky
tim.vosicky@milliman.com

Richard Frese
richard.frese@milliman.com

Doug Nishimura
doug.nishimura@milliman.com

Thank you

May 21, 2019

IRMA
Risk Pool
Asset Allocation Study
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Summary of Study Assumptions and Data Inputs
Client Name

IRMA

Plan Type

Risk Pool

Number of Runs Evaluated

1000

Holding Period

120 Months

Most Recent Data Inputs

December 31, 2018

Market Value of Assets
Return Target

$213,476,561
7.00%

Description of Software
Our asset allocation studies evaluate potential client portfolios under a variety of macroeconomic
environments, which directly impact the performance of asset classes. The studies are built to analyze often
overlooked – but critical – features of portfolio construction, including liquidity, rebalancing, and net cash
flow. We offer customized reports and analytics to evaluate circumstances unique to each plan, such as
spending policies for endowments and funding ratios for pension funds. More generally, our asset allocation
studies offer a comprehensive and rigorous analysis that will formulate the most effective portfolios to achieve
client goals. Specifically, the following initiatives are included in our asset allocation studies:
▪ Identify and quantify sources of risk, beyond the use of standard deviation as the sole risk metric
▪ Establish a forward looking methodology that is not anchored by pre-determined expected returns,
standard deviations and correlations
▪ Recognize the illiquid nature of alternative asset classes, along with the liquidity needs of each client
▪ Incorporate the client’s return goals, liabilities, and cash flows
▪ Allow for portfolio re-balancing to keep asset allocations within target ranges
▪ Allow for non-normal return patterns
▪ Reflect current economic conditions in the analysis.
Our software is based on a Monte Carlo simulation of macroeconomic factors, which are used to model
monthly return outcomes of capital markets. The simulations are created by a powerful economic scenario
generator (“ESG”), which is the driving force behind our asset allocation model. The economic scenario
generator simulates the future performance of the capital markets and macro-economy; the underlying models
are calibrated based on the long-term historical record, so that they will reproduce the kinds of volatility and
stress scenarios that have been observed over the 20th and 21st centuries. The models are linked and
correlated so that the behavior of different asset classes and economic variables is consistent within each
random scenario.
Portfolio performance over the course of the study reflects projected net cash flows – using actual benefit
payments and contributions / historical cash flows – as well as overall portfolio composition, rebalancing rules,
and beginning market value. When coupled with the simulated returns, these inputs provide the monthly
market value of all asset classes for each proposed portfolio and of the total fund. We also calculate average
annualized returns and standard deviations for each portfolio. These statistics allow us to calculate risk
adjusted returns that figure heavily into determining the recommended portfolio.
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Executive Summary
Portfolio Options
Asset Class
Core Plus
Short Govt/Credit
TIPS
Bank Loans
Total Fixed Income
US Large-Cap Core
US Mid-Cap Core
US Small-Cap Core
Total U.S. Equity
Developed Large-Cap
Emerging Market
Total Non-U.S. Equity
Defensive Equity
Total Hedge Funds
Real Estate - Core
Total Real Assets
Private Equity - Fund of Funds
Total Illiquid Assets

Current
22.0%
3.0%
5.0%
5.0%
35.0%
20.0%
10.0%
10.0%
40.0%
7.5%
2.5%
10.0%
5.0%
5.0%
5.0%
5.0%
5.0%
5.0%

Summary of Portfolio Characteristics
Current
7.07%
9.65%
0.73

Avg. Annualized 10 Yr. Return
Avg. Annualized 10 Yr. Volatility
Avg. Return/Avg. Volatility
Distribution of Average Annualized 10 Year Returns

16
14
Frequency

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
-4%

1%

6%

11%

Current

1

|

Target Return 7.0%
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16%

Risk and Return Statistics
Average Annualized 10 Yr. Return/Volatility

Average Annualized 10 Yr.
Return

7.4%
7.3%
7.2%
7.1%
7.0%
6.9%
6.8%
9.3%

9.4%

9.5%

9.6%

9.7%

9.8%

9.9%

Average Annualized 10 Yr. Volatility
Current

Average Annualized 10 Yr. Return/Downside Risk

Average Annualized 10 Yr.
Return

7.4%
7.3%

7.2%
7.1%
7.0%
6.9%
6.8%
2.4%

2.5%

2.5%

2.6%

2.6%

2.7%

2.7%

2.8%

2.8%

Downside Risk (7%)
Current
Summary of Downside Risk
Percentile
Downside Probability (7%)
Downside Risk (7%)
Downside Probability (0%)
Downside Risk (0%)

Current
47.1%
2.6%
1.7%
1.3%

Distribution of Average Annualized 10 Year Returns
Percentile
Average (Mean)
5%
25%
50%
75%
95%

Current
7.1%
1.6%
5.1%
7.2%
9.2%
11.8%

Asset Allocation Study May, 2019
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Portfolio Risk and Return Decomposition by Asset Class
The charts below illustrate the contribution of each asset class to a portfolio's total risk and return, as well as the benefit of
diversification to each portfolio's risk.

Current

80%

72%

70%
60%

51%

50%
40%

30%
18%

20%

18%
12%

7%

10%

5%5%

5% 4%

10%
8%

14%

0%
Fixed U.S.
Intl Hedge Real Illiquid Divers.
Income Equity Equity Funds Assets Assets
Return

Risk

Weight

Portfolio C

Portfolio B

3

|
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Simulated Asset Class Characteristics
The results of the simulated capital market returns are shown below. It is important to note that these values represent
output from the software simulations, and not deterministic views of future capital market performance. The first column
is the average annualized 10 year return of all the simulations, and the second column is the average annualized 10 year
volatility. The last five columns indicate the annualized 10 year return for the 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th percentile;
the higher the percentiles, the better the performance.

Average 10 Year
Asset Class
Core Plus
Short Govt/Credit
TIPS
Bank Loans
US Large-Cap Core
US Mid-Cap Core
US Small-Cap Core
Developed Large-Cap
Emerging Market
Defensive Equity
Real Estate - Core
Private Equity - Fund of Funds

10 Year Annualized Returns

Annualized Annualized
5th
Return
Volatility Percentile
4.0%
2.7%
4.1%
6.7%
7.4%
7.8%
8.1%
7.2%
7.9%
6.4%
7.2%
10.8%

4.8%
1.5%
5.5%
6.8%
17.9%
18.5%
19.4%
22.6%
34.7%
10.5%
5.3%
11.3%

25th
Percentile

50th
Percentile

75th
Percentile

95th
Percentile

2.7%
2.1%
2.2%
3.6%
-2.5%
-2.1%
-2.1%
-4.0%
-9.5%
0.8%
3.6%
4.7%

3.5%
2.3%
3.0%
5.3%
3.5%
3.7%
4.1%
2.4%
-0.6%
3.9%
5.8%
8.4%

3.9%
2.6%
4.1%
6.6%
7.4%
7.9%
8.3%
7.0%
7.8%
6.8%
7.1%
11.1%

4.4%
3.0%
4.8%
7.9%
11.6%
12.0%
12.2%
12.1%
15.0%
8.8%
8.8%
13.3%

5.4%
3.8%
7.2%
9.8%
16.3%
17.2%
17.7%
19.5%
28.1%
12.3%
10.8%
16.3%

20.0%

25.0%

30.0%

Avg. Annualized 10 Yr. Return

Average Annualized 10 Yr. Return/Volatility
12.0%
10.0%
8.0%
6.0%
4.0%
2.0%
0.0%
0.0%

5.0%

10.0%

15.0%

35.0%

40.0%

Average Annualized 10 Yr. Volatility
Core Plus

Short Govt/Credit

TIPS

Bank Loans

US Large-Cap Core

US Mid-Cap Core

US Small-Cap Core

Developed Large-Cap

Emerging Market

Defensive Equity

Real Estate - Core

Private Equity - Fund of Funds
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Market Value Projections
Forecasted Market Value Growth ($ Millions)

$500

$450

$400

$350

$300

$250

$200
2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

Current

Median Projected Market Value of Portfolios ($ Millions)

Year

Current

2018

$213.5

2019

$234.0

2020

$250.2

2021

$266.2

2022

$284.9

2023

$305.1

2024

$326.4

2025

$352.3

2026

$375.0

2027

$400.9

2028

$427.6
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2025

2026

2027

2028

Market Value Distributions
Distribution of Year 10 Market Values ($ Millions)

$700

$650

$600

$550

$500

$450

$400

$350

$300

$250

$200
Current

5% to 10%

10% to 25%

25% to 50%

50% to 75%

75% to 90%

90% to 95%

Median

Projected Year 10 Market Value Ranges ($ Millions)
Percentile

Current

5%

$251.0

10%

$285.7

25%

$350.9

50%

$427.6

75%

$516.3

90%

$602.7

95%

$649.9
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Appendix
Individual Portfolio Analysis

Asset Allocation Study May, 2019
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Market Value Projections: Current Portfolio
Distribution of Annual Market Value Projections ($ Millions)

$700

$600

$500

$400

$300

$200

$100
2018

2019

5% to 10%

2020

2021

10% to 25%

2022

25% to 50%

2023

2024

50% to 75%

2025
75% to 90%

2026

2027

90% to 95%

2028
Median

Projected Annual Market Value Ranges ($ Millions)

Percentile

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

5%

$213.5

$198.2

$194.9

$198.5

$200.7

$208.3

$218.1

$221.8

$232.4

$246.5

$251.0

10%

$213.5

$206.9

$209.7

$213.5

$217.7

$226.5

$236.7

$242.2

$258.1

$270.2

$285.7

25%

$213.5

$220.4

$229.6

$241.4

$251.4

$262.9

$276.6

$290.9

$314.6

$330.7

$350.9

50%

$213.5

$234.0

$250.2

$266.2

$284.9

$305.1

$326.4

$352.3

$375.0

$400.9

$427.6

75%

$213.5

$246.9

$267.5

$292.8

$314.8

$345.5

$374.9

$403.3

$437.3

$470.4

$516.3

90%

$213.5

$257.7

$287.4

$315.2

$347.0

$379.8

$417.5

$457.7

$503.1

$556.8

$602.7

95%

$213.5

$263.7

$299.9

$339.5

$370.0

$404.5

$443.0

$489.2

$548.3

$597.6

$649.9
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Dollar Returns: Current Portfolio
Distribution of Annual Dollar Returns ($ Millions)
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-$40
2019

2020

5% to 10%

2021

10% to 25%

2022

2023

25% to 50%

2024

50% to 75%

2025
75% to 90%

2026

2027

90% to 95%

2028
Median

Projected Annual Asset Return Dollars ($ Millions)

Percentile

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

5%

-$15.3

-$20.9

-$22.6

-$25.6

-$25.1

-$27.5

-$26.3

-$25.3

-$29.0

-$36.7

10%

-$6.5

-$12.9

-$11.3

-$12.8

-$12.0

-$12.0

-$15.8

-$12.1

-$14.7

-$18.2

25%

$7.0

$2.7

$2.3

$2.6

$4.4

$4.2

$3.9

$6.6

$5.5

$5.5

50%

$20.6

$15.3

$16.8

$18.3

$20.7

$20.9

$24.0

$26.6

$27.3

$29.1

75%

$33.4

$30.8

$31.7

$32.6

$38.6

$38.5

$44.6

$46.7

$49.4

$56.0

90%

$44.2

$42.1

$45.3

$47.6

$56.4

$58.9

$63.1

$69.7

$74.3

$82.5

95%

$50.2

$52.4

$56.9

$56.7

$67.7

$69.9

$78.4

$86.6

$90.4

$100.6
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Projected Return Distributions: Current Portfolio
Range of Simulated Average Annualized 10 Year Returns
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Percentile
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Average (Mean)

5%

10%

25%

50%

75%

90%

95%

7.1%

1.6%

3.0%

5.1%

7.2%

9.2%

10.9%

11.8%
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Risk and Return Decomposition by Asset Class: Current Portfolio
10-Year Cumulative Risk & Return

120%
8.2% 13.7%
3.6%

100%

5.0%

9.9%

100.0%100.0%

18.2%
5.3%
4.6%

80%
72.0%

11.9%

50.6%
60%

40%

20%

17.8% 6.5%
0%
Reward Risk Reward Risk Reward Risk Reward Risk Reward Risk Reward Risk
All Fixed
Income

U.S. Equity

International
Equity

Hedge Funds

Real Assets

Divers. Reward Risk

Illiquid Assets

Total

Contribution by Asset Class

Allocation

Year 10 Cumulative Return

Year 10 Cumulative Risk

Fixed Income

35.0%

17.8%

6.5%

U.S. Equity

40.0%

50.6%

72.0%

International Equity

10.0%

11.9%

18.2%

Hedge Funds

5.0%

4.6%

5.0%

Real Assets

5.0%

5.3%

3.6%

Illiquid Assets

5.0%

9.9%

8.2%

Diversification
Total

-13.7%
100.0%

100.0%

100.0%
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Disclosures to the asset allocation study

Please see below for important disclosures about the underlying calculations and data included in this study.

General Disclosure
The sources of information used in this study are believed to be reliable. Marquette Associates, Inc. has not
independently verified all of the data used in this study and its accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Estimates and
projections of financial market performance do not guarantee future performance. Since the model used to
create this report relies on market data, results will vary depending on the date of the study. Past study
results do not guarantee future results and are subject to change as more data becomes available. As
appropriate, Marquette Associates, Inc. reserves the right to adjust the model used to prepare the study to
reflect improved accuracy of portfolio modeling techniques. Results may change if the model is adjusted.
Total Portfolio Returns
Total portfolio returns are time weighted and net of fees and carried interest. This assumes the either passive
or active management will match or exceed the returns of the indices.
Returns are annualized returns based on the average 10 year returns generated in the 1,000 Monte Carlo
simulations.
While re-balancing is incorporated in the construction of each portfolio, the model does not reflect
transaction costs associated with re-balancing.
The returns for the total portfolio are calculated by the following formula:
Rett=I = [(MVt=I – MVt=i-1) – NetCashFlowt=i-Feet=i] / [MVt=I -1 + NetCashFlowt=i]
Total Portfolio net cash flows (“NetCashFlow”) are provided by the client or the client’s actuary and assumed
to occur at the beginning of the month.
Illiquid asset class management fees (“Fee”) are assumed to occur at the beginning of the month
Returns for liquid asset classes:
It should be noted that returns for the liquid classes presented in the asset allocation studies are time
weighted and net of management fees.
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK
MANAGEMENT AGENCY
The Risk Management Solution for Local Government

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Parks & Recreation Steering Committee
Public Works Steering Committee
Police Chiefs Steering Committee
Fire Chiefs Steering Committee

FROM:

Jennifer Swahlstedt, Risk Management & Training Manager

DATE:

March 22, 2019

RE:

2018 Grant Updates

Purpose: To provide the Committees with an update on the use of the 2018 Grant Program.
Background/Discussion: In 2018, IRMA offered 7 Grant Opportunities to the membership and
remitted 52 awards to the membership.
Prior to the end of the 2018 grant cycle, modifications were made to the program by the Training
and Risk Management Committee. These changes allowed for more awards, which ensured the
entire funding would be utilized.
Enhancements include:
 Removal of the “1/3 Reimbursement” requirement on the following grants:
o Ballistic Protective Equipment Program
o Lift Assist Equipment Program
o Work Zone Safety Equipment Program
 Expand applicants to all operating departments for:
o Lift Assist Equipment Program
o Work Zone Safety Equipment Program
 Expand the Fire Service Ballistic Equipment Program to Police Departments
 Expand the Injury Prevention Program to include wellness (physical or mental) programs
 Establish Application Tiers and award priority guidelines
Grant distribution is attached.
Recommendation: For information only.
Training and Risk Management Committee (5/8/19): The TRMC received this item.

JS/ll
G:\Committees\Steering Committees\Fire Chiefs\2019\4-18-19\VIII. 2018 Grants Update.Docx
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2018 Grant Awards
$120,000

14
12

$100,000

10
$80,000
8
$60,000
6
$40,000
4
$20,000

$0

2

Injury
Prevention
Grant

Fire
Equipment
Grant

$0

$99,846

$23,595

$1,322

$0

Police

$0

Applicants

1

Fire
Public Works

0

Ballistic
Protective
Equipment

Work Zone
Safety

Lift Assist
Equipment

$0

$6,420

$0

$0

$0

$4,731

$0

$18,327

$4,297

$0

$22,705

$8,664

$4,200

$0

$0

9

10

7

8

12

5

Lexipol Grant Accreditation

Congratulations Award Recipients:
 Injury Prevention:
o Hanover Park Public Works Department
 Fire Equipment:
Tier I
o Carol Stream Fire Protection
District
o Hinsdale Fire Department
o Riverside Fire Department

Tier II
o Arlington Heights Fire
Department
o Crystal Lake Fire Department
o Northbrook Fire Department
o Bartlett Fire Protection
District
o Libertyville Fire Department

Tier II Applications Moved to 2019 Grant Cycle
o Libertyville Fire Department
o Hillside Fire Department
o Villa Park Fire Department
o LaGrange Park Fire Department
o Lake Forest Fire Department
o Winfield Fire Protection District
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 Lexipol Grant:
o Mundelein Fire Department
o Lake Zurich Fire Department
o Roselle Fire Department
o Mount Prospect Fire
Department
o Homewood Fire Department

o
o
o
o
o

Glencoe Public Safety –
Police and Fire Departments
Brookfield Police Department
Berkeley Police Department
Stickney Police Department
Mount Prospect Police
Department

 Accreditation / Re Accreditation:
o Crystal Lake Public Works Department, APWA Accreditation
o Libertyville Public Works Department, APWA Re-Accreditation
o Wilmette Police Department, CALEA Re-Accreditation
o Willowbrook Police Department, CALEA Re-Accreditation
o Addison Police Department, CALEA Re-Accreditation
o Lemont Police Department, ILEAP Accreditation
o Lake in the Hills Police Department, ILEAP Accreditation
 Ballistic Protective Equipment:
Tier I
o Northfield Fire Department
o Riverside Fire Department
o Oak Brook Fire Department
o West Chicago Fire Protection
District
o Northbrook Fire Department
o Barrington Police
Department

Tier II
o Barrington Police
Department
Tier III
o Barrington Police
Department

 Work Zone Safety:
Tier I
o Lake Zurich Public Works Department
o Roselle Public Works Department
o Crystal Lake Public Works Department
o Kenilworth Public Works Department
o Darien Public Works Department
o Carol Stream Public Works Department
o Riverside Public Works Department
o Arlington Heights Public Works Department
o Wilmette Public Works Department
o Villa Park Public Works Department
Tier II
o Roselle Public Works Department
o Kenilworth Public Works Department
 Lift Assist Equipment:
o Roselle Public Works Department
o Barrington Public Works Department
o Carol Stream Public Works Department
o West Chicago Public Works Department
o Brookfield Public Works Department
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK
MANAGEMENT AGENCY
The Risk Management Solution for Local Government

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Parks and Recreation Steering Committee

FROM:

Frankie Giannetti, Senior Loss Control Representative

DATE:

February 27, 2019

RE:

Pilot PRSC Structure and Meetings

Action Requested: Pilot a structure and format change to the Parks and Recreation Steering
Committee that includes the addition of a meeting, an additional officer position of Secretary,
and Committee Chair participation at the Training and Risk Management Committee meetings.
Background: IRMA invests time and resources into the Parks and Recreation Steering
Committee (PRSC) in order to educate and enhance the safety of its members. The PRSC
meets twice annually, one meeting early in the year to discuss parks and recreation business
and the other to attend the Joint Steering Committee.
The Training and Risk Management Committee’s (TRMC) Statement of Committee
Responsibility and Structure states that the PRSC officers will consist of a Chair and Vice-Chair,
and minute’s need not be taken. Currently, the IRMA liaison updates the TRMC on committee
activity as requested by the TRMC.
Discussion: The PRSC officers met in February 2019 with the IRMA PRSC liaison to discuss
how often the steering committee is meeting as well as the committee’s structure and format.
The PRSC officers discussed adding a fall meeting to the calendar with an agenda more
focused on education and training related to recreation-specific safety and risk management
topics. Additionally, the officers discussed scheduling meetings earlier in the spring and later in
the fall; avoiding peak camp, pool, and recreation program season.
The PRSC officers also discussed the benefit of having a PRSC Secretary. The Secretary, as
in other IRMA steering committees, would participate in officer’s planning meetings and take
minutes during meetings. The IRMA liaison recommended recruiting for the new position at the
next steering committee meeting in April.
The IRMA liaison recommended, and officers agreed, that the current PRSC Chair should
participate in the TRMC meetings to provide updates to the committee.
Recommendation: Approve piloting a new structure and format change to the Parks and
Recreation Steering Committee in 2019 that includes the adding a fall meeting, recruiting a
member for position of Secretary, and adding the Committee Chair to the Training and Risk
Management Committee meetings.
Training and Risk Management Committee (5/8/19): The TRMC received this item.
G:\Committees\Steering Committees\Parks & Recreation\2019\4-4-19\02 - PRSC Meetings And Format Memo.Doc
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20INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK
MANAGEMENT AGENCY
The Risk Management Solution for Local Government

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Parks and Recreation Steering Committee

FROM:

Susan Garvey, Director of Legal Services

DATE:

March 25, 2019

RE:

Civil Actions by Minors Injured in Parks and Recreation Programs

Action Requested: For information only
Background: As with Park Districts, the Parks and Recreation Department of a municipality
provides numerous programs that involve minors. There is a natural increased exposure with
programs involving minors. For example, children riding on a bus for a field trip or spending
time at swimming pools during the summer creates a higher potential for injury. The exposure
also includes the length of time that a minor may make a claim for injuries that a he or she may
sustain as a part of a Parks and Recreation program.
A statute of limitations is a law that places a time limit on pursuing a legal remedy in relation to
wrongful conduct. After the expiration of the statutory period, unless a legal exception applies,
the injured person loses the right to file a lawsuit seeking money damages or other relief. The
Illinois civil statute of limitations laws impose a two-year time limit for personal injuries.
However, the statute of limitation is paused for a period of time when the injured party is a minor
at the time of injury.
Illinois law provides that except in medical malpractice cases, an injured minor has two years
after his or her 18th birthday to file an action.
“If the person entitled to bring an action…at the time the cause of action accrued, is
under the age of 18 years or is under a legal disability, then he or she may bring the
action within 2 years after the person attains the age of 18 years or the disability is
removed. (735 ILCS 5/13-211 (a))”
Because Parks and Recreation Departments are a part of a Village/City they are entitled to the
immunities provided local governments under the Illinois Governmental and Governmental
Employee Tort Immunity (“Tort Immunity Act”). The purpose of the Tort Immunity Act is to
protect local public entities and public employees from liability arising from the operation of
government, including providing recreational activities. The Tort Immunity Act provides a
limitation on a cause of action filed against a local government or local government employee by
a minor.
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“No civil action…may be commenced in any court against a local entity or any of its
employees for any injury unless it is commenced within one year from the date that the
injury was received, or the cause of action accrued.” (745 ILCS 10/8-101 (a))
Pursuant to the Tort Immunity Act, a minor injured while participating in a recreational activity
conducted by the Parks and Recreation Department has 1 year after their 18th birthday to make
a claim.
Discussion:
Because of the extended time for a minor to make a claim, it is important that at the time of an
incident all information and documentation surrounding the incident be collected and preserved
in the event it is needed for the defense of a claim in the future. In cases of serious injury or
death, IRMA should be notified immediately, and all documentation and information should be
sent to IRMA. In these types of high exposure incidents, IRMA recommends that the
Department take advantage of IRMA’s Early Intervention program. Upon report of one of these
high exposure incidents (even if a minor is not involved) there are two components of the Early
Intervention program that may be indicated, the Rapid Response Team (“RRT”) and PreLitigation Management. The Rapid Response Team consists of experts in claims administration,
investigations, and risk management who will be on-site assisting with the investigation,
preserving important evidence, assisting in the interviewing witnesses and assisting with
regulatory conversations. In conjunction with the RRT, the Pre-Litigation Management program
may be a part of the response as well. The services under this program consist of the
assignment of defense counsel to assist the Department in mitigating potential claims. Copies
of the RRT and Pre-Litigation Management programs are attached for reference.
Active risk transfer at the beginning of any program should always take place. All participants in
a program should be required to sign a Participation Liability Waiver and Release. When
minors are involved the Waivers and Releases should be executed by the parent and/or legal
guardian. And while the parents cannot waive a minor’s rights to redress in the future, they can
agree to waive their own rights for any damages they sustain as a result of injury to the child
and they can agree to defend, indemnify and hold harmless the Village/City. In that event, if a
minor subsequently files a claim after he/she reaches the age of majority, under the Waiver and
Release the parents are required to defend and indemnify the Village for that claim made by
their child.
An example of a Participation Liability Waiver and Release is attached for
reference.
Recommendation: For information only. Please direct any questions or concerns to Susan
Garvey (708) 236-6341.
SG/ds
Attachments
Training and Risk Management Committee (5/8/19): The TRMC received this item.

G:\Committees\Training & Risk Management Committee\2019\5-8-19\III. D3. Civil Actions.Doc
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Training & Risk Management Committee

FROM:

Jennifer Swahlstedt, Risk Management & Training Manager

DATE:

April 30, 2019

RE:

Training & Risk Management Services Report – Q1 2019

Purpose: To provide an update to the Committee regarding the training and loss control
activities conducted during Q1 2019.
Background/Discussion: IRMA conducted 46 onsite training programs (Chart 1) with an
average trainer rating of 3.9/4.0 and content rating of 3.8/4.0 (Chart 2). The newly branded
IRMA training Core 4 Part I: Accident Investigation and Root Cause Analysis was administered
five times. Staff has received excellent feedback from attendees and made adjustments to
enhance the program. IRMA conducted 43 risk management and loss control visits (Chart 3).
Staff administered the remaining MSP Visits following the Q4 2018 IMAP Visits. The IMAP
conducted in Q1 2019 was for new member LTACC; the old IMAP format was used as a
baseline. The video streaming was used 61 times in Q1 2019; 438 views remain available from
the original 750 views purchased in January 2018.
Recommendation: For information only.
Attachment: Training & Risk Management Services Report

Training and Risk Management Committee (5/8/19): The TRMC received this item.
JS/ll
G:\Committees\Training & Risk Management Committee\2019\5-8-19\IV. A. Training & RM Services Report.Doc
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Training & Risk Management Services Charts – Q1 2019
Chart 1

Chart 2
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Chart 3

Chart 4
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Special Trainings:
Class Title
Aquatic Risk Management
Fighting the Fire Before it
Starts-Facility Fire
Prevention Inspections
Playground Maintenance2 Day Training
Member Orientation
Welding & Cutting Safety

Date
February 22nd
February 27th

Cost to Member
No Charge
$20.00

Evaluations
Not Available
Not Available

March 5th & 6th $300.00

Not Available

March 14th
March 27th

3.9 speaker; 3.9 program
3.9 speaker; 3.9 program

No Charge
$90.00

Upcoming Trainings:
Police Spring Forum: Suicide Prevention & Promoting Mental/Physical Well Being
in Law Enforcement, May 13th
Trench & Excavation Safety, May 14th, FULL
Confined Space Compliance Training, May 15th, FULL
OSHA 10 Hour, May 21st-22nd
Traffic Incident Management Awareness, June 4th
Work Zone Safety, June 4th
Joint Steering Committee Meeting-Managing the Crisis so it Doesn’t Manage You:
Delivering Your Message and Working with the Media When it Matters Most, June 21st
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Training & Risk Management Committee

FROM:

Jennifer Swahlstedt, Risk Management & Training Manager

DATE:

April 30, 2019

RE:

Grant Administration Report – Q1 2019

Purpose: To provide the Committee an update on the use of 2019 Grant Budget.
Background/Discussion: To date, IRMA has awarded 7% of the grant budget, or $16,110.27,
during Q1 2019 to 7 members (Chart 1). The most awarded grant during Q1 2019 is the
Ballistic Equipment Grant for first responders (3 awards), followed by the Traffic Control and
Work Zone Equipment Grant (2 awards) (Chart 2). Currently there are 33 Grant Applications on
file; of that 7 grants have been awarded (Chart 3). Of the 9 pending Fire Equipment
Applications, 8 are Tier II and cannot be remitted until the end of 2019 once it is determined
what budget remains available following the Tier I payouts. More applications are expected from
the membership as the grants were reported at the most recent Steering Committee Meetings,
Workers’ Compensation Focus Program Meetings, and other risk management meetings.
Recommendation: For information only.
Attachment: Q1 2019 – Grant Charts

Training and Risk Management Committee (5/8/19): The TRMC received this item.

JS/ll
G:\Committees\Training & Risk Management Committee\2019\5-8-19\IV. B. Grant Administration Report - Q1.Doc
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2019 Q1 Grant Charts
Chart 1

Chart 2
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Chart 3
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Training & Risk Management Committee

FROM:

Jennifer Swahlstedt, Risk Management & Training Manager

DATE:

April 30, 2019

RE:

Regulatory Assistance Visit (RAV) Revisions

Purpose: To advise the Committee of Regulatory Assistance Visit (RAV) enhancement.
Background/Discussion: The RAV is a loss control evaluation which assesses if members are
complying with various regulatory requirements set forth by regulatory organizations such as
OSHA/IDOL, DOT, and EPA. This visit, along with our other loss control visits, is an essential
check-in on the policies and safe practices each member demonstrates and can assist
members if/when an unexpected IDOL visit occurs. Periodically revisions need to be made to
the RAV as regulations are adjusted or past-practices are no longer valid.
In 2018, new standards were released by OSHA regarding working with silica. This change
requires safety compliance for all general industry with the respirable crystalline silica
regulations. The attached worksheet will assist IRMA in assessing member compliance and
implementation of this new standard.
Additionally, the Administration Section received several modifications. The Noise/Hearing
Conservation Program was removed as it does not apply to Administration. Also, the posting of
the Member’s Guide to IRMA under Required Posting/Notices was removed as this form is
obsolete. However, compliance with electronic reporting was added to the Recording and
Reporting section.
Recommendation: For information only.
Attachment:

RAV Respirable Crystalline Silica Worksheet
RAV Electronic Posting Addition

Training and Risk Management Committee (5/8/19): The TRMC received this item.
JS/ll
G:\Committees\Training & Risk Management Committee\2019\5-8-19\IV. D. RAV Enhancement.Doc
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Training & Risk Management Committee

FROM:

Jennifer Swahlstedt, Risk Management & Training Manager
Frankie Giannetti, Senior Loss Control Representative

DATE:

April 30, 2019

RE:

IRMA Management Assessment Program (IMAP) Revision - Update

Purpose: To advise the Committee of the status of the IRMA Management Assessment
Program (IMAP) revision process.
Background: The TRMC and BOD approved staff’s recommendation to put the IMAP and MSP
Loss Control Evaluations in abeyance during 2019 to allow staff time to review the processes
and make any revisions based on member input and research.
Discussion: Staff has received valuable feedback from the membership regarding these
programs. Overall, the membership believes the review of policies is an important practice and
should not be removed, however there is consensus that this review may not be necessary by
time-consuming on-site meetings. Additionally, members and staff have recognized the need for
efficient use of resources and time, a secure communication portal and consistency in reports.
Staff is currently in the process of reviewing the questionnaire worksheet, breaking it into
categories, and determining options to improve efficiencies. Staff has also piloted a new IMAP
Reporting format with several members whose IMAPs occurred during late 2018 or early 2019.
The report is a tailored cover letter explaining the results of the IMAP attached to a list of
compliance deficiencies organized by section. A summarized recommendation is provided along
with a list of resources to assist members in becoming compliant. Resources are again provided
at the end of the report via links or part of a zip file. A sample report is attached for Committee’s
review.
In addition to reviewing the questionnaire worksheet and formalizing results, staff is researching
software solutions to assist in the management of all risk management and training activities for
each member. Similar to the use of the Claims Department software Risk Master, the Risk
Management Department is in need of a streamline approach to managing loss control visits,
training schedules, track member communications and easily access member data. Software
solutions exist which allow secure portal as share points with members and automated reporting
features which will allow more time consulting and assisting members than tracking down
information.
Recommendation:
throughout 2019.

Staff will continue to keep the Committee appraised of developments

Attachment: Sample IMAP Report

Training and Risk Management Committee (5/8/19): The TRMC received this item.
JS/ll
G:\Committees\Training & Risk Management Committee\2019\5-8-19\IV. E. IMAP Revision Update .Doc
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Date
MEMBER
ATTN:
ADDRESS
MEMBER;
The MEMBER underwent the IRMA IMAP Visit on DATE and received a score of X%. Overall,
the Village demonstrated that it has excellent risk management practices in place and was able
to clearly show their prioritization of workplace safety and loss control. MEMBER, through
conversations with department leadership and documented examples of policy management and
tracking, was able to exemplify this during the IMAP visit.
This report was created by IRMA to assist members with navigating the IMAP Questionnaire and
help members set risk management goals based on their specific IMAP results. Members are
encouraged to utilize this report as a summary of the sections within the IMAP Questionnaire that
were scored low, either for not being in place or needing improvement. Out of the many points
we cover in the IMAP Visit, this list pares down to the topics to prioritize.
Additionally, a list of resources available through IRMA is listed at the end of this report. These
and many other resources are readily available to IRMA members including access to the Risk
Management Department Team at any time. Most resources are hyperlinked to the information
source on our website.
IRMA encourages its members to use this report to set realistic risk management goals, identify
milestones, and track progress. Cross-coordination of efforts and sharing of knowledge between
departments is highly recommended as it will help create cohesion in the organizational risk
management plan and bolster the safety culture. As your partners in risk management, IRMA will
follow up with you bi-annually to discuss goal progression, current challenges, and resources still
needed to accomplish planned projects.
Thank you and your team once again for the time dedication to this visit.
Sincerely,

Frankie Giannetti, Senior Loss Control Representative
frankieg@irmarisk.org
708-236-6347
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Section I. Risk Management Administration
Written Risk Management Plan –
MEMBER should utilize IRMA’s Model Risk Management Plan to establish a documented risk
management structure that not only provides clear expectations for safety in every job function; it
also allows the setting safety and risk management goals. The purpose of goal setting is to
identify and then actively work towards mitigating losses. Goals can be identified through analysis
of loss reports provided by IRMA on the member-specific page, Departmental Safety Committee
minutes, accident investigation outcomes, and safety culture incentives.
Resources:
Risk Management Plan
Goal Setting Sheets
SMART Goal Sheets
Safety Committees / Accident Review Board –
Currently, multiple Departmental Safety Committees are meeting within the major operating
departments. It is IRMA’s recommendation that Village Administration establish an Executive
Safety Committee that has at least one department head from every major operating department
represented on the committee. This committee should oversee the departmental committees to
ensure meetings are being held consistently as well as producing valuable content for their
department. The Executive Safety Committee should also hold an Accident Review Board to
discuss preventability and accountability from an organizational level when an injury or liability
incident occurs. Suggested Executive Safety Committee agenda items include open claim status
of injured workers, self-inspection results, annual training calendars and continuing education,
behavior observation program results, near miss reports, and employee submitted safety
suggestions.
Resources:
Safety Committee / Accident Review Board Policy
Onsite Training: IRMA’s Core 4 Part II – Safety Committees and Accident Review Boards
Online Training: Video Streaming Portal
Accident Investigation / Root Cause Analysis –
IRMA recommends MEMBER update its accident reporting policy to include verbiage stating
incidents should be reported to IRMA within 5 days of occurrence. Also, expand the section on
required documents to complete for incidents and corrective action follow through for operational
succession. Conduct and document training on updates with all staff.
Resources:
Accident Investigation Policy
Onsite Training: IRMA’s Core 4 Part I – Accident Investigation / Root Cause Analysis
Online Training: Video Streaming Portal
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IRMA Resources:
IRMA Model Polices:
Risk Management Plan
Safety Committee / Accident Review Board Policy
Accident Investigation Policy
Behavior Observation Policy
Transitional Duty Policy
Child Protection Management Policy
Secondary Employment Policy (Fire)
Sidewalk Repair Program
On-site Training Descriptions:
Onsite Training: IRMA’s Core 4 Part I – Accident Investigation / Root Cause Analysis
Onsite Training: IRMA’s Core 4 Part II – Safety Committees and Accident Review Boards
Onsite Training: Behavior Based Safety
Video/Streaming Library
Video on Demand and Streaming Portal
Video Rental Library
Memos/Forms-Available in the Zip File
Memo directing injured worker to comply with medical restrictions
Memo directing injured worker to have Dr. fill out form at every visit (IRMA Duty Status Report
Form)
Memo when injured worker hires Attorney and Dr. doesn’t specify restrictions
Injured worker brochure (sample template)
Additional items-Available in the Zip File
IRMA Discussion Forum for other member samples
Goal Setting Sheets
SMART Goal Sheets
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Training & Risk Management Committee

FROM:

Jennifer Swahlstedt, Risk Management & Training Manager

DATE:

April 30, 2019

RE:

Video On-Demand Removal

Action Requested: Concur with staff’s recommendation to remove the Video On-Demand
training resource from the IRMA website.
Background/Discussion: Approximately four-years ago, IRMA began converting and
uploading copies of the lending library videos to the IRMA website for member use as part of
the Video On-Demand resource. Following the website conversion in 2018, staff realized
several videos did not properly transfer and before investing time in fixing the issue, staff
reviewed the program. We found that IRMA members do not use the video on demand
resource much at all; IRMA offered 76 on-demand titles, there are rarely any videos viewed for
the entire duration of the training video. Also, many of these videos are dated – many over 5
years old. Finally, video on demand consumes significant space on our website, which is costly.
If members are interested in a particular video, they are still available at the IRMA office and can
be mailed to members.
In 2018, IRMA invested in Video Streaming through CoastalFlix/DuPont to provide an “ondemand” training option to the membership. Compared to the titles available through Video on
Demand, Video Streaming provides many similar titles with the same key training concepts
available through streaming. Effective 2019, IRMA is offering new eLearning Catalogs to also
help to satisfy any “on-demand” training. Based on previous TRMC direction, staff created
eLearning catalogs with training on: 1) Building Successful Risk Management Practices, 2)
Employee Orientation, 3) Seasonal Employee Orientation, 4) OSHA Regulatory Training.
Recommendation: Concur with staff recommendations to remove the Video On-Demand
training resource from the IRMA website.
Training and Risk Management Committee (5/8/19): The TRMC approved this item.

JS/ll

G:\Committees\Training & Risk Management Committee\2019\5-8-19\IV. C. Video On-Demand Removed.Doc
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Training & Risk Management Committee

FROM:

Jennifer Swahlstedt, Risk Management and Training Manager

DATE:

May 1, 2019

RE:

2019 Education Summit

Purpose: The purpose of this memorandum is to seek input from the committee on topics,
theme, and target audience for the 6th Education Summit on October 16, 2019.
Background: The format of the 2019 Summit will be a half-day staff-lead workshop with
member panel followed by the Board of Director meeting and luncheon. A $25 No Show Fee will
be administered for those who register but do not attend.
Discussion: Committee recommendations for topics included impact of employee wellness,
initiating behavioral health, how to establish a safety culture, handling workplace incivility, and
conducting internal investigations into employee misconduct. Based on committee input, staff
provides the following theme, topics and agenda for Committee consideration:








It Starts with Us
Innovate, Integrate, Motivate
Leading the Way

Leadership: Share the Vision
It’s Time to Make it Happen
Meet the Challenge

2019 IRMA ANNUAL SUMMIT
October 16, 2019, NIU-Naperville
8:30 am – 8:45 am
8:45 am – 9: 15 am
9:20 am - 10:35 am

Registration, Breakfast & IRMA Award (Atrium & Room 101, ABC)
Legal Update: What You Should Know (Room 101, ABC)
Concurrent Sessions
1. The Positive Impact of Employee Wellness
2. Change Your Culture to Safety
3. Avoid EEOC Pitfalls: Handle Workplace Incivility
10:35 am - 10:45 am Break
10:45 am - 12:00 pm Concurrent Sessions
1. Be the Change: Member Initiatives That Work
2. Internal Investigations – Your Duty to Investigate
3. TBD
12:00 pm -12:30pm Lunch
12:30 pm - 3:00pm Board of Directors Meeting
Recommendation: Staff recommends that the TRMC provide feedback on theme, topics, and
agenda for the 2019 Educational Summit.
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Memorandum to Training & Risk Management Committee
May 1, 2019
RE: 2019 Education Summit
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Training and Risk Management Committee (5/8/19): Staff announced a change to the 2019
Education Summit to be moved to October 30, 2019, followed by the Board of Directors
Meetings. The date change allows the member Fire Departments to participate. TRMC decided
on a theme of Leadership: Share the Vision. The content was also finalized to include four
sessions, to include an early and late morning sessions on IRMA Finances (Basic & Advanced)
and Internal Investigations (Part I, Part II). The topic of workplace incivility will be addressed
during internal investigations. Additionally, a late morning session on Workers’ Compensation
and Occupational Health will be added.
JS/ll
G:\Committees\Training & Risk Management Committee\2019\5-8-19\V. 2019 Education Summit.Doc
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Training & Risk Management Committee

FROM:

Jennifer Swahlstedt, Risk Management and Training Manager

DATE:

May 1, 2019

RE:

2020 Training & Risk Management Initiatives

Purpose: To seek input from the TRMC on 2020 Training & Risk Management program
initiatives.
Background/Discussion: Annually, the Committee is tasked with assisting in identifying future
regional and special training presentations, resources, pooled pricing discounts on services
and/or equipment, grant opportunities and other risk or safety management programs. Based on
the attached reports, as well as the membership survey results provided at the last meeting,
staff recommends 2020 initiatives be focused on injury and accident prevention.
Workers’ Compensation claims are more predictable than other lines of coverage. Staff
recommends investing resources to assist in the development of programs to address common
issues experienced by the membership – the aging workforce, fitness/wellness of employees,
and leadership roles in safety management. To address the challenge of the aging workforce,
special/regional training classes associated with mobility or stretching programs should be
offered tailored toward each operating department needs. In 2019, TRMC expanded the Injury
Prevention Grant to allow members to apply with wellness programs not identified previously.
Although to date, there have been no applications for such programs with additional education
staff expects this grant expansion to gain traction with the membership. This grant would also
assist members with bringing fitness and behavioral health programs in-house. Staff
recommends Steering Committee Officers also find presentations to bring to the Steering
Committees in 2020. Internally, staff will continue to revise and develop the safety based on-site
training programs and build on the momentum of the Core 4 program. This will include focus on
behavior observation programs, near miss programs and supervisor safety leadership
programs.
The membership experiences frequent auto accidents, some which are very severe and many
that are preventable. Staff recommends creating a grant program to assist members in outfitting
vehicles to assist employees in driving safer. A general equipment grant could include vehicle
backing systems, blind spot monitoring, HAAS alert programs, or GPS fleet management
devices. Staff also recommends redesigning all on-site vehicle training programs – including
trailering, backing, plow maneuvering, and more – tailored to meet the training needs of each
operating department.
Recommendation: Staff requests Committee provide feedback and direction for 2020 training
and risk management programs.
Attachments:

Frequency / Severity Data by Operating Departments
Munich-Re: Smart Mobility Program Analysis
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Training and Risk Management Committee (5/8/19):
The TRMC agreed with staff
recommendations. Discussions focused on development of a wellness grant to assist members
with obtaining annual physicals and providing wellness initiatives to employees. Addressing
challenges associated with the aging workforce and mental health/illness recognition for
HR/Administrative professionals were also discussed.
JS/ll
G:\Committees\Training & Risk Management Committee\2019\5-8-19\VI. 2020 TRM Initiatives.Doc
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Coverage, Claims & Litigation Committee

FROM:

Margo Ely, Executive Director

DATE:

April 25, 2019

RE:

Senate Bill 1596 Follow-up

Purpose: The purpose of this memorandum is to provide an update on the above-referenced
legislation.
Background: Senate Bill 1596 was sent to the governor for signature on March 20. He has
not yet signed the bill into law. We don’t know if he has read any of the many letters that IRMA
members sent him regarding this bill (See attached email to IRMA members and draft letter to
the governor), but we’d like to think so.
We oppose this bill because it will extend potential liability exposure for years. The bill would
allow employees to sue their employers 40+ years after they were employed, claiming their
diseases/illnesses were caused by an exposure at the workplace. This “remedy” is outside of
workers compensation benefits, allowing civil cases with unlimited damages, to be filed.
Discussion: We originally reported that the bill presents serious insurance coverage
implications.
However, we do provide employer liability coverage under our workers
compensation coverage with limits up to $2.5 million. For the time being, we believe this is
sufficient. We will keep the membership apprised of this issue.
Recommendation: Consider the information and provide any feedback.
Coverage Claims and Litigation Committee (5/2/19): The CCLC received this item.
ME/dm
Attachments
G:\Committees\Coverage, Claims & Litigation Committee\2019\5-2-19\Legislation Cover Memo.Doc
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Hon. JB Pritzker
Governor, State of Illinois
2017 State Capitol
Springfield, IL 62706
Subject: Veto Request of SB 1596
Dear Gov. Pritzker:
I write this letter to urge you to veto SB 1596 and to provide municipalities an opportunity to
participate in drafting workers’ compensation reform, which is absolutely critical for Illinois.
If SB1596 becomes law, employers in Illinois will face lawsuits for which they have no
insurance coverage. This is a problem for all of us. Liability insurance coverage has a standard
exception for work injuries and Workers’ Compensation insurance has a standard exception for
liability cases. If this change allows employees to retroactively sue employers, there will be no
insurance to cover those cases. Moving forward, we do not know if insurers will provide
coverage for civil cases regarding employee injuries. For these reasons, although SB 1596
claims to be a change that benefits employees, with potentially no insurance coverage – it really
fails to do so.
In addition to insurance coverage issues, there are systemic differences between the handling of
workers’ compensation claims and processes involved a civil lawsuit which I argue further
hinder the benefits and rights of the employee. In the Illinois Workers’ Compensation Act,
employees don’t have to prove fault since it’s a strict liability law and employers must pay
benefits to injured workers. In addition, the rules allow for quick dispositions of cases since
there is no discovery allowed. This is in stark contrast to civil cases where discovery is
extensive, time consuming and expensive. Similarly, the Workers’ Compensation Act limits the
amount attorneys can charge injured workers to 20%. In a tort case in civil court, however,
attorneys frequently charge 40% as well as deduct the litigation costs from the injured worker’s
recovery. Another important difference is the burden of proof. In a civil action, the employee
will have to prove negligence on the part of the employer. It is unlikely that evidence needed to
prove the employee’s claim will still be available for claims that may be 20- 30 years old. The
Illinois Workers’ Compensation Act is a no-fault law, so the injured worker receives benefits
regardless of employer fault.
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SB1596 was introduced because of an Illinois Supreme Court opinion in 2015 that upheld the
exclusive remedy provision and dismissed a civil case brought by an employee 41 years after he
was employed - when he discovered he had mesothelioma. A much better solution to this
problem is to extend the current statute of repose beyond the 25 years but maintain the exclusive
remedy provision of the Illinois Workers’ Compensation Act.
Sincerely,
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Coverage, Claims, & Litigation Committee

FROM:

Susan Garvey, Legal Director
Keena Marks-Cutler, Supervisor of Liability Claims Operations

DATE:

May 2, 2019

RE:

Defense Counsel Performance Survey Report

Purpose: The purpose of this memorandum is to report to the CCLC regarding staff’s efforts to
monitor attorney performance through contact with members.
Background/Discussion: To ensure that members are properly represented by counsel and to
identify potential problems with representation during the litigation process, we contact members
to inquire about attorney interactions and performance. Since the last CCLC meeting, we
contacted 18 members and received feedback from 7 regarding litigated files. We also
interviewed 7 deponents and obtained the following information related to attorney performance:


Attorney Performance:
o

O’Reilly Law Office:
 Counsel proactively kept the member informed regarding the status of this
matter.
 Counsel worked in a collaborative effort to protect the member’s interests.

o

Best, Vanderlaan & Harrington:
 Allie explained the litigation process and made the subject matter
understandable.
 Counsel set expectations regarding the litigation process and she explained
how she anticipated the litigation would proceed. As a result, “there were no
curveballs”.
 Area of Opportunity:
 Deposition preparation was lacking. Deponents felt blind-sided
during the deposition. Counsel should have spent more time
preparing the deponents before the deposition. A meeting with all
employees involved at the onset of the litigation to explain the
documentation required would have been productive and would
have eliminated some of the confusion experienced later on in the
process.
 Counsel did not seem very familiar with the pension laws that
pertained to this particular matter.

o

Querrey & Harrow:
 NA
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o

Hartigan & O’Connor:
 “Mike’s 20+ years of experience shows”
 Mike was on his toes and exposed the fact that the plaintiff lacked credibility
 Mike set realistic expectations and he did his research regarding this matter
 Area of Opportunity:
 Some deponents felt rushed during deposition preparation. They would
like for counsel to spend more time with them preparing for depositions
and reviewing documents.

o

Sotos Law Firm:
 NA/ No recent cases ripe for survey

Recommendation: Continue to survey members on litigated cases to proactively identify and
correct potential deficiencies and address issues or concerns that may arise.

Coverage, Claims and Litigation Committee (5/2/19): The CCLC received this item.
SG/KMC/dm
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Coverage, Claims & Litigation Committee

FROM:

Margo Ely, Executive Director

DATE:

April 25, 2019

RE:

Litigation Successes and Updates

Purpose: The purpose of this memorandum is to highlight recent litigation successes and
updates of interest.
Great Subrogation win: Village of Hanover Park v Calco, LTD
IRMA aggressively pursues subrogation to ensure responsible third parties are held
accountable for their actions. Sometimes, we have to file lawsuits to force the third parties to
pay what they owe. Recently, IRMA subrogation attorney, Marc S. Mayer of Mayer and Marsh
won a summary judgment motion on behalf of the Village of Hanover Park in the amount of
$33,466.85.
In the summer of 2016, plastic nozzles began to clog pumps in one of the Hanover Park
sanitary sewer lift stations. On each occasion, the Village’s plumbing contractor was called out
to determine causation and remove the clogs. Each clog was caused by the same type of six by
four inch plastic nozzle and eventually, the pumps required replacement.
While investigating this matter, the Village’s Public Works Director discovered that a company in
Hanover Park was the only company in the area that manufactured this particular part. During
an onsite inspection of the facility, the Director learned that the nozzles were stored in a room
with an ungrated sewer drain that led directly to the sewer line and into Hanover Park’s pumps.
Based upon this information, IRMA pursued subrogation against the company and when the
adverse insurance carrier denied the claim, we knew we were in for a fight.
We litigated this matter for more than a year and during discovery, all other possible sources as
alleged by the defendant, Calco, Ltd., were proven to be false. Hanover Park provided sound
documentation and our theory of negligence was predicated on a violation of the Hanover Park
ordinances regarding placing plastic objects into the sewer system.
We filed a motion for summary judgment and won! On March 21, 2019, the Honorable Judge
Allen Price Walker of the Circuit Court of Cook County found both liability and damages in
Hanover Park’s favor.
Frequent Flyer Plaintiff Loses
A Plaintiff who had previously sued our member 3 times, filed yet another lawsuit claiming that
member employees had harassed him, conducted illegal searches, engaged in misconduct and
various other allegations. The plaintiff, a resident, represented himself. His complaint claimed
that employees swore at him, among other things. Defense attorney John O’Reilly filed a
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motion to dismiss since the complaint did not contain any factual allegations that the Plaintiff
suffered any actual harm, even assuming the allegations were true. After arguments, the judge
granted the motion to dismiss. However, the plaintiff has filed an amended complaint, so we are
still litigating this case.
Another Win in an Employment Case
Employment cases are tough to win on summary judgment because they are frequently fact
intensive. In addition, they are pretty tough to settle because they invoke a lot of emotion and
strong feelings. Employment terminations for public entities are highly litigated because of
Illinois law. Most union employees have a right to challenge a termination through arbitration.
In addition, regardless of the arbitration outcome, they can also file a charge of discrimination
under both state and federal law and thereafter file a lawsuit in federal court. In a recent case, a
police officer filed a lawsuit claiming that his termination violated his first amendment free
speech rights. The court denied his claims.
The first amendment applies to governments – not private businesses. So, you don’t have a
right to picket the prices at the grocery store, unless you do it on public property (the sidewalk).
The grocery store can kick you off their private property. As public employees of governments,
we have some “free speech rights” in the workplace, but it’s very limited. A police officer was
terminated after several issues including poor report writing and a poor work ethic. One such
incident that supported his termination was when a conversation he was having with a coworker
was accidentally broadcast over the department radio. It was this particular incident that he
relied on in claiming his free speech rights were violated. After substantial discovery was
finished, attorney Lori Vanderlaan filed a motion for summary judgment.
In granting the motion for summary judgment, the Court summarized the extensive investigation
conducted into the officer’s actions prior to his termination. The Court explained the law, “When
public employees make statements pursuant to their official duties, the employees are not
speaking as private citizens for First Amendment purposes, and the Constitution does not
insulate their communications from employer discipline.” In this particular case, the broadcast
conversation related to alleged police misconduct by another officer. On that issue, the court
found that such a report is not free speech, but instead is part of any police officer’s essential
duties – to report misconduct. “The Court therefore finds that the statements {[plaintiff] made
during a conversation that was “part of the job” and “within the context of the role of a police
officer” are statements made pursuant to and intimately connected with a police officer’s duties.”
As such, the officer spoke as a public employee, not a private citizen.
Another consideration as to whether particular speech is entitled to first amendment protection
is whether it addresses a matter of public concern. “Whether an employee’s speech addresses
a matter of public concern must be determined by the content, form and context of a given
statement.” Instead of finding that the officer was really concerned about alleged misconduct,
the court found that he was really just “venting” about a coworker rather than reporting on a
matter of public concern. As such, the court threw his case out.
Coverage, Claims and Litigation Committee (5/2/19): The CCLC received this item.
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

Membership Relations Committee

FROM:

Jennifer Swahlstedt, Risk Management & Training Manager

DATE:

May 8, 2019

RE:

2018 Claims to Contribution Report

Action Requested: Review and approve the 2018 IRMA Claims to Contribution Report.
Background/Discussion: Each year IRMA staff prepares the Claims to Contribution Report,
which provides an overview of each members claims performance over the previous five years.
The report compares a member’s actual total incurred claims experience with their loss fund
contributions for each individual year along with a five-year summary claims to contribution ratio.
The report includes a section on the IRMA Advisory Letter Program, which identifies members
recommended to receive an Advisory Letter based on their specific claims performance and the
program criteria. The report also outlines the criteria for the new Workers’ Compensation Focus
Program and the participating members. This year’s report recommends that the Village of Carol
Stream and Village of Roselle be removed from the Workers’ Compensation Focus Program.
Recommendation: Approve the 2018 IRMA Claims to Contribution Report, which recommends
that the Village of Carol Stream and the Village of Roselle be removed from the IRMA Workers’
Compensation Focus Program.
Member Relations Committee (5/15/19): After much discussion, the MRC made a motion to
approve the 2018 Claims to Contribution Report observations and calculations, including the
removal of the Village of Roselle from the Workers’ Compensation Focus Program and the three
advisory letter recipients. However, a motion was passed to keep the Village of Carol Stream in
the Workers’ Compensation Focus Program to monitor the implementation of the Police
Department’s taser program. The status of Carol Stream’s program and removal will be revisited
at the next MRC meeting.

JS/ll
G:\Committees\Membership Relations Committee\2019\5-15-19\VI. Claims To Contribution Report Memo.Docx
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2018 CLAIMS TO CONTRIBUTION REPORT/
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION FOCUS PROGRAM
INTRODUCTION

IRMA staff has prepared a report on the Claims to Contributions/Workers’ Compensation Focus
Program Recommendations for the most recent five-year period (2014-2018).
The evaluations and recommendations in this report are supported by the following IRMA reports:
Five-Year Ratio of Member Claim Experience to Loss Fund Contribution and the IRMA
Member Claims Comparisons. (The Member Claims Comparisons can be viewed in the
electronic version of the State of The Membership Report in the Member Section of the IRMA
website – www.irmarisk.org under Publications.)
The Ratio of Claims to Loss Fund Contribution Report compares claim payments made from the
IRMA loss fund (not including member deductibles and excess or reinsurance payments) with the
members’ annual loss fund contributions. Ratios below 100% indicate claim experience is less
than the IRMA member loss fund contribution, while ratios greater than 100% indicate that claim
payments made from the loss fund exceed the member contribution made to the IRMA loss fund
for that year.
The IRMA Member Claims Comparisons compare the IRMA target for each individual member in
both claim frequency and severity with each member’s actual claim history. A member’s target is
developed by determining the IRMA five average for both frequency and severity based on the
individual member’s revenue base size.
As of March 1, 2019, IRMA had 70 members in the pool. The pool welcomed in West Central
Consolidated Communications (WC3) as our newest member on May 1, 2018 and the Village’s
of Tinley Park and Westchester withdrew from the pool effective 1/1/19.
The following is a breakdown of the membership results as of March 1, 2019.

Five-year Ratio of Claims to Loss Fund Contribution Report

Member
NIPSTA
Berkeley
Indian Head
Park
Morton Grove
East Hazel Crest
Park Forest
Clarendon Hills
West Dundee
Homewood

2014
RATIO
0.00%
1488.98%

2015
RATIO
0.00%
21.43%

2016
RATIO
3117.72%
0.00%

2017
RATIO
0.00%
14.55%

2018
RATIO
0.00%
24.72%

5 YEAR
RATIO
638.52%
235.79%

144.61%
98.99%
641.07%
117.23%
132.97%
461.36%
24.76%

219.17%
235.69%
0.00%
17.75%
393.53%
0.00%
411.68%

806.56%
283.75%
72.22%
396.09%
0.00%
137.07%
69.80%

0.99%
221.53%
75.06%
29.02%
0.00%
17.04%
32.17%

1.13%
69.85%
147.52%
12.80%
146.50%
0.00%
30.30%

207.68%
179.30%
177.00%
126.37%
123.90%
120.35%
114.90%
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Member
Sugar Grove
Tinley Park
Hanover Park
Winfield FPD
Willowbrook
Villa Park
Libertyville
Roselle
Crystal Lake
Lake in the Hills
Woodridge
LaGrange
Bartlett
Lake Bluff
Olympia Fields
Rolling Meadows
Northbrook
Bartlett FPD
Richton Park
Kenilworth
Barrington
Addison
Palos Heights
Lake Zurich
Lake Forest
West Chicago
FPD
Hazel Crest
Carol Stream
Flossmoor
River Forest
Northfield
Hinsdale
Western Springs
Wilmette
Crete
Carol Stream
FPD
Mundelein
Darien
Cary
Oak Brook

2014
RATIO
335.22%
83.88%
129.19%
0.00%
8.75%
101.25%
14.10%
52.27%
89.45%
80.69%
60.99%
44.60%
157.78%
20.91%
81.30%
52.01%
63.96%
44.43%
64.36%
9.94%
41.49%
92.41%
0.00%
163.16%
16.30%

2015
RATIO
311.82%
143.76%
64.45%
117.33%
161.53%
52.44%
107.87%
111.72%
49.72%
114.18%
93.72%
159.12%
11.93%
0.42%
2.35%
98.57%
53.20%
97.71%
25.22%
5.33%
51.85%
104.49%
175.53%
13.09%
52.60%

2016
RATIO
3.77%
252.30%
43.47%
75.16%
33.16%
65.29%
46.54%
160.82%
13.31%
74.03%
69.16%
100.57%
65.07%
134.98%
181.95%
66.58%
56.05%
9.19%
18.02%
260.62%
154.02%
34.29%
86.28%
39.73%
144.15%

2017
RATIO
3.40%
0.00%
128.69%
1.71%
187.90%
150.81%
111.51%
48.38%
193.75%
4.01%
19.90%
36.69%
77.37%
36.03%
14.95%
74.91%
99.07%
27.55%
151.22%
0.00%
18.05%
30.45%
24.60%
24.16%
43.02%

2018
RATIO
0.00%
7.83%
75.27%
232.02%
0.00%
27.32%
133.34%
0.00%
22.40%
86.28%
106.43%
22.96%
9.08%
152.79%
36.46%
30.50%
47.21%
141.22%
45.38%
0.00%
50.96%
40.44%
0.00%
34.02%
18.01%

5 YEAR
RATIO
110.13%
103.70%
89.45%
83.70%
83.34%
79.35%
79.22%
77.84%
76.36%
71.34%
68.93%
68.61%
67.62%
66.20%
65.38%
64.82%
64.40%
62.39%
60.87%
60.79%
59.68%
59.26%
58.24%
55.64%
55.31%

37.39%
32.00%
90.71%
82.17%
160.74%
19.02%
34.82%
31.75%
84.92%
62.63%

83.06%
41.83%
3.58%
68.51%
51.33%
0.00%
119.34%
142.95%
47.77%
33.58%

103.80%
65.07%
20.52%
69.18%
5.74%
42.96%
0.00%
16.74%
67.12%
8.91%

8.75%
73.35%
75.00%
2.45%
0.00%
0.00%
99.76%
59.75%
21.05%
122.16%

52.85%
59.92%
78.54%
39.47%
35.98%
208.17%
0.00%
6.19%
30.02%
6.32%

54.93%
53.77%
52.60%
52.60%
52.50%
52.08%
51.74%
51.07%
49.40%
49.39%

19.92%
77.24%
25.27%
14.75%
2.07%

54.35%
25.57%
44.39%
0.00%
127.52%

86.77%
6.24%
46.18%
93.05%
63.40%

67.15%
0.00%
8.45%
36.94%
1.81%

6.83%
150.27%
115.01%
88.77%
23.31%

46.73%
45.29%
45.14%
44.53%
44.53%
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Member
Westmont
Brookfield
West Chicago
Lisle
Lemont
Westchester
Glencoe
Burr Ridge
Hillside
Riverside
Stickney
LaGrange Park
Lincolnwood
Bloomingdale
Arlington Heights
Winfield
Palos Park
Mount Prospect
Cary Library
NEMRT
LTACC
Countryside
WC3
Total IRMA

2014
RATIO
136.92%
38.72%
77.85%
0.00%
19.83%
113.55%
76.02%
3.23%
5.40%
0.00%
3.54%
2.20%
47.37%
32.70%

2015
RATIO
35.16%
119.04%
24.70%
0.00%
72.95%
10.14%
0.00%
45.01%
40.65%
61.42%
11.38%
63.87%
43.14%
32.99%

2016
RATIO
11.98%
3.93%
43.95%
3.00%
4.97%
4.99%
0.47%
16.13%
1.11%
82.32%
49.60%
28.28%
27.88%
7.43%

2017
RATIO
6.62%
19.43%
15.53%
185.56%
10.67%
8.64%
79.08%
0.29%
61.75%
0.00%
42.75%
6.25%
1.54%
31.44%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

1.35%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%

54.65%
0.00%

33.68%
31.60%

0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%

2.79%

5.71%

0.00%

0.00%
0.00%
5.85%
0.00%

77.56%

74.60%

75.84%

51.59%

2018
RATIO
10.34%
2.76%
11.89%
13.71%
61.55%
29.28%
0.00%
109.02%
53.22%
0.00%
23.15%
28.24%
3.16%
14.30%
26.25%
8.83%
82.16%
7.49%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
40.75%

5 YEAR
RATIO
39.25%
37.16%
36.33%
36.06%
33.61%
32.49%
32.39%
32.25%
30.94%
29.48%
26.08%
26.00%
24.56%
24.36%
16.02%
13.31%
13.10%
7.49%
7.12%
6.57%
3.01%
1.99%
0.00%
64.44%

Total experience (paid amounts plus reserves less deductibles and specific recoveries) were used
for calculations.
Five-year Ratio of Claims
To Loss Fund Contribution
2009
74.72%
2010
70.23%
2011
70.61%
2012
61.33%
2013
59.19%
2014
59.46%
2015
62.90%
2016
61.47%
2017
66.95%
2018
64.44%
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THE WORKERS’ COMPENSATION FOCUS PROGRAM
The IRMA Workers’ Compensation Focus Program was developed to address the number one
driver of the Pool’s adverse loss experience resulting in over 65% of all pool loss experience.
Beginning in the second quarter of 2016, the Membership Relations Committee (MRC) began to
oversee this new workers’ compensation loss reduction program. Detailed analysis of members’
workers’ compensation loss frequency and severity, including five-year comparisons of workers’
compensation claims to member targets and loss fund contributions will be utilized to identify
members which may benefit from the program. Members meeting the Workers’ Compensation
Focus Program criteria will receive additional assistance and resources needed to address their
adverse workers’ compensation pattern or trend. Members included in the Workers’
Compensation Focus Program are required to prepare quarterly progress reports for review by
the Membership Relations Committee. IRMA staff meet with these members on a quarterly basis
to review their progress towards specific goals and develop additional resources to assist the
participating members in reducing their overall workers’ compensation losses.
Workers’ Compensation Focus Program Criteria
The following objective criteria, adopted by the Board of Directors, are used by IRMA staff and
the Membership Relations Committee for recommending assignment of members to the Workers’
Compensation Focus Program:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

The FIRST indicator will be the member’s five-year ratio of total incurred
claims experience to loss fund contribution exceeds 100%.
The SECOND indicator will be the member’s five-year average total incurred
workers’ compensation claims experience to member target exceeds 150%.
The THIRD indicator will be at least three out of the last five loss years with a
Workers’ Compensation Claims Experience to Member Target ratio exceeds
150%.
The FOURTH indicator will be the member’s five-year average workers’
compensation claims frequency to target exceeds 125%.
Claims for members meeting the indicators under 1 through 4 above shall be
examined and further analyzed. If there are a few isolated large individual
losses that when removed from the statistics the five-year average claims to
member target ratio would drop below 150%, then the member may not be
recommended for the Workers’ Compensation Focus Program. These few
large isolated claims may not be representative of an adverse workers’
compensation pattern or trend.

Criteria for Removal from the Workers’ Compensation Focus Program
The Membership Relations Committee shall use the following criteria for removal from the
Workers’ Compensation Focus Program.





Combined five-year overall claims experience to loss fund contribution ratio
below 100%.
Five-year total workers’ compensation total incurred claims experience to
target of below 100%.
Two of the last three individual years with workers’ compensation claim
experience below IRMA targets.
Documented Improvements made to a member’s risk management program
policies and procedures.
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The normal term of participation in the Workers’ Compensation Focus Program will be for a period
of not less than two (2) years and not more than five (5) years. Any member not meeting the
criteria for removal from the Program within five (5) years will be reviewed by the Membership
Relations Committee for possible additional actions, including but not limited to a requirement to
select a higher IRMA deductible.
CURRENT WORKERS’ COMPENSATION FOCUS PROGRAM
The following members are currently assigned to the Workers’ Compensation Focus Program
as of March 1, 2019:
- Village of Brookfield
- Village of Carol Stream
- Village of Roselle
- Village of Morton Grove (effective 1/1/19)
Progress has continued for each of the current Workers’ Compensation Focus Program members.
has continued to make progress towards reducing their adverse workers’ compensation trend
during their third year in the program for all except Morton Grove which is in their 1st year in the
program. Three of the above four program members now have a five-year claims to contribution
ratio under 100%.
Additional workers’ compensation analysis for the current WC Focus Program members
is provided below to determine recommended removals and additions from the Workers’
Compensation Focus Program:
Village of Morton Grove (179.30%)
The Village of Morton Grove has a five-year claims to contribution ratio and three individual years
with a claims to contribution ratio over 200%. Their five-year ratio increased from 130.75% for
2017 to 179.30% for 2018. The Village officially started in the Workers’ Compensation Program
as of January 1, 2019, although the program analysis and preparation began in early fall of 2018.
Morton Grove’s 2018 claims to contribution ratio as of February 28th improved to 69.85% for 2018.
Their claims to contribution reduction mainly resulted from an increase in the Village’s experience
debit from 12.58% in 2018 to 40.33% for 2019. Of the Village’s nineteen claims over $75,000
from 2014-2018, seventeen are workers’ compensation claims. The Village incurred three
additional large workers’ compensation claims in 2018, which will likely incur additional loss
development as these are newer claims. The Village’s overall and workers’ compensation claims
experience is over IRMA targets in each of the past five years analyzed. Three of the five years
have a total workers’ compensation claims experience of over $1 million as compared to their
current IRMA workers’ compensation experience target of $317,467. The clear majority of their
adverse claims experience continues to arise from workers’ compensation losses, which average
275% of target in the past five years. The Public Works and Fire Department continue to trend at
the highest annualize claims experience at 305% and 290%. The Village’s overall five-year
average claim frequency of 19 is just over IRMA target of 17 with an annualized variance of 111%.
The Public Works and Fire Departments are also trending over IRMA frequency targets at 188%
and 169%. The Police Department is trending below the IRMA frequency target at 11 versus
their target of 13 for a 91% variance of target. It is recommended that the Village of Morton Grove
continue on the IRMA Workers’ Compensation Focus Program to assist the Village is reducing its
overall adverse Workers’ Compensation claims experience trend through enhancement of their
loss prevention and claims mitigation efforts to reduce employee injuries and lower their overall
cost of risk.
Village of Roselle (77.84%)
The Village of Roselle has reduced their five-year ratio from 116.24% for 2017 to 77.84% for
2018. They have also reduced the number of years with a claims to contribution ration over 100%
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from three years to two years. The Village’s claims to contribution ratio was reduced from
160.82% for 2016 to 48.38% for 2017 and 0% for 2018. The Village has no workers’
compensation claims over $75,000 for both 2017 and 2018. Their total workers’ compensation
claims experience was only $124,800 for 2017 and $15,347 for 2018 which compares very
favorably to their IRMA target of $194,756. The Village’s workers’ compensation claims frequency
has also dropped below their IRMA target of 10 to 9 claims for both 2017 and 2018. The Village
has been participating in the IRMA Workers’ Compensation Focus Group since April 1st, 2016.
They have improved their overall loss prevention programs in both documentation and
implementation and hired new proactive department heads in Fire and Public Works. The Village
has three large isolated claims from 2015 and 2016 which resulted in their five workers’
compensation ratio remaining over 100% at this time. However, both 2017 and 2018 have
produced excellent results for the Village with workers’ compensations improving in each year
and are now well below their IRMA targets. Overall, the Village is no longer meeting the
requirements for participation in the IRMA Workers’’ Compensation Focus program. It is
recommended that the Village of Roselle be removed from the Program.
Village of Brookfield (37.16%)
The Village of Brookfield has a five-year claims to contribution ratio of 37.16% with one individual
year (2015) over 100%. The Village has recent reductions in their claims to contribution ratio due
to an experience modifier debit of over 29% in both 2017 and 2018. Their experience debit was
reduced to just under 10% for 2019. The Village experienced another adverse year in 2018 with
workers’ compensation experience of $441,050 versus their IRMA target of $181,225. This
represented a large increase from their $74,244 of total workers’ compensation experience in
2017. The Village incurred three additional claims between $84,000 to $209,000 in total incurred
value as of the first quarter of 2019 and these claims will likely develop further. Two of the large
claims were from the police department and one from public works. The Village’s workers’
compensation claims frequency of 15 for the last two years remains above the IRMA target of 11
at 142% of target. The operating departments have made significant efforts to improve their
overall risk management program with additional actions needed from the new management
team. The Village has encountered significant changes in their departmental leadership including
a newly hired experienced Public Works Director, a recent internal promotion to both Fire Chief
and Police Chief due to a recent retirements. The Village hired a new highly experienced Village
Manager in 2018 and he is focused on reducing operational department workers’ compensation
losses. With all the recent senior management changes in the Village it is recommended that the
Village of Brookfield remain in the IRMA Workers’ Compensation Focus Program for 2019 in order
to provide additional risk management resources to the Village to enhance their risk management
program and reduce their overall cost of risk.
Village of Carol Stream (52.60%)
The Village of Carol Stream has a five-year claims to contribution ratio of 52.60% and no individual
years over 100%. The Village has three of the most recent four years with workers’ compensation
claims experience below their IRMA target. The Village’s workers’ compensation claim frequency
is averaging 18 per year which is a little above their IRMA target at 15, but many claims are
medical only. The Village experienced only one workers’ compensation claim over $75,000
during 2018. This represents a significant improvement in the number of larger workers’
compensation claims. Most of the Village’s previous adverse workers’ compensation claims
experience resulted from officer injuries due to combative encounters with arrestees. The Police
is not currently equipped Tasers which limited officer’s options with combative arrestees resulting
in more hand to hand encounters. IRMA had previous recommended the Department evaluate
implementing a Taser program. IRMA staff has arranged for a fully funded Taser Study form
Axon International. The study will include all equipment, training and full funding for an academic
researcher for three years to evaluate the effectiveness of full Taser deployment in reducing
officer injuries in combative encounters. The Public Works Department has implemented many
enhancements in their risk management program which have already reduced their overall
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workers’ compensation losses. The Public Works Departments five-year average loss severity is
now well below IRMA targets. Since their inception into the IRMA Workers’ Compensation Focus
Program on April 1, 2016, the Village has worked with IRMA to improve their overage workers’
compensation adverse loss trend including significant efforts to educate all employees on the
workers’’ compensation process to ensure the employees they will be taken care of in a
professional manner even if they do not decide to pursue attorney involvement. Overall, the
Village of Carol Stream has continued its efforts to enhance their risk management program and
are meeting the vast majority of the criteria considered for removal from the Focus Program. This
information, in addition to, the Village agreeing to move forward with the Taser Study supports
the staff recommendation to remove the Village of Carol Stream form the IRMA Workers’
Compensation Focus Program.

IRMA ADVISORY LETTER PROGRAM
Members having a five-year claims to loss fund contribution ratio exceeding 100% may receive a
Membership Relations Committee (MRC) Advisory Letter. These letters are utilized when no
clear, adverse claim trend has developed and most of the adverse experience is due to large
isolated losses, and/or the member is not meeting the IRMA Workers’ Compensation Focus
Program criteria. This letter is sent to the member from the Membership Relations Committee
Chair to advise the member of their adverse losses. The letter provides further explanation of the
information used in the evaluation process and includes a copy of the five-year ratio of claims to
loss fund contribution report, in addition to their IRMA member claims comparison. Further
assistance is provided to these members when necessary.
Members who have already received an advisory letter following one or two large, isolated losses
will not receive another advisory letter, if there have been no subsequent years with unfavorable
claims to contribution ratios and their five-year ratio has improved. Members will also not receive
an advisory letter if their five-year ratio is over 100% due to one large claim.

Below is the analysis of IRMA members with a five-year claims to contribution ratio
over 100% for the 2014-2018 claim years:
Northeastern Illinois Public Safety Training Academy - NIPSTA (638.52%)
NIPSTA has a five-year claims to contribution ratio of 614.39%, which results solely from a very
large 2016 general liability claim from a firefighter While training on their fire service roof
ventilation training prop. With a current total incurred value of over $1.5 million, their claims to
contribution for 2016 is 3117 % as they are a very small member. IRMA is assisting in providing
additional resources to NIPSTA since their liability exposure has expanded in recent years due to
the addition of several new hands-on training props. Overall, NIPSTA has four of five years with
a claim to contribution ratio of zero. There is no adverse claims pattern or trend developing at
NIPSTA. It is not recommended that NIPSTA receive an IRMA Advisory letter. It is recommended
that NIPSTA receive an annual IRMA Hazard Survey Visit (HSV) to review current and new
training props to provided risk management recommendations to assist in reducing their overall
level of risk from their high exposure training activities.
Village of Berkeley (235.79%)
The Village of Berkeley continues to have a five-year claims to contribution ratio over 200% due
to their three large workers’ compensation claims and one larger general liability slip and fall claim,
all from 2014. This includes a very large patient lifting claim in which the employee will not be able
to return to work as a paramedic. All other claim years have a claims to contribution ratio below
25%. The other two large workers’ compensation claims arose out of public works tree trimming
operations. The Village’s annual claims experience is well below their IRMA targets in four of the
last five years. Their five-year average claims frequency is meeting their IRMA target, while their
workers’ compensation frequency is below their IRMA. It is not recommended that Village of
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Berkeley receive another IRMA Advisory Letter as there has been no additional adverse
experience.
Village of Indian Head Park (207.68%)
The Village of Indian Head Park’s five-year ratio was reduced from 307.83 for 2017 to 207.68%
for 2018. The Village has three of five individual years with a claims to contribution ratio over
100%. Both their most recent two years analyzed, 2017 and 2018, have a claims to contribution
ratio of under 2%. The Village incurred two large workers’ compensation claims one from 2015
and 2016, which accounts for the majority of their workers’ compensation loss experience. Their
largest claim of just under $400,000 resulted from a police officer being struck and dragged by a
vehicle during a traffic stop. Both 2017 and 2018 have total incurred workers’ compensations
losses of under $1,700. The Village has incurred only one medical only workers’ compensation
claim in each of the last two years. The Village has made significant loss frequency and
experience improvement in both 2017 and 2018. There does not appear to be an adverse claim
pattern or trend. There is no further action recommended at this time.
Village of East Hazel Crest (177 %)
The Village of East Hazel Crest has a five-year ratio and two individual years with a claims to
contribution ratio over 100%. The majority of their adverse loss experience continues to be the
result of three large isolated claims in 2014, from three different lines of coverage including a large
intersection auto accident, police officer dog bite workers’ compensation claims and a water
damage property claim. The Village’s overall claims to contribution was below 100% from 2015
- 2017. During 2018, the Village experienced another large water damage claim from a broken
water pipe and police officer injury from a combative encounter. Overall, there is no apparent
adverse loss pattern or trend. It is recommended that the Village of East Hazel Crest receive an
IRMA Advisory Letter due to the 2018 adverse claims experience.
Village of Park Forest (126.37%)
The Village of Park Forest has a five-year ratio and two of five individual years with a claims to
contribution ratio over 100%. The Village’s five-year ratio improved from 175.63% for 2017 to
126.37% for 2018 while the number of years with a claims to contribution ratio over 100% was
reduced from three to two years. The vast majority of the Village’s total claims experience
continues to arise from three large isolated workers’ compensation claims over the past five years;
two large workers’ compensation lifting claims, one in public works and one paramedic lifting a
700-pound patient, and a multi-million dollar claim resulting from a police officer shot in the line of
duty. These claims total more than $3 million of total incurred claims experience. The Village’s
overall five-year claim frequency is tracking at their IRMA target of 41. Overall, their large isolated
cases do not represent any specific adverse claim pattern or trend for the Village of Park Forest.
It is recommended that the Village of Park Forest receive an IRMA Advisory Letter due to two
additional large workers’ compensation claims incurred in 2018.
Village of Clarendon Hills (123.90%)
The Village of Clarendon Hills has a five-year ratio and three of five years with a claims to
contribution ratio over 100%. Their five-year ratio was reduced from 138.80% from last year’s
report to 123.90. The Village’s adverse loss experience is mainly caused by three isolated large
workers’ compensation claims one from 2014, 2015 and 2018. Two were slip and fall claims,
while the third was caused by a driver hitting a police officer with the door of his vehicle while
resisting on a traffic stop. The Village’s two most adverse years arise from their two oldest years
analyzed, 2014 and 2015. Their five-year average overall claims frequency is under their IRMA
target at 10 versus their target of 13 or just 75.38% of target. The Village’s five-year workers’
compensation claim frequency of 6 is just over their target of 5 or 112% on an annualized basis.
There does not appear to be an adverse loss trend developing in the Village. The Village did incur
another large workers’ compensation claim in 2018 resulting from a public works employee slip
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and fall on ice during a water main break repair. It is recommended that the Village of Clarendon
Hills receive an IRMA Advisory Letter.
Village of West Dundee (120.35%)
The Village of West Dundee has a five-year ratio and two of five years with claims to contribution
ratio over 100%. All the Village’s adverse claims experience arises from two large worker’s
compensation claims from 2014 and 2016 including a career ending pelvis fracture claim from an
employee fall from a roof. The Village experienced one additional large workers’ compensation
claim resulting from a patient handling back injury in their Fire Department. Both large workers’
compensation claims are closed. The Village has three of their five years analyzed with a claims
experience under the IRMA target, including the two most recent years. West Dundee completed
2018 with a total claims experience of only $12,815 versus their target of $144,767 and a total
claims frequency of 10 versus their target of 14. There is no adverse claim pattern or trend in the
Village of West Dundee and no further action recommended.
Village of Homewood (114.90%)
The Village of Homewood has a five-year ratio and just one year with a claims to contribution ratio
over 100%. The Village’s claims to contribution five-year ratio was reduced from 132.82% to
114.90 % for 2018. The vast majority of the Village’s adverse liability loss experience resulted
from a $1.6 million law enforcement vehicle stop accident from a third party rear-end the police
vehicle severely injuring the third party. This large law enforcement activities claim of over $1.5
million increased their five-year claims to contribution to over 100%. There were also several
larger workers’ compensation claims in 2015, the oldest year analyzed for this report. The Village
is below their IRMA claims severity target in both 2017 and 2018 including their workers’
compensation claims experience. Their overall claims experience dropped significantly in 2018.
The Village does need to continue to focus on reducing their claims frequency which is
consistently over IRMA targets in all lines of coverage and all departments. The Village has
enhanced their safety committee and accident review board process to assist in identifying root
causes and preventing future losses. It is not recommended that the Village of Homewood receive
another IRMA Advisory Letter at this time.
Village of Sugar Grove (110.13%)
The Village of Sugar Grove has a five-year ratio and just their two oldest years with claims to
contribution ratio over 100%. Their adverse claims experience continues to arise almost entirely
from three large claims, two workers’ compensation injuries and one law enforcement activities
liability claim from 2014 and 2015. Review of the three large claims does not indicate any adverse
pattern or trend. The Village does not have any large claims since 2015. Their overall claims
experience for 2016, 2017 and 2018 is below $13,000 for each year as compared to their IRMA
target of $116,121. Their workers’ compensation severity is below $4,000 for each of the last
three years. The Village’s average claims frequency is well below their IRMA target both overall
and in workers’ compensation for each year since 2014. There is no further action recommended
for the Village of Sugar Grove.
Village of Tinley Park (103.70%)
The Village of Tinley Park is no longer a member of IRMA effective January 1, 2019.

SUMMARY OF REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS:
ADVISORY LETTER RECIPIENTS:
Based on the above findings, it is recommended that an advisory letter be sent to the following
three IRMA members: Village of East Hazel Crest, Village of Park Forest and the Village of
Clarendon Hills.
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WORKERS’ COMPENSATION FOCUS PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS:
Based on the above risk management analysis it is recommended that the Village of Carol Stream
and the Village of Roselle be removed from the IRMA Workers’ Compensation Focus Program
with the Village of Brookfield and the Village of Morton Grove to remain in the Program for
2019/2020.

OBSERVATIONS & CONCLUSIONS
When comparing this year’s report to last year’s, the following conclusions can be drawn:


Members’ overall five-year average claims experience to IRMA loss fund contribution results
decreased from 66.95% for 2017 to 64.44% for 2018.



The 2018 undeveloped claims to contribution ratio of 40.75% is almost identical to the 2017
undeveloped claims to contribution ratio of 40.65%.



Members with five-year claims to contribution ratios greater than 100% decreased from (14)
fourteen in 2017 to (11) eleven in 2018.



Three IRMA Advisory Letters will be sent to IRMA members for 2018. Three IRMA Advisory
Letters were also sent in 2017.



It is recommended that the two (2) members currently in the Workers’ Compensation Focus
Program be removed from the program (Carol Stream & Roselle) and two members will
continue in the program (Brookfield & Morton Grove). Three of the four current Workers’
Compensation Focus Program members now have a five-year claims to contribution under
100%.



There are no additional members recommended to be added to the Workers’ Compensation
Focus Program at this time.



Members continue to be committed to improving their risk management programs to prevent
loses and reduce their overall cost of risk.

We recommend all members review the entire IRMA State of the Membership Report in order to
utilize the valuable risk management data to assist in benchmarking their overall risk management
performance.
The Membership Relations Committee is responsible for oversight of the Workers’ Compensation
Focus Program and the IRMA Advisory Letter Program. IRMA Staff will meet with members in
need of additional assistance to address any adverse claim patterns or trends that may be
developing, as appropriate.
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The Risk Management Solution for Local Government

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Membership Relations Committee

FROM:

Jennifer Swahlstedt, Risk Management & Training Manager

DATE:

May 1, 2019

RE:

2018 Member Participation Report

Action Requested: Approve the 2018 IRMA Member Participation Report and recommend
sending the corresponding participation encouragement letters to members.
Background/Discussion: IRMA’s continued success as an intergovernmental pool can be
largely attributed to the membership’s interest and participation in the organization. The
participation rates are analyzed in four areas: Board meetings, standing/ad hoc committees,
steering committees, and standing committee chairs/steering committee officers. The report
includes established guidelines and formulas used to determine the participation percentages.
Each category of participation is weighted based on its essential value to IRMA, with the greatest
weight given to Board of Directors meetings. Based on the 2018 membership participation
percentages identified below, overall participation decreased from 69.8 in 2017 to 64.0 in 2018.
The number of members in Category 1 (80% or greater) decreased from 29 to 22, while the
number of members in Category 3 (40% or less) increased from 8 in 2017 to 11 in 2018. The
chart below provides a side by side comparison between 2017 and 2018 participation by category:

Category 1
Category 2
Category 3
Overall Percent

2017
29 members
33 members
8 members
69.8%

2018
22 members
39 members
11 members
64.0%

Category I (22 Members)
Members with an annual percentage of 80% or above receive a letter of appreciation for their
commitment to IRMA.
IRMA Member

LaGrange Park
Barrington
Carol Stream
Hinsdale
Libertyville
Riverside
Woodridge
Crystal Lake
Lisle

Board
Meeting
Participation
(max 50%)

Standing
and Ad-Hoc
Committees (max
25%)

Steering
Committees
(max 20%)

Standing
Chairs &
Steering
Officers (max
5%)

Total
(max 100%)

50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%

25.0%
25.0%
25.0%
25.0%
25.0%
25.0%
25.0%
25.0%
25.0%

17.8%
15.6%
14.3%
12.0%
12.0%
12.0%
11.4%
11.1%
8.9%

5.0%
5.0%
5.0%
5.0%
5.0%
5.0%
5.0%
5.0%
5.0%

97.8%
95.6%
94.3%
92.0%
92.0%
92.0%
91.4%
91.1%
88.9%
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River Forest
Flossmoor
Wilmette
Lake Forest
Park Forest
Crete
Northbrook
Darien
Winfield
Lake in the Hills
Homewood
Arlington Heights
Mundelein

50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
37.50%

25.0%
25.0%
25.0%
25.0%
25.0%
25.0%
25.0%
25.0%
25.0%
25.0%
25.0%
25.0%
25.0%

8.9%
6.7%
6.7%
10.0%
4.0%
8.9%
8.9%
8.6%
8.6%
7.5%
2.2%
6.7%
17.8%

5.0%
5.0%
5.0%
0.0%
5.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
5.0%
0.0%
0.0%

88.9%
86.7%
86.7%
85.0%
84.0%
83.9%
83.9%
83.6%
83.6%
82.5%
82.2%
81.7%
80.3%

Category II (39 Members)
Members with a participation rating between 79% and 41% will be sent a letter thanking them
for their participation and encouraging them to improve their participation over the next year.

IRMA Member

Rolling Meadows
Glencoe
Lake Zurich
Lincolnwood
Northfield
Palos Park
Lake Bluff
Brookfield
Roselle
Winfield FPD
Indian Head Park
Stickney
Morton Grove
Westmont
NEMRT
Kenilworth
Lemont

Board
Meeting
Participation
(max 50%)

Standing
and Ad-Hoc
Committees (max
25%)

50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
37.50%
50.00%
50.00%
37.50%
37.50%
37.50%
50.00%
37.50%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
37.50%
50.00%

25.0%
25.0%
25.0%
25.0%
25.0%
25.0%
25.0%
25.0%
25.0%
0.0%
25.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
25.0%
0.0%
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Steering
Committees
(max 20%)

Standing
Chairs &
Steering
Officers (max
5%)

Total
(max 100%)

4.4%
2.2%
2.0%
8.0%
0.0%
0.0%
6.7%
6.0%
8.9%
20.0%
5.0%
16.0%
15.6%
15.6%
15.0%
2.2%
8.6%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
5.0%
0.0%
0.0%
5.0%
5.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
5.0%

79.4%
77.2%
77.0%
75.5%
75.0%
75.0%
74.2%
73.5%
71.4%
70.0%
67.5%
66.0%
65.6%
65.6%
65.0%
64.7%
63.6%
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IRMA Member

Carol Stream
FPD
Villa Park
Berkeley
Clarendon Hills
Western Springs
Sugar Grove
West Chicago
Countryside
Hazel Crest
Tinley Park
Burr Ridge
Willowbrook
LaGrange
Bloomingdale
Cary Library
District
NIPSTA
West Dundee
Addison
Bartlett
Richton Park
Cary
Palos Heights

Steering
Committees
(max 20%)

Standing
Chairs &
Steering
Officers (max
5%)

Total
(max 100%)

0.0%
25.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
25.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

13.3%
12.0%
11.1%
11.1%
10.0%
8.6%
8.6%
7.5%
4.4%
4.4%
2.9%
2.5%
13.3%
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

63.3%
62.0%
61.1%
61.1%
60.0%
58.6%
58.6%
57.5%
54.4%
54.4%
52.9%
52.5%
50.8%
50.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
8.6%
8.6%
6.0%
5.7%
5.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

50.0%
50.0%
50.0%
46.1%
46.1%
43.5%
43.2%
42.5%

Board
Meeting
Participation
(max 50%)

Standing
and Ad-Hoc
Committees (max
25%)

50.00%
25.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
25.00%
50.00%
50.00%
37.50%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
37.50%
37.50%
37.50%
37.50%
37.50%

Category III (11 Members)
For Members with participation rates of 40% or below, or members not attending at least two (2)
Board of Directors meetings, a letter will be sent that outlines the importance of member
participation with a request that the Member improves their level of participation in the future.
Those members in Category III for two consecutive years will receive a letter requesting
immediate improvement in their participation or be referred to the Membership Relations
Committee for further action.
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IRMA Member

East Hazel
Crest**
Hanover Park
Olympia Fields
West Chicago
FPD
Mount Prospect
Hillside
Bartlett FPD
West Central
Consolidated
Communications
Oak Brook
LTACC*
Westchester

IRMA Average
*

Board Meeting
Participation
(max 50%)

Standing
and Ad-Hoc
Committees (max
25%)

Steering
Committees
(max 20%)

Standing
Chairs &
Steering
Officers (max
5%)

Total
(max 100%)

37.50%
12.50%
37.50%

0.0%
25.0%
0.0%

2.2%
2.2%
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

39.7%
39.7%
37.5%

12.50%
25.00%
12.50%
12.50%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

20.0%
10.0%
15.6%
13.3%

5.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

37.5%
35.0%
28.1%
25.8%

25.00%
0.00%
12.50%
0.00%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
12.0%
0.0%
11.1%

0.0%
5.0%
0.0%
0.0%

25.0%
17.0%
12.5%
11.1%

42.0%

12.5%

8.1%

1.4%

64.0%

Two years in Category III

** Three years in Category III
Recommendation: Approve the 2018 Annual Membership Participation Report and participation
encouragement letters to be sent to members based on their category of participation.
Member Relations Committee (5/15/19): The MRC approved this Report.

JS/dm
G:\Committees\Membership Relations Committee\2019\5-15-19\2018 Member Participation Report Memo.Docx
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK
MANAGEMENT AGENCY
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Membership Relations Committee

FROM:

Margo Ely, Executive Director
Susan Garvey, Legal Director

DATE:

May 7, 2019

RE:

Bylaw Amendment to define Delegate/Alternate

ACTION REQUESTED: Amend Section 5.07 of the IRMA Contract and Bylaws to provide a
definition of Alternate and Delegate.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION: We recently discovered that the IRMA Contract and Bylaws
provide no definition of Alternate and Delegate. Section 2.01 requires each IRMA member to
appoint one delegate and one alternate to represent the member and serve on the Board of
Directors. The appointment must be approved by the legislative body of the Member. While we
have never had a delegate or alternate that is not an employee or elected official of a member, a
recent question has come up and the Contract and Bylaws, as currently written, has no
requirement in this regard. Staff recommends that the Contract and Bylaws be amended to
require that each Alternate and Delegate be either an employee or elected official of the Member.
The attached highlighted Section 5.07 provides for this definition.
RECOMMENDATION: Approve the recommended amendment to the IRMA Contract and
Bylaws, which requires 2/3 vote of the Board of Directors.
Member Relations Committee (5/15/19): The MRC approved this bylaw amendment.

ME/ll
G:\Committees\Membership Relations Committee\2019\5-15-19\VIII. By-Law Amendment Defining Delegate And Alternate.Docx
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK MANAGEMENT AGENCY
CONTRACT AND BYLAWS

ARTICLE II
ADMINISTRATION
Section 2.01 – Board of Directors
(A)

Establishment.

There is hereby established a Board of Directors of IRMA. Each

MEMBER shall appoint one (1) delegate and one (1) alternate delegate to represent the
MEMBER and serve on the Board of Directors, provided that the alternate delegate may
only serve on the Board in the event of the delegate's absence or inability to act.
(B)

Appointment of Delegate and Alternate Delegate. Each delegate and alternate
delegate of a MEMBER (as defined in the Definitions Section) shall be appointed by the
Chief Executive Officer (as defined in the Definition Section hereof) of such MEMBER
and the appointments shall be confirmed by the legislative body of such MEMBER. Upon
confirmation, the MEMBER shall provide the Executive Director of IRMA with a certified
copy of the resolution or minutes appointing the delegate and alternate delegate. When
such copy is received by the Executive Director, the persons appointed shall continue as
delegate and alternate delegate until IRMA receives written notice from the MEMBER of
their replacement. The failure of a MEMBER to appoint a delegate or alternate delegate
or the failure of that person to participate in IRMA shall not affect the responsibilities or
duties of a MEMBER under Article IV or any other provision of this Contract and Bylaws.
The IRMA Board shall be the final judge regarding the proper appointment of delegates
and alternate delegates to the Board of Directors in conformity with this Contract and
Bylaws.

(C)

Notice by IRMA.

Written notice by IRMA to a MEMBER'S delegate, or alternate

delegate in the event that a delegate has not been appointed, or Chief Executive Officer
in the event that a delegate or alternate delegate has not been appointed, shall be
construed as notice to such MEMBER unless otherwise provided in this Contract and
Bylaws or the policies and procedures implementing this Contract and Bylaws.

1
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK MANAGEMENT AGENCY
CONTRACT AND BYLAWS
Section 5.07– Definitions
(D)

ACTUAL ALLOCATED COSTS: All expenses directly attributable to the disposition,
prosecution and preparation of a claim or lawsuit except for the amount of the settlement
or judgment.

(E)

ANNUAL CONTRIBUTION: The Annual Contribution of each MEMBER shall be the
annual Initial Contribution adjusted by the Member Experience Modifier plus required
contributions to the Members' Reserve Account.

(F)

CALENDAR YEAR: A consecutive twelve (12) month period beginning on January 1 of
a given year.

(G)

CHIEF ELECTED OFFICER: The principal elected officer of the MEMBER (e.g., the
mayor or president of the entity).

(H)

CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER: The principal administrative officer of the
MEMBER (e.g., the City Manager or Village Administrator of the entity).

(I)

COMMERCIAL EXCESS/REINSURANCE: Insurance purchased from an outside insurer
to pay for losses above the pool's Self-Insured Retention and MEMBER deductible.

(J)

DEDUCTIBLE CREDIT: The credit associated with the selection of each optional
deductible offered by IRMA, as determined annually by IRMA's actuary.

(J)(K) DELEGATE And ALTERNATE DELEGATE: An employee or elected official of the
MEMBER appointed by the Chief Executive Officer (as defined herein) and confirmed by
the legislative body of such MEMBER as provided in Section 2.01 of this Contract and
Bylaws.
(K)(L) ESTABLISHED SETTLEMENT AMOUNT: The amount at which IRMA could have
settled a claim or lawsuit, as supported by reasonably reliable evidence.
(L)(M) FISCAL YEAR: A consecutive twelve (12) month period beginning on January 1 of a
given year.
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK
MANAGEMENT AGENCY
The Risk Management Solution for Local Government

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Administration & Finance Committee

FROM:

Rita Boserup, Director of Financial Services

DATE:

May 22, 2019

RE:

Actuarial Report – 12/31/18

ACTION REQUESTED: Approve the Actuarial Report as of 12/31/18.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION: Attached is the narrative section from the December 31, 2018
Actuarial Report from Milliman, Inc. The report was used to determine the Loss Fund Reserves
in the 2018 financial statements, which agrees to Milliman’s Actuarial Central Estimate (ACE) of
$82,264,941. As a result of these estimates, loss reserves by membership year increased in total
from $80,373,526 to the $82,264,941, a net increase of $1,891,415. That amount was transferred
from Members’ Reserve or Amounts Due Members as part of the year end calculations.
The actuarial report also includes a preliminary estimate of the IRMA 2020 loss fund rate options.
The 2020 selected loss fund rate is estimated to be $1.776 per $100 of revenue base compared
with the final 2019 rate of $1.801, a decrease of 1.41%. Assuming member revenues stay flat for
2020 and the administration and insurance budget are unchanged, we would expect a
corresponding contribution decrease in 2020. The final loss fund rate will be determined in
October when the actuary looks at development over the six-month period from 2/28/19 to 8/31/19
and updates the rate. The rate could be adjusted to include any new members that join IRMA in
2019.
In addition to providing the selected loss fund rate, the actuary also provides a low and high pure
premium rate, with an acceptable range of plus or minus 5%. In the past, IRMA has used the
selected rate for its loss fund budget. The 2020 loss fund budget will be calculated by multiplying
the 2020 revenue base by the selected loss fund rate.
If you wish to see the entire actuarial report, please contact us and the PDF file with the full report
will be sent out.
RECOMMENDATION: Approve the Milliman Review of Unpaid Loss and ALAE Liabilities as of
December 31, 2018 Actuarial report.
Administration and Finance Committee 5/29/19: The AFC approved the actuarial report.
/RB
Attachment
G:\Committees\Administration & Finance Committee\2019\5-29-19\Actuarial Report-Cover Memo 2018.Docx
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MILLIMAN REPORT

Intergovernmental Risk Management Agency
Review of Unpaid Loss and ALAE Liabilities
As of December 31, 2018
Data Valued as of February 28, 2019
Report Issued: April 30, 2019
Doug Nishimura, ARM
Timothy Vosicky, FCAS, MAAA

Richard Frese, FCAS, MAAA
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I. INTRODUCTION
OBJECTIVES
Intergovernmental Risk Management Agency (IRMA) has retained Milliman, Inc. (Milliman) to provide an independent
estimate of its unpaid claim liabilities as of December 31, 2018 for workers’ compensation, general liability, automobile
liability, automobile physical damage, and first party coverages. In addition we have been requested to provide a
projection of expected losses for the fiscal years commencing January 1, 2019 and January 1, 2020. The purpose of
this study is to assist management in financial reporting.
Previous analyses referenced in this report are:
−

Unpaid Claim Liabilities as of December 31, 2017 (report dated April 6, 2018)

−

Estimated 2019 Funding Levels (report dated October 11, 2018)

Our estimates of unpaid claim liabilities as of December 31, 2018 are based on IRMA data as of February 28, 2019
with additional information provided through the date of this report.
Our estimates include allocated loss adjustment expenses. The estimates do not include unallocated loss adjustment
expenses. The data underlying our analysis were net of salvage and subrogation (S&S) recovered. As such, while we
did not estimate the amount of S&S recoverable on unpaid claims, our estimates of expected losses and consequently
premium rates assume that historical levels of S&S will continue.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF QUALIFICATION
Richard Frese and Timothy Vosicky are Consulting Actuaries for Milliman. They are members of the American Academy
of Actuaries and Fellows in good standing of the Casualty Actuarial Society. They meet the Qualification Standards of
the American Academy of Actuaries to render the actuarial opinion contained herein.
We are independent consultants to IRMA and provide input to management in its reserve setting process. During the
course of preparing this report and the Statement of Actuarial Opinion this report supports, drafts have been provided
to and discussed with Margo Ely of IRMA. The final version of the report will be addressed to the Executive Director
and should be provided to IRMA’s Board of Directors.
PROGRAM GENERAL
IRMA is a public entity risk pool which provides workers’ compensation (WC), general liability (GL), auto liability (AL),
auto physical damage (APD), and first party coverage (FPC) to its members. Each member has a deductible (Member
Deductible) which applies to loss and ALAE for each separate occurrence. Up to and including 2003, the Member
Deductible was $1,000; in 2004 it was raised to $2,500. Since 2005 the Member Deductible varies by member. Figure
1 shows the distribution of members by their 2019 Member Deductible.

FIGURE 1: DISTRIBUTION OF MEMBERS BY 2019 DEDUCTIBLE
MEMBER DEDUCTIBLE

NUMBER OF MEMBERS

$2,500

32

$10,000

12

$25,000

17

$50,000

5

$100,000

4

A summary of IRMA’s historical limits can be found in Figure 2. Starting in 2001 boiler coverages are retained at
$150,000, not $450,000 as for the balance of first party claims. Effective October 1, 2002 uninsured or underinsured
motorist claims are retained at a $500,000 limit, not $3 million per accident as for the balance of auto liability claims.
As of January 1, 2019, uninsured or underinsured motorist claims are subject to a $50,000 limit. If an uninsured motorist
claim is covered under workers’ compensation then there is no coverage under auto liability. All these retentions include
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the Member Deductible. Additionally, IRMA has aggregate excess insurance in place for accident years 1979 through
1986. There is a $1 million corridor deductible applicable to general liability and auto liability for 2006 through November
1, 2011.

FIGURE 2: PER OCCURRENCE RETENTION INCLUDING DEDUCTIBLE
YEAR

WC

AL

GL

APD

FPC

1979-1986

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

1987

250,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

250,000

250,000

1988

250,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

250,000

250,000

1989-1991

350,000

3,000,000

3,000,000

10,000

10,000

1992-1995

400,000

3,000,000

3,000,000

50,000

50,000

1996-1997

400,000

3,000,000

3,000,000

250,000

250,000

1998

400,000

3,000,000

3,000,000

150,000

150,000

1999-2000

400,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

150,000

150,000

2001-2002

400,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

450,000

450,000

2003

750,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

450,000

450,000

2004-2005

1,500,000

3,000,000

3,000,000

450,000

450,000

2006-2007*

1,500,000

5,000,000

5,000,000

450,000

450,000

2008-2011*

1,500,000

3,000,000

3,000,000

450,000

450,000

2012-2019

1,500,000

3,000,000

3,000,000

450,000

450,000

* IRMA has a $1,000,000 corridor for 2006 through 2011 for general and auto liability. The corridor ended on November 1, 2011.
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II. LIMITATIONS AND DISTRIBUTION
DATA RELIANCE
In performing this analysis, we relied on data and other information provided by IRMA. We have not audited or verified
this data and information. If the underlying data or information are inaccurate or incomplete, our analysis may likewise
be inaccurate or incomplete. In that event, the results of our analysis may not be suitable for the intended purpose.
We performed a limited review of the data used directly in our analysis for reasonableness and consistency and have
found no material inconsistencies.
If material defects exist in the data, it is possible these would be uncovered by a detailed, systematic review and
comparison of the data to search for data values that are questionable or relationships that are materially inconsistent.
Such a review was beyond the scope of our assignment.
Claim no. 166793-01 was settled in November 2018. However, not all payments were made by IRMA until after the
evaluation date of this report. We have used the final settlement amounts less the actual payments made through
December 31, 2018 to estimate the outstanding liability as of December 31, 2018 for this claim.
INTENDED MEASURE
Our estimates are presented as actuarial central estimates. As used in this report, the phrase "actuarial central
estimate" should be interpreted as an estimate of the expected value over the range of reasonably possible outcomes.
This range may not include all conceivable outcomes. For example, it would not include certain conceivable extreme
events where losses from such events are not reliably estimable. Our description of an actuarial central estimate is
intended to clarify the concept rather than assign a precise statistical measure, as commonly-used actuarial methods
typically do not result in a statistical mean. The unpaid claim estimate does not include a risk margin.
VARIABILITY OF RESULTS
Actuarial estimates are subject to uncertainty from various sources including changes in claim reporting patterns, claim
settlement patterns, judicial decisions, legislation, economic conditions, etc.
In estimating IRMA’s unpaid losses and ALAE, it is necessary to project future loss and ALAE payments. It is certain
that actual future losses and ALAE will not develop exactly as projected and may in fact significantly vary from our
projections. Further, our projections make no provision for future emergence of new classes or types of losses not
sufficiently represented in IRMA’s historical database, including but not limited to toxic tort, environmental, asbestosrelated claims or those losses which are not yet quantifiable.
Recently, IRMA has had an increase in wrongful conviction claims. Due to the latent nature and high severity of these
claims, this has introduced additional uncertainty to our estimates.
IRMA data were supplemented with insurance industry data where deemed necessary. The use of external data is
another source of uncertainty in our estimates.
The uncertainty associated with our estimates of reserves for unpaid losses and ALAE is magnified by IRMA’s exposure
to large, fortuitous losses within its current policy limits (see table at end of report). The emergence of individual large
losses (or changes in incurred values on existing open claims) beyond levels reflected in the historical data could
materially change our results. We cannot predict the timing of large losses, but the possibility increases the uncertainty
inherent in our estimates.
Our results are estimates based on long-term averages. Actual loss experience in any given year may differ from what
is suggested by these averages. Our results should be considered central estimates within a wide range of possible
outcomes. Where our results are presented in ranges, it is possible that actual results will fall outside of these ranges.
Our estimates also include a provision for deductible recoveries from members. We have not evaluated the security of
these deductibles. Contingent liability may exist if some of the deductibles were not recoverable.
EXCESS INSURANCE
IRMA insures or reinsures part of its exposure to limit its liability for losses. We did not review IRMA’s actual excess or
reinsurance contracts but relied on summaries provided by IRMA for the terms of these contracts. Additional liabilities
may exist if the excess or reinsurance coverage is not valid or collectible. Our analysis is net of excess or reinsurance
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coverage and does not include a provision for uncollectible excess or reinsurance coverage.

DISTRIBUTION AND USE
Milliman’s work has been prepared solely for the internal use of IRMA. No portion of Milliman’s work may be provided
to any other party without Milliman’s prior written consent. Milliman does not intend to benefit or create a legal duty to
any third party recipient of its work. Milliman’s work may not be filed with the SEC or other securities regulatory bodies.
In addition, references to Milliman or its estimates in communication with third parties are not authorized.
Milliman’s consent to release its work product to any third party may be conditioned on the third party signing a Third
Party Release Agreement, subject to the following exceptions:
−

IRMA may provide a copy of Milliman’s work to its accounting auditor (“Auditor”) to be used solely for audit
purposes. In the event the Auditor’s audit reveals any error or inaccuracy in the data underlying Milliman’s work,
Milliman requests the Auditor or IRMA notify Milliman as soon as possible.

−

IRMA may provide a copy of Milliman’s work to governmental entities, as required by law.

In the event Milliman consents to release its work product, it must be provided in its entirety. We recommend that any
such party have its own actuary or other qualified professional review the work product to ensure that the party
understands the assumptions and uncertainties inherent in our estimates. No third party recipient of Milliman’s work
product should rely upon Milliman’s work product.
USE OF MILLIMAN’S NAME
Any reader of this report agrees that they shall not use Milliman’s name, trademarks or service marks, or refer to
Milliman directly or indirectly in any third party communication without Milliman’s prior written consent for each such
use or release, which consent shall be given in Milliman’s sole discretion.
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III. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Our estimates are presented below. Details of our analysis are described in this report including the attached tables
and exhibits.
There have been no changes in procedure, methodology or significant assumptions to derive our estimates since our
December 31, 2017 unpaid claim liability study and our August 31, 2018 study except for the following:
−

The empirical and fitted increased limit factors were updated to use current data

UNPAID CLAIM LIABILITY SUMMARY
Based on our analysis, our estimates of unpaid claim liabilities by line of coverage as of December 31, 2018 are
displayed in Figure 3.

FIGURE 3: LIABILITIES AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2018
COVERAGE

UNDISCOUNTED
LIABILITIES

Workers’ Compensation

45,053,111

General Liability

38,764,238

Auto Liability

1,728,902

Auto Physical Damage

-51,256

First Party Coverage

641,289

Member Deductible

-3,871,342

Aggregate Reduction

0

Actuarial Central Estimate Total

82,264,942

Low Range Total *

78,151,695

High Range Total *

86,378,189

*A range has been developed based on 5% from the actuarial central estimate.

The Member Deductible reflects the amount estimated to be recoverable from members for claims paid by IRMA within
the member’s deductible. As such it is a reduction in IRMA’s net liability. The unpaid claim liabilities are also net of the
aggregate limits for the years 1979-1986.
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COMPARISON TO PRIOR YEAR ESTIMATES
Figure 4 compares our estimates of ultimate losses to those from our previous estimate in our December 31, 2017
study. For further detail by line of business, please see Comparison Exhibits at the end of this report.

FIGURE 4: COMPARISON OF ULTIMATES (IN MILLIONS) TO PRIOR REPORT
YEAR END 12/31

3/1/18

3/1/19

DIFFERENCE

Prior

217.2

221.0

3.7

2004

17.1

17.1

0.0

2005

27.3

27.2

(0.0)

2006

27.3

27.3

(0.0)

2007

37.5

37.4

(0.2)

2008

25.9

25.8

(0.1)

2009

25.1

25.1

(0.0)

2010

25.4

25.3

(0.1)

2011

21.7

21.3

(0.3)

2012

18.6

18.3

(0.3)

2013

23.0

22.8

(0.2)

2014

21.3

21.1

(0.2)

2015

23.0

21.9

(1.1)

2016

29.6

28.2

(1.4)

2017

25.2

22.2

(3.0)

26.3

26.3

2018
Total 1979 and forward

565.3

588.2

22.9

Excluding 2018

565.3

561.9

(3.4)

Figure 5 summarizes changes by line of business from our December 31, 2017 study excluding the 2018 accident year.

FIGURE 5: COMPARISON OF ULTIMATES (IN MILLIONS) TO PRIOR REPORT BY COVERAGE
COVERAGE

3/1/18

3/1/19

DIFFERENCE

Workers’ Compensation

$350.3

$348.7

-$1.7

General Liability

$205.4

$204.8

-$0.6

Auto Liability

$39.6

$38.9

-$0.7

Auto Physical Damage

$18.1

$18.2

$0.1

First Party Coverage

$22.6

$23.0

$0.4

Subtotal

$636.0

$633.6

-$2.5

Member Deductible

-$70.7

-$71.6

-$0.9

Net

$565.3

$561.9

-$3.4
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FUTURE LOSS PROJECTION
Based on our analysis, our estimates of projected losses by coverage for the 2020 fiscal year are as follows in Figure
6. We have shown the projected losses and pure premiums assuming all members in 2020 will choose the $2,500
deductible.

FIGURE 6: 2020 PROJECTED LOSSES BY COVERAGE

COVERAGE

PROJECTED
LOSSES
REVENUE (00S)

2020 LIMIT

SELECTED
PURE
PREMIUM

LOW PURE
PREMIUM

HIGH PURE
PREMIUM

Workers’ Compensation

1,500,000

18,930,996

16,900,037

1.120

1.064

1.176

General Liability

3,000,000

9,460,779

16,900,037

0.560

0.532

0.588

Auto Liability

3,000,000

1,450,116

16,900,037

0.086

0.082

0.090

Auto Physical Damage

450,000

849,540

16,900,037

0.050

0.048

0.053

First Party Coverage

450,000

1,662,047

16,900,037

0.098

0.093

0.103

Member Deductible

-2,346,989

16,900,037

0.139

0.146

0.132

Total

30,006,490

16,900,037

1.776

1.673

1.878

Pure Premium is calculated per $100 of revenue and is based on projected 2020 covered revenues of $1,690,003,703.
This revenue estimate reflects a 4.6% increase over 2019. The selected 2020 pure premium of 1.776 reflects a 1.41%
decrease from the pure premium underlying the 2019 rates (as estimated in our August 31, 2018 report). The pure
premiums above include losses and allocated loss adjustment expenses. The premiums do not include any other
expenses which need to be reflected in IRMA’s rates. The low and the high values have been determined as a 5%
decrease/increase from the selected value.
MEMBER DEDUCTIBLE CREDIT
Based on our analysis, our estimates of Member Deductible credits per $100 of revenue by per-occurrence deductible
option without an annual aggregate are as follows in Figure 7.

FIGURE 7: 2020 MEMBER DEDUCTIBLE CREDITS
DEDUCTIBLE

LOSSES WITHIN
DEDUCTIBLE

REVENUES
(00S)

RATE
CREDIT

$2,500

2,346,989

16,900,037

0.139

$10,000

5,787,811

16,900,037

0.342

$25,000

9,597,078

16,900,037

0.568

$50,000

13,366,376

16,900,037

0.791

$100,000

17,792,005

16,900,037

1.053

$175,000

21,517,116

16,900,037

1.273

$250,000

23,831,707

16,900,037

1.410
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IV. STUDY BASIS
Our analysis was based on the following.
−

Coverage provided through December 31, 2018

−

Exposures as provided by IRMA and summarized on Exhibit 15

−

Losses as of February 28, 2019 as provided by IRMA and summarized on Exhibit 1 (for each coverage)

−

A set of assumptions and methods

All of these elements are discussed in the following paragraphs. Before describing the specifics involved in our analysis,
it is important to discuss general principles used in actuarial work.
The actuarial principles used to evaluate claim liabilities of this insurance program principally revolve around three
factors.
−

Loss Triangles and Loss Development

−

Trends

−

Exposure

LOSS TRIANGLES AND LOSS DEVELOPMENT
Loss triangles are shown for paid losses, incurred losses and claim counts on Exhibits 2, 3 and 4 for each coverage
category. We have used triangles that are both unlimited and limited. For the limited triangles, we have adjusted IRMA’s
losses by subtracting the amounts in excess of IRMA’s retention.
Loss development refers to the change in the estimated value of a body of claims from an early point in time until the
claims are all closed. Generally, the reported amounts for a group of claims will increase over time for several reasons.
First, it is difficult for the claims adjuster to accurately estimate the damages/indemnities or legal expenses for claims
when initially reported. The estimated value of a claim, called a case reserve, is adjusted up or down as more
information is obtained on the given claim. Generally the total incurred losses for a group of claims (i.e., payments to
date plus case reserves) will develop upward over time.
Second, it may take several years for a claim to be discovered and reported. Unreported claims are termed “pure”
incurred but not reported (IBNR) claims.
A third factor which causes total claim amounts to increase over time is reopened claims. These are cases on which
the claims adjuster reasoned no further payments would be made and therefore closed the case. However, such claims
may be reopened at a later date.
The total additional development of known and unknown claims is termed IBNR.
Loss development methods use patterns of development observed from older, more mature years to project the
expected future development (IBNR) for more recent years. It is preferable to use the historical loss development of a
given client to determine the extent of future development; a broader database (e.g., insurance industry data) is utilized
to the extent that a client’s data are incomplete or unstable.
The payment pattern by line of business has been estimated on Exhibit 14. The payment pattern is based on IRMA’s
historical experience and is shown for informational purposes only.
TRENDS
The estimate of ultimate losses is generally made based on historical experience. Trend is a measure of the annual
rate of change of a claim element (frequency, severity). Examples of trend drivers include inflation, societal attitudes
toward legal action, and changes in law. Trend factors are used to adjust historical loss experience. We have assumed
in this study an inflationary trend of 2.5% in exposures such as payroll, revenue and property values. The selected
trends (shown in Figure 8) are derived from IRMA’s loss history, supplemented with insurance industry trend data.
Trends are similar with the last study other than those noted in the Executive Summary.
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FIGURE 8: SELECTED TRENDS
SEVERITY
TREND

FREQUENCY
TREND

Workers’ Compensation

2.4%

-3.0%

General Liability

4.5%

-2.5%

Auto Liability

2.4%

-3.0%

First Party Coverage

5.0%

-2.5%

Auto Physical Damage

1.0%

0.0%

COVERAGE

EXPOSURE
The incidence of claims tends to directly vary with the exposure of the entity at risk. We used the following exposure
for each line of business: workers’ compensation (payroll), auto liability (vehicle count), general liability (revenue), auto
physical damage (vehicle count) and first party (property values). The actuary must consider both the historical loss
level and the corresponding exposures when evaluating historical claim liabilities and expected future costs. It is
important to choose an exposure measure that is relevant to the unique situation of each self-insurance program.
Revenue is used as the general base for all lines of coverage in calculation of the rate.
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V. STUDY RESULTS
This section of the report provides details of our estimate of outstanding unpaid claim liabilities as of December 31,
2018.
For each of the coverage groupings earlier identified, we have prepared a series of exhibits which are identified in the
following general discussion of the methods used in our analysis.
METHODOLOGY
Incurred and paid losses valued as of December 31, 2018 are summarized on Exhibit 1.
We utilized the following methods.
−

Incurred loss development

−

Paid loss development

−

Incurred Bornhuetter-Ferguson

−

Paid Bornhuetter-Ferguson

−

Frequency/Severity

The incurred loss development method demonstrated on Exhibit 5 derives an estimate of ultimate losses by multiplying
incurred losses by an incurred loss development factor. Incurred losses are defined as paid losses plus case reserves
on open claims. The loss development factors are derived from IRMA’s historical data (on Exhibit 3).
The paid loss development method demonstrated on Exhibit 6 derives an estimate of ultimate losses by multiplying
paid losses by a paid loss development factor. The paid loss development factors include a provision for future loss
payments for a particular accident year. Again, the factors are derived from IRMA’s historical data (on Exhibit 2).
The incurred and paid Bornhuetter-Ferguson (B-F) methods derive estimated ultimate losses by adding an expected
unreported provision (IBNR) or expected unpaid amount to the reported or paid losses. The B-F methods derive an
estimate of ultimate losses based on the following.
−

Actual reported (incurred) or paid losses to date

−

An á-priori estimate of ultimate losses

−

An assumed reporting or payment pattern for losses

The á-priori estimates are from our prior actuarial analysis. The á-priori ultimate losses are multiplied by the expected
percentage of losses unreported or unpaid to derive the expected IBNR or unpaid amount. Then this IBNR value or
unpaid amount is added to reported or paid losses to produce an estimate of ultimate losses. Exhibits 7 and 8 display
the incurred and paid Bornhuetter-Ferguson methods.
The percentage of losses unreported or unpaid is derived from our selected cumulative reported or paid loss
development factors. Specifically, the percentage of losses unreported or unpaid is equal to 1.0 minus the reciprocal
of the cumulative reported or paid loss development factor.
For the more recent several years an additional method is considered. Exhibits 9 through 11 display the estimate of
ultimate losses based on a frequency and severity method. Ultimate losses for the Frequency/Severity technique are
equal to the projected number of ultimate claims multiplied by the selected severity. The ultimate number of claims is
based on reported claims multiplied by a claim count development factor. Exhibit 4 presents our calculation of the claim
count development factors including our selected values for claim development. The selected severity is based on
severities for older years adjusted to current cost levels using the trend assumptions discussed earlier. Exhibit 10
displays the selected severity based on incurred developed losses and ultimate claim counts. Exhibit 11 estimates
ultimate losses for the most recent several years based on the selected severity and ultimate claim counts.
The ultimate losses from each of these different methods are compared on Exhibit 12 and used to select the actuarial
central estimate of ultimate loss and ALAE. Usually, the more mature accident years use the incurred loss development
estimate. The less mature years use a combination of estimates.
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UNPAID CLAIM LIABILITY
Exhibit 13 presents the outstanding liability estimate. Unpaid claim liability estimates are calculated as of December
31, 2018 based on ultimate losses from Exhibit 12, less actual payments as of December 31, 2018.
The unpaid claim liabilities by coverage line are shown on Summary Exhibit 3.
The unpaid claim liabilities do not include a reserve for fees such as claims administration or other unallocated
expenses.
INCREASED LIMITS FACTORS
Exhibit 15 shows the increased limits factors (ILFs) by each line of business for various retentions based on three
different sources (when available); industry, empirical or fitted. The empirical and fitted ILFs are based entirely on IRMA
data. A selection of the ILF used in the study was made among the three different methods.
FUTURE LOSS AND RATE PROJECTION
The estimated loss cost (rate) is based on our estimate of ultimate losses and ALAE for 2019. For each of the coverage
groupings this estimate is displayed on Exhibit 14. The selected ultimate losses are adjusted to the 2019 level. The
adjustments are for annual changes in exposure, benefit levels, claim frequency and claim severity. Each adjusted
historical year is an estimate of fiscal year 2019 losses. Based on these indications, with further adjustments to reflect
2019 exposure and cost levels, we selected an estimate of future losses for fiscal year 2019 as shown on the bottom
of the exhibit. We also show the estimated rate (projected losses and ALAE divided by estimated exposure), as well as
a range around our estimates. Based on these indications, with further adjustments for 2020 exposure and cost levels,
we selected an estimate of future losses for the fiscal year 2020 as shown on Summary Exhibit 4.
Exhibit 15A in the Member Deductible exhibits shows the 2020 per-occurrence deductible credits at the different
deductible options available to members. The deductible credits were based on IRMA’s historical claim experience by
creating a size of loss and estimating a theoretical credit from the loss distribution.
Summary Exhibit 4 displays estimates for each of the coverage groups as well as the combined estimates.
SUMMARY AND COMPARISON EXHIBITS
Summary Exhibits 1 and 2 summarize losses by accident year by line of business. Summary Exhibit 3 shows the liability
by accident year by line of business. Summary Exhibit 4 displays rate estimates for each of the coverage groups, as
well as the combined estimates. Summary Exhibit 4 also shows a comparison of 2019 rates with prior rates from
previous studies.
Comparison Exhibits 1 and 2 show the changes in data and ultimate selections between the current study and the
December 31, 2017 study. Comparison Exhibit 3 shows the change in the unpaid claim liability estimates between the
current study and December 31, 2017.
We have also shown Comparison Exhibits 1 and 2 to show the changes in data and ultimate selections between the
current study and the August 31, 2018 study.
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VI. CLOSING
Please review the attached information. Let us know if you have further questions or areas we should address.
We have enjoyed working with you and your colleagues at IRMA.
Regards,

Doug Nishimura, ARM
Consultant

Richard Frese, FCAS, MAAA
Principal & Consulting Actuary

Timothy Vosicky, FCAS, MAAA
Consulting Actuary
T:\126irm\20181231\Report\IRMA 20181231.docx
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VII. EXHIBITS AND APPENDIX
EXHIBITS BY COVERAGE
1
Summary of Historical Loss Data (3/1/19)
2
Paid Loss Triangle
3
Incurred Loss Triangle
4
Claim Count Triangle
5
Incurred Loss Development
6
Paid Loss Development
7
Bornhuetter/Ferguson Incurred Loss Development
8
Bornhuetter/Ferguson Paid Loss Development
9
Claim Count Developed
10
Selected Severity
11
Frequency Severity Method
12
Selection of Expected Ultimate Losses
13
Unpaid Claim Liability Estimate (12/31/18)
14
Loss Projection
15
Increased Limits Factor
15A
Member Deductible Rate Credits
SUMMARY EXHIBITS
1A
Summary of Paid Losses (3/1/19)
1B
Summary of Case Reserves (3/1/19)
1C
Summary of Incurred Losses (3/1/19)
2
Summary of Ultimate Losses
3
Summary of Unpaid Claim Liabilities (12/31/18)
4
Summary of Loss Projection

COMPARISON EXHIBITS
1
Comparison of Paid & Incurred Losses
2
Comparison of Ultimates
3
Comparison of Unpaid Claim Liabilities
T:\126irm\20181231\analysis

Milliman is among the world’s largest providers of actuarial and
related products and services. The firm has consulting practices in
life insurance and financial services, property & casualty insurance,
healthcare, and employee benefits. Founded in 1947, Milliman is an
independent firm with offices in major cities around the globe.

Doug Nishimura
doug.nishimura@milliman.com
Richard Frese
richard.frese@milliman.com
Timothy Vosicky
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Executive Board
Board of Directors

FROM:

Rita Boserup, Director, Financial Services

DATE:

May 30, 2019

RE:

2018 Audited Financial Statements and Management Response Letter

ACTION REQUESTED: Approve the 2018 audited Financial Statements and Management
Letter.
BACKGROUND: IRMA’s bylaws require that a financial audit be performed annually. Part of the
audit procedure is the required communications from the auditors, which are attached. At the
AFC meeting, the committee recommended that staff provide written responses to two items in
the Internal Control letter. Staff’s comments to the two items noted in Section 1 – Internal Control
Related Matters Identified in an Audit, are listed below.
DISCUSSION: The Internal Control letter lists two items:
1) Lack of segregation of duties over wire transfer initiation and approval. One
employee, Director of Finance Rita Boserup, has the ability to both initiate and
approve wire transfers. The majority of the wires that IRMA sends out are preset
templates. If a wire request does not use a template, the bank will verify the validity
of the wire by first calling the Executive Director, secondly, the Director of Legal
Services, and if neither can be reached, the Director of Financial Services. IRMA’s
relationship manager at the bank reviews each outgoing wire for potential fraud. It is
on the 2019 project list to switch the main operating fund bank to an entity that has
online banking software more aligned with IRMA’s needs to avoid this issue in the
future.
2) Vacation accrual over the policy. The vacation accrual is correct, however, due to
extenuating circumstances (the major insurance software upgrade in December)
vacation accruals were not reviewed with the Executive Director as required. All
employees that exceeded the accrual limits were informed that they need to take
vacation to bring their accrued hours back into the policy limits. This was a one-time
oversight.
RECOMMENDATION: Approve the 2018 Audited Financial Statements and Management Letter.
Administration and Finance Committee 5/29/19: The AFC approved the 2018 Audited
Financial Statements and Management Letter with the recommendation that staff provide these
written responses to the two items discussed above.
/RB
Attachment
G:\Committees\Administration & Finance Committee\2019\5-29-19\2018 audited financials-Cover Memo.docx
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Administration and Finance Committee Presentation
May 29, 2019
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• Audit Timeline
• Year-end Audit Communications
• Financial Results

Agenda

Intergovernmental Risk Management Agency

1
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Planning (November 2018)
Communication with the Board of Directors prior to the audit (December 21, 2018)
Internal controls walkthroughs and limited control testing (December 2018)
Test of year-end balances (April 2019)
Financial statements approved by management and audit committee (May 2019)
Issuance of CAFR (June 2019)

Audit Timeline

Intergovernmental Risk Management Agency

2
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Completed in
accordance with
initial plan
communicated on
December 21,
2018

Planned Scope
and Timing of
Audit

No significant
transactions have
been recognized in
a different period
than when
transactions
occurred

Treatment of GASB
No. 75, Accounting
and Financial
Reporting for OPEB

Significant policies
described in Note 2
of the financial
statements

Significant
Accounting
Policies

Year-end Audit Communication

Claims and claims
incurred but not
reported

Significant
Accounting
Estimate

Most sensitive
disclosure relates
to the claims and
claims incurred
but not reported
and amounts
recoverable from
reinsurers

Neutral,
consistent, and
clear with
accounting
standards

Disclosures

Intergovernmental Risk Management Agency

3
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No Audit Adjustments

No Difficulties Encountered in
Performing the Audit

Year-end Audit Communications

No Material Weaknesses in
Internal Control

No Disagreements with
Management

Intergovernmental Risk Management Agency

4
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Management Representation
Letter to be Dated
Upon Approval by the Board of
Directors

No Fraud or Illegal Acts

Summary of Internal Control
Findings
(Segregation of Duties)
(Vacation Accrual)

No Management Consultations
with Other Independent
Accountants

Year-end Audit Communications

Intergovernmental Risk Management Agency

5
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Plante Moran is responsible for rendering
an opinion on the audited financial
statements

Audit completed in accordance with auditing
standards generally accepted in the United
States of America

Financial
statements are
the responsibility
of management

Plante Moran to issue an unmodified “clean”
opinion on the audited financial statements

Year-end Audit Communications

Intergovernmental Risk Management Agency

6
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Financial Results

Intergovernmental
Risk Management
Agency

7
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• Investment returns reduced net position by approximately $6.3 million

• Other operating expenses (excluding losses and insurance premiums) increased approximately
6.3% from the prior year

• Ratio of incurred losses to member contributions was 69.1% in 2018 compared to 80.1% in
2017. This includes favorable development in both years

• Member contributions increased approximately 8.1% compared to 2017

Results of Operations

Intergovernmental Risk Management Agency

8
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$10,000

$60,000

$110,000

$160,000

$210,000

$260,000

(In thousands)

2014

$180,936

2015

$176,543

2016

$188,138

Total Assets

2017

$203,124

2018

$192,417

Intergovernmental Risk Management Agency
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(In thousands)
$220,000
$200,000
$180,000
$160,000
$140,000
$120,000
$100,000
$80,000
$60,000
$40,000
$20,000
$0

2014

$178,393

2015

$168,594

2016

$181,105

Cash and Investments

2017

$196,846

2018

$184,792

Intergovernmental Risk Management Agency
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$100,000
$90,000
$80,000
$70,000
$60,000
$50,000
$40,000
$30,000
$20,000
$10,000
$0

(In thousands)

2014

$83,703

2015

$78,924

2016

$85,846

2017

$83,459

2018

$86,297

Reserve for Claims and Loss Adjustment Expenses

Intergovernmental Risk Management Agency
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$130,000
$120,000
$110,000
$100,000
$90,000
$80,000
$70,000
$60,000
$50,000
$40,000
$30,000
$20,000
$10,000
$0

(In thousands)

2014

$96,627

2015

$91,740

2016

$97,018

2017

$116,170

Member Balances/Surplus

2018

$101,274

Intergovernmental Risk Management Agency
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$32,000
$31,500
$31,000
$30,500
$30,000
$29,500
$29,000
$28,500
$28,000
$27,500
$27,000
$26,500

(In thousands)

2014

$28,064

2015

$27,667

2016

$27,945

Member Contributions

2017

$28,990

2018

$31,345

Intergovernmental Risk Management Agency
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-$10,000

-$5,000

$0

$5,000

$10,000

$15,000

$20,000

$25,000

$30,000

(In thousands)

2014

$8,203

2015
-$3,112

2016

$13,555

2017

$24,867

-$9,795

2018

Investment Income (Incl. Realized & Unrealized Gains)

Intergovernmental Risk Management Agency
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Questions

Intergovernmental Risk Management Agency
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Brian Hale, CPA
312.980.3209
Brian.Hale@plantemoran.com

John Fritz, CPA
312.980.3354
John.Fritz@plantemoran.com

Insurance Services Group

Thank you for the
opportunity to serve
Intergovernmental Risk
Management Agency
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

Administration & Finance Committee

FROM:

Margo Ely, Executive Director

DATE:

May 21, 2019

RE:

Staff Changes and Revision to 2019 Personnel Report

ACTION REQUESTED: Concur with staff’s recommendation to revise the 2019 Personnel
Report to reflect the addition of a Director of Risk Management and Training and to delete the
Director of Risk Management Services.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION: IRMA’s long-time Director of Risk Management Services is
retiring after 27+ years of service. We anticipated this retirement and have assured that Risk
Management and Training Manager, Jennifer Swahlstedt is prepared to take on a new
challenge – Director of Risk Management and Training. For many years, IRMA has had
separate departments for Risk Management and Training. However, these functions are
interrelated and should be in one department, with one director leading the group. We are
moving some of the functions of the Director of Risk Management Services to the Director of
Legal Services, Susan Garvey, including functions related to insurance coverage and
underwriting. The Risk Management and Loss Control functions will go to the Director of Risk
Management and Training.
For these reasons, the below “Revised Personnel Report, June, 2019” shows a new position,
Director of Risk Management and Training and deletes the Director of Risk Management
Services. There will be no budgetary impact, so this action requires only the approval of the
Administration and Finance Committee and the Executive Board. Moving forward, we expect to
recommend staffing changes to the Risk Management and Training Department for the 2020
fiscal year. At this point, we are leaving the Risk Management and Training Manager in the
Personnel Report, but we do not plan to fill it until we have our staffing plan in place.
RECOMMENDATION: Concur with staff’s recommendation and approve the attached Revised
Personnel Report June, 2019.
Administration & Finance Committee (5/29/19): The AFC approved Staff’s Changes and
Revision to the 2019 Personnel Report.
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Memorandum to Administration & Finance Committee
Re: Staff Changes and Revision to 2019 Personnel Report
May 21, 2019
Page 2 of 2

REVISED PERSONNEL REPORT JUNE, 2019
Employees
Budgeted
2018
2019
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
3
3
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
21
21

Job Title
Executive Director
Dir., Financial Services & Admin.
Dir., Legal Services
Dir., Risk Management and Training
Dir., Risk Management Services
Claims Supervisor
Risk Management and Training Mgr
Sr. Risk Control Representative
Senior Claims Representative
Accounting/Financial Analyst
Accounting Assistant
Claims Representative III
Claims Representative II
Claims Representative I
Claims Representative
Executive Secretary
Senior Administrative Assistant
Claims Processor
Administrative Assistant
Full-time Equivalents

G:\Committees\Administration & Finance Committee\2019\5-29-19\Cover Memo For Personnel Report.Doc
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2019 Salary Range
Per contract
$128,327-$192,491
$128,327-$192,491
$106,015-$159,022
$106,015-$159,022
$83,484-$125,223
$83,484-$125,223
$71,149-$106,723
$71,149-$106,723
$52,315-$78,473
$41,080-$57,512
$60,815-$91,223
$52,315-$78,473
$45,368-$68,052
$40,435-$58,004
$50,596-$74,379
$44,520-$61,038
$40,435-$58,004
$40,435-$58,004

INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK
MANAGEMENT AGENCY
The Risk Management Solution for Local Government

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Administration & Finance Committee

FROM:

Margo Ely, Executive Director
Rita Boserup, Finance Director

DATE:

September 12, 2018

RE:

2019 PERSONNEL REPORT
STAFFING LEVELS

The number of full-time equivalent employees is unchanged at 21 in the 2019 budget.
PERSONNEL BUDGET COMPARISON
Employees
Budgeted
2018
2019
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
3
3
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
21
21

Job Title
Executive Director
Dir., Financial Services & Admin.
Dir., Legal Services
Dir., Risk Management Services
Claims Supervisor
Risk Management and Training Mgr
Sr. Risk Control Representative
Senior Claims Representative
Accounting/Financial Analyst
Accounting Assistant
Claims Representative III
Claims Representative II
Claims Representative I
Claims Representative
Executive Secretary
Senior Administrative Assistant
Claims Processor
Administrative Assistant
Full-time Equivalents
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2019 Salary Range
Per contract
$128,327-$192,491
$128,327-$192,491
$106,015-$159,022
$83,484-$125,223
$83,484-$125,223
$71,149-$106,723
$71,149-$106,723
$52,315-$78,473
$41,080-$57,512
$60,815-$91,223
$52,315-$78,473
$45,368-$68,052
$40,435-$58,004
$50,596-$74,379
$44,520-$61,038
$40,435-$58,004
$40,435-$58,004

Memorandum to Administration & Finance Committee
Re: 2019 Personnel Report
September 12, 2018
Page 2

2019 SALARY RANGES AND ADJUSTMENT FACTOR
2019 Salary Ranges and Merit Pay Adjustment Request
Attached is a document prepared by the Bureau of Labor Statistics indicating that the cost of
living increased by 2.7% from August 2017-August 2018. Based on this information, we are
requesting a 2.7% increase to the salary ranges for 2018, which is factored into the ranges
noted above.
For purposes of a merit pool for compensation adjustments in 2019, staff is requesting 3%. The
attached articles reflect that the Society for Human Resource Management, the Korn Ferry
(previously the Hay Group) and Willis Towers Watson all project salary increases to be
approximately 3% in 2019. The budget for salary increases was 4.5% for 2004 – 2009, 2.5% in
2010 and 3% in 2011 through 2018. Based on this information we are requesting a 3%
increase in total payroll.
Bonus Program
For 4 years, the Board has approved a bonus program to recognize and reward employees for
outstanding achievements, including process improvements, extraordinary effort, outstanding
teamwork and excellent customer service. The program has been a success and staff is
recommending $10,250 for the bonus fund, which is the equivalent of .005% of the salary
budget.
RECOMMENDATIONS
•
•
•

Approve 2019 Salary Ranges.
Approve a 3% merit increase for 2019.
Approve .005% bonus program to recognize IRMA employees

Administration and Finance Committee (9/25/18): The AFC approved the Personnel Report.
Executive Board (10/3/18): The Executive Board approved the Personnel Report.
ME/RB/ds
Attachments
G:\Committees\Administration & Finance Committee\2018\9-25-18\2019 Personnel Report.Doc
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK
MANAGEMENT AGENCY
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Administration & Finance Committee

FROM:

Margo Ely, Executive Director

DATE:

May 20, 2019

RE:

Revision to IRMA Bonus Policy

ACTION REQUESTED: Concur with staff’s recommendation to revise the IRMA bonus plan to
establish a new cap for individual bonuses at 3% of an employee’s salary. Revisions to policies
or the personnel handbook are approved by the AFC and Executive Board. Since this item has
no budgetary impact, it does not require approval of the BOD.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION: The IRMA BOD approved the attached bonus policy in 2014,
which limits the available bonus for any employee to $1,000. The bonus budget has been modest,
with the current year bonus budget at $10,250. Here is the past 4 years budget and spend
numbers:
Budget
Spent
2015
10,018
9,506.27
2016
10,137
8,544.41
2017
10,440
10,223.93
2018
10,761
10,259.50
It is important that IRMA maintains competitive benefit options as we look to retain our high
performing employees. The attached articles published by SHRM and Willis Towers Watson
support this flexibility in rewarding, recognizing and motivating employees. IRMA’s current bonus
policy needs more flexibility; bonuses should be based not only on a specific employee’s
performance, but his/her salary level as well since that is reflective of the complexity of the work
performed. Currently, the policy disparately impacts higher paid employees, who are also the
employees with the more complex work, along with higher expectations and accountability.
Since the bonus policy was approved, the membership has annually approved a bonus budget
with the annual Personnel Report. The bonus budget line item is included in the Personnel
Services category, and in accordance with the IRMA Budget Policy, the Personnel Services
category cannot be exceeded without the approval of the Executive Board. As such, if there is
additional money in the Personnel Services category, due to a staff vacancy, this money would
be available for additional bonuses in accordance with the Bonus Policy and in compliance with
the Budget Policy.
RECOMMENDATION: Concur with staff’s recommendation.
Administration & Finance Committee (5/29/19): The AFC approved Revisions to the IRMA
Bonus Policy.
ME/ds
Attachments
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Employees Have High Hopes for
Bonuses This Year
Performance-based payouts may disappoint some workers

By Stephen Miller, CEBS
January 14, 2019

M

ost employees expect to receive larger bonuses this year for their hard work than they received last year, and, if they don't,
they're likely to be disappointed.

According to a new survey by HR consultancy Korn Ferry, around 83 percent of employees surveyed said they expect to receive a bonus
this year for work performed in 2018. This is in line with the percentage who said they received a bonus last year for their work in 2017.
Just over half (51 percent), however, expect that the bonus they'll receive—typically awarded in the rst quarter—will be bigger than last
year's bonus.
In December, Korn Ferry surveyed 756 salaried and professional-level employees about bonuses at their organizations. The ndings are
presented in the infographic below.

https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/compensation/pages/employees-high-hopes-for-bonuses.aspx
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(https://cdn.shrm.org/image/upload/v1/Compensation/Bonus_Expectations_3_fyx51e?_ga=2.148255282.40763353.1547521948632952977.1507689615)
Released Dec. 5 by the business research and advisory rm Gartner, the Global Talent Monitor report for the third quarter of 2018 also
showed that workers now anticipate larger increases than last year's (https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2018-12-05fewer-employees-intend-to-stay-at-their-current-emplo) for 2019 salaries and bonuses based on their 2018 job performance.

https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/compensation/pages/employees-high-hopes-for-bonuses.aspx
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Employees' base-pay expectations (www.shrm.org/ResourcesAndTools/hr-topics/compensation/Pages/keeping-compensation-fresh-in-atight-labor-market.aspx) jumped nearly a full percentage point from the previous quarter, with workers expecting a wage increase of 3.9
percent in 2019 and bonus and merit payouts 3.8 percent larger than they received a year ago.
The Global Talent Monitor's data are drawn from the larger Gartner Global Labor Market survey, for which some 22,000 employees were
interviewed.
"Given strong economic performance across many U.S. industries in 2018, employees hold much higher expectations for greater increases
in wages and bonuses going into 2019," said Brian Kropp, group vice president of Gartner's HR practice. As companies revisit
compensation planning for the new year, "executives will need to factor in these employee expectations to remain competitive and to
attract and retain talent, otherwise they risk losing their best workers to competitors."
[SHRM members-only toolkit: Designing and Managing Incentive Compensation Programs
(www.shrm.org/TemplatesTools/Toolkits/Pages/DesigningIncentiveCompensation.aspx)]

Bonus Budgets Already Set

Companies' budgets for 2019 bonus payouts may have been nalized months ago when the continued strength of the economy through
year-end was uncertain. A midyear 2018 survey (https://www.towerswatson.com/assets/preview/2018-General-Industry-Salary-BudgetSurvey-US-Preview-Results.pdf) of 814 companies by HR consultancy Willis Towers Watson showed that employers were projecting that
discretionary bonuses (https://www.willistowerswatson.com/en/press/2018/08/us-employees-in-line-for-slightly-larger-pay-raises-in-2019)
paid in 2019, generally for special projects or one-time achievements, would be slightly larger than companies budgeted for in 2018,
averaging as a percent of salary:
3.9 percent for nonexempt hourly employees, unchanged from 2018.
5.9 percent for exempt nonmanagement employees, up from 5.7 percent.
9.3 percent for managers, up from 9 percent.
21.3 percent for executives, down from 21.9 percent.
However, annual performance bonuses tied to company and employee performance goals under a variable pay plan were budgeted to
hold steady or decline slightly in 2019 for most employee groups. The budgets for these short-term incentive/bonus payouts were
expected to average as a percent of salary:
5.7 percent for nonexempt hourly employees, down from 5.8 percent paid in 2018.
11.7 percent for exempt nonmanagement employees, unchanged from 2018.
21.3 percent for managers, down from 22 percent.
43.8 percent for executives, down from 44.6 percent.
In light of strong economic performance through the end of 2018, companies that are able to do so may want to consider being more
generous with their payouts.
In any event, for variable pay plans that use performance-target ranges, incentives should trend at or above target levels at many
companies, raising bonus sizes for top performers.
"Earnings growth in 2018 is up—dramatically—compared to 2017 in most sectors of the economy. As such, there's a real chance annual
incentive payouts that will be made in Q1 2019 (for 2018) will trend above prior year payouts," noted Steve Kline, senior director for
executive compensation at Willis Towers Watson, in an e-mail.

https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/compensation/pages/employees-high-hopes-for-bonuses.aspx
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"Organizations are facing increased pressure … to devise a focused strategy and plan on how to allocate their precious compensation
dollars or risk losing some of their best talent," said Sandra McLellan, North America rewards business leader at Willis Towers Watson.

Managing Expectations

"Bonuses can be purely discretionary, after-the-fact payments that are made as funds are available, or they can be used as incentives that
establish the relationship between performance metrics achieved and the degree of payout," said Tom McMullen, a Chicago-based senior
partner at Korn Ferry.
While some companies may have unbudgeted funds available to enrich bonuses paid for 2018 performance, others don't.
Under incentive arrangements such as a variable pay plan, however, "employees should be less surprised about these payouts," McMullen
pointed out. If they are surprised, he added, the organization probably needs to do a better job of the following:
Communicating about individual and team performance throughout the year.
Ensuring that employees understand how the program works by clearly stating what they have to achieve in order to earn
incentive payouts or bonuses.
Train leaders and managers so they're prepared "to deliver the truth about reward outcomes in an authentic manner," focusing on what
employees can improve to ensure better bonuses are delivered the following year, advised Catherine Hartmann, North America rewards
practice leader at Willis Towers Watson."
Employers can also assure employees that strong business performance throughout 2019 will be re ected in bigger bonuses next year.
However, looking ahead to 2019 (and bonuses that would be paid in early 2020), Kline said, “the current thinking is that the economy will
soften somewhat.”
Beyond bonuses, "companies can use other levers within their total rewards program to motivate and retain employees," Hartmann
noted. "This means providing enhanced bene ts, such as parental leave, eldercare and tuition assistance, and career-oriented programs,
such as formal mentorship and rotational assignments, that focus on where employees are in their life and career cycle."

Related SHRM Articles:

Keeping Compensation Fresh in 2019 (www.shrm.org/ResourcesAndTools/hr-topics/compensation/Pages/keeping-compensation-fresh-in-atight-labor-market.aspx), SHRM Online, January 2019
2018 Was a Super Year for Job Growth. When Will Demand Slow? (www.shrm.org/ResourcesAndTools/hr-topics/talentacquisition/Pages/2018-Year-Jobs-Downturn-Recession.aspx) , SHRM Online, January 2019
U.S. Adds Whopping 312K Jobs in December (www.shrm.org/ResourcesAndTools/hr-topics/talent-acquisition/Pages/US-Adds-BLS-JobsDecember-2018.aspx), SHRM Online, January 2019

Contact Us (www.shrm.org/about-shrm/Pages/Contact-Us.aspx) | 800.283.SHRM (7476)
© 2019 SHRM. All Rights Reserved
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SHRM provides content as a service to its readers and members. It does not o er legal advice, and cannot guarantee the accuracy or suitability of its content for a particular
purpose.

Disclaimer (www.shrm.org/about-shrm/Pages/Terms-of-Use.aspx#Disclaimer)
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Coverage, Claims & Litigation Committee

FROM:

Susan Garvey, Director of Legal Services

DATE:

April 25, 2019

RE:

Business Auto Liability Proposed Coverage Changes

Action Requested: Concur with Staff’s recommendation add an exclusion to coverage for
permissive users and make no additional changes to the Business Auto Liability coverage
relating to an exclusion for criminal acts as to member employees.
Background: In January of 2018, a member employee driving a Village vehicle, while on
personal time and in violation of the member’s policy, was involved in an accident, charged with
DUI and subsequently pled guilty. IRMA denied coverage to the employee (now former
employee) and denied coverage to the driver of the other vehicle. The case raised the question
of whether we should add an exclusion from coverage for criminal acts and serious traffic
offenses, such as DUI. Staff proposed adding an exclusion to the Business Auto Liability
coverage for claims that arise out of criminal conduct and serious traffic offenses because the
pool should not be liable for the criminal or illegal conduct of an employee who is acting outside
the scope of his/her duties. That proposed exclusion was the subject of substantial discussion
with the Committee regarding the meaning and ramifications of the proposed exclusion.
At the February 12, 2019 meeting, the Committee approved a change to the definition of
Member to provide that the employee or official must be acting within the scope of their
employment or duties to be determined to be a member of IRMA and therefore eligible for
coverage. The Executive Board and Board of Directors subsequently approved the change in
the definition of member at their February 27, 2019 and March 20, 2019 meetings, respectively.
The result of this change in definition accomplishes the exclusion of coverage in a much
broader manner in that if an individual acting outside the scope of their duties, like drinking and
driving in a member vehicle, that person would not be a “member” and therefore not eligible for
indemnification, but probably would be entitled to a defense from IRMA.
With regard to the proposed exclusion for criminal conduct or traffic offenses, the Committee
asked staff to do additional research on criminal conduct or DUI exclusions in other business
auto policies and also investigate the feasibility of an optional coverage for the personal use of
municipal vehicles.
The previous Committee memos are attached for reference.
Discussion:
Staff contacted its broker JLT Re (now known as Guy Carpenter) to discuss the feasibility of an
optional coverage for an employee using a village vehicle for personal use. The optional
coverage would necessarily be a personal auto policy which generally has an exclusion “for the
use of a vehicle furnished or available for your regular use”. Consequently, when driving a
village vehicle for their personal use, there would be no coverage under the personal auto
policy. As a result, an optional auto liability coverage is not a feasible solution.
With the change in the definition of member to require that an employee or official be acting in
the scope of his or her duties to be eligible for coverage, the need for a specific exclusion for
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criminal act or traffic offense is not necessary. If an employee or official of the Village is not
permitted to use a vehicle for personal use or is prohibited from consuming alcohol and driving
and that employee or official violates that policy, then they would be outside their scope of
duties or authority and not eligible for indemnification, although may be entitled to a defense by
IRMA. As a result, Staff no longer recommends the addition of an exclusion for criminal acts or
serious traffic offenses as it relates to member employees or officials using village vehicles.
To address the issue of whether the use of a Village vehicle is in the scope of employment or
duties, a member’s vehicle use policy should clearly set out the permissions and prohibitions for
the use of a vehicle. Specifically, if an employee or official is allowed to use a Village vehicle
for personal use, IRMA recommends that the policy specifically state that the employee or
official cannot drink and then drive the Village vehicle. If a vehicle use policy is not in place, one
should be created that identifies if the employee can use the vehicle for personal use and we
recommend that each policy prohibit all drinking and driving. We also recommend that
members favor auto allowances as opposed to providing employees with Village vehicles
whenever possible.
Permissive Users
Also included in definition of “member” in the Business Auto Liability coverage is the “permissive
user”. The definition reads:
“Anyone else is a "Member" while using with your permission a covered "auto" you own,
hire or borrow…”
A permissive user might include a family member or a contractor who is being allowed to use a
Village vehicle. Since the user is not an employee or official of the Member, the “acting within
the scope of duties or authority” limitation would not be applicable to that user. This raises a
dilemma. An employee who is acting outside their scope of duties by participating in illegal
conduct would be denied indemnification, but a “permissive user” who is not an employee or
official of the member could be acting illegally and still have coverage. To address this issue,
staff is proposing to revisit adding an exclusion to the “permissive user” provisions of the
coverage.
A review of case law provides a look at a criminal act exclusion. The exclusion provides that
“excluded from coverage are losses due to dishonest, fraudulent, criminal, or illegal acts of the
policyholder.” At least one case in Illinois found that driving under the influence is a criminal act
in the State of Illinois. All of these actions would be outside the scope employment and duties
so would be excluded as to the member employees and officials. The exclusion would then
provide the same exclusion to permissive users.
In addition to this revision to our coverage document, we recommend that IRMA members
include a provision in their vehicle use policies that prohibits the employee from allowing other
people to drive the vehicle, unless permission is granted in writing by the Manager.
Recommendation: Take no further action on an exclusion to the Business Auto Liability
coverage as to member employees and officials. Approve the change to permissive user to
exclude coverage for a permissive user for criminal acts as set forth in the attached document.
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Coverage, Claims and Litigation Committee (5/2/19):
approved this item.

SG/dm
Attachments
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After some discussion, the CCLC

SECTION II - LIABILITY COVERAGE
A.

COVERAGE
We will pay all sums a "Member" legally must pay as damages because of "bodily injury"
or "property damage" to which this coverage applies, caused by an "accident" and
resulting from the ownership, maintenance or use of a covered "auto".
We will also pay all sums a "Member" legally must pay as a "covered pollution cost or
expense" to which this coverage applies, caused by an "accident" and resulting from the
ownership, maintenance or use of covered "autos". However, we will only pay for the
"covered pollution cost or expense" if there is either "bodily injury" or "property damage"
to which this coverage applies that is caused by the same "accident".
We have the right and duty to defend any "suit" asking for such damages or a "covered
pollution cost or expense". However, we have no duty to defend "suits" for "bodily injury"
or "property damage" or a "covered pollution cost or expense" not covered by this
Coverage Form. We may investigate and settle any claim or "suit" as we consider
appropriate. Our duty to defend or settle ends when the Liability Coverage Limit of
Coverage has been exhausted by payment of judgments, settlements or supplementary
payments.
1.

WHO IS A MEMBER
The following are "Members" for any covered auto::
a.

The Public Entity Member

b.

The Public Entity Member’s employees and all persons who are lawfully
elected or appointed officials of the Public Entity Member while acting within
the scope of their duties or authority;

c.

Anyone else is a "Member" while using with your permission a covered
"auto" you own, hire or borrow except:
1.

The owner or anyone else from which you hire or borrow a covered
"auto". This exception does not apply if the covered "auto" is a "trailer"
connected to a covered "auto" you own.

2.

Your employee if the covered "auto" is owned by that employee, or a
member of his or her household.

3.

Someone using a covered "auto" while he or she is working in a
business of selling, servicing, repairing or parking "autos" unless that
business is yours.

4.

Anyone other than your employees, partners, a lessee or borrower or
any of their employees, while moving property to or from a covered
"auto".

5. Someone involved in criminal or illegal acts in accordance with State law.
5. A partner or yours for a covered “auto” owned by him or her or a member
of his or her household.
Auto.8

8
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dc.

2.

Anyone liable for the conduct of a "Member" described above but only to the
extent of that liability.

COVERAGE EXTENSIONS
a.

b.

Supplementary Payments. In addition to the Limit of Coverage, we will pay
for the "Member":
1.

All expenses we incur.

2.

Up to $250 for cost of bail bonds (including bonds for related traffic law
violations) required because of an "accident" we cover. We do not have
to furnish these bonds.

3.

The cost of bonds to release attachments in any "suit" we defend, but
only for bond amounts within our Limit of Coverage.

4.

All reasonable expenses incurred by the "Member" at our request,
including actual loss of earning up to $100 a day because of time off
from work.

5.

All costs taxed against the "Member" in any "suit" we defend.

6.

All interest on the full amount of any judgment that accrues after entry
of the judgment in any "suit" we defend; but our duty to pay interest
ends when we have paid, offered to pay or deposited in court the part of
the judgment that is within our Limit of Coverage.

Out-of-State Coverage Extensions
While a covered "auto" is away from the state where it is licensed, we will:
1.

Increase the Limit of Coverage for Liability Coverage to meet the limits
specified by a compulsory or financial responsibility law of the
jurisdiction where the covered "auto" is being used. This extension
does not apply to the limit or limits specified by any law governing motor
carriers of passengers or property.

2.

Provide the minimum amounts and types of other coverages, such as
no-fault, required of out-of-state vehicles by the jurisdiction where the
covered "auto" is being used.

We will not pay anyone more than once for the same elements of loss
because of these extensions.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Coverage, Claims & Litigation Committee

FROM:

Susan Garvey, Director of Legal Services

DATE:

February 1, 2019

RE:

Business Auto Liability Proposed Coverage Changes

Action Requested: Consider and approve recommended changes to the definition of Member
and a new exclusion for criminal acts in the IRMA Business Auto Liability coverages as
presented.
Background: At the November 8, 2018 Committee meeting Staff brought proposed changes to
the Business Auto Liability coverage to the Committee for consideration. Those proposed
changes include a change to the definition of “Member” and the addition of an exclusion for
criminal acts or serious traffic offenses. Attached is the original memo dated October 29, 2018.
As indicated in that memo, the proposed changes arose out of a recent case in which a member
employee driving a Village vehicle, while on personal time and in violation of the member’s
policy, was involved in an accident and charged with DUI. IRMA denied coverage to the
employee (now former employee) and denied coverage to the driver of the other vehicle. The
case raised the question of the exclusion from coverage for criminal acts and/or serious traffic
offenses, such as DUI.
Staff proposed adding an exclusion to the Business Auto Liability coverage for claims that arise
out of criminal conduct and serious traffic offenses because the pool should not be liable for the
criminal or illegal conduct of an employee who is acting outside the scope of his/her duties. The
exclusion that was proposed would exclude coverage for the employee, official, agent, volunteer
or other person using a covered vehicle with the member’s permission who committed a
criminal act punishable by jail or committed serious traffic offenses that are punishable by jail
and/or subject to the immediate loss of driving privileges.
At the November 8, 2018 Committee meeting the Committee had no objection to the proposed
change to definition of Member in the Business Auto Liability coverage. After a lengthy
discussion about the exclusion for criminal act and/or serious traffic offenses, the Committee
instructed staff to provide a definition of when an individual is determined to have committed an
offense. The Committee’s discussion on the exclusion for criminal acts/serious traffic related
offenses revolved around the determination of when an act or offense is “committed” to trigger
the exclusion. The Committee agreed that the trigger of the proposed exclusion should not be
limited to a court disposition or conviction on the offense and requested staff to add a definition
of commit that reflects that position.
Discussion:
Upon further consideration of the exclusion at the Committee’s request, staff identified a
concern with the addition of the exclusion to the Business Auto Liability coverage as previously
presented to the Committee. A recent case highlights that concern. A member employee while
backing up in a snow plough hit a resident, killing him. If the employee was ticketed or charged
with a serious offense as a result of this accident, even though acting within the scope of his
duties, he would be denied coverage. That is not what was intended by the proposed exclusion.
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The conduct that was intended to be excluded from coverage is conduct that is outside the
scope of an employee’s duties, for example drinking and driving in a Village vehicle. This
conduct is clearly different than the tragic accident noted above. To address this concern, staff
is proposing an additional change to the definition of member, rather than the addition of an
exclusion to coverage.
In order to be entitled to coverage an individual must be a member of IRMA as that term is
defined in the coverage. The Business Auto Liability coverage provides that IRMA:
“…will pay all sums a "Member" legally must pay as damages because of "bodily injury" or
"property damage" to which this coverage applies, caused by an "accident"
The coverage then proceeds to define who is a member. The original proposed change to the
definition of member was to clarify the definition of member as “the entity, its employees and
lawfully elected and appointed officials” as opposed to the current general reference to “You”.
The Committee had no objection to that modification. Staff is proposing the addition of
language to this definition to require that the employee or official be “acting within the scope of
their duties or authority.” As a result, an individual acting outside the scope of their duties, like
drinking and driving in a member vehicle, would not be a member and therefore not entitled to
coverage. Staff believes the exclusion of coverage is accomplished in a much broader and
clearer manner by adding this language to “member” rather than through the previous proposed
exclusion.
Also included in the definition of member is the “permissive user”. The definition reads:
“Anyone else is a "Member" while using with your permission a covered "auto" you own,
hire or borrow…”
A permissive user might include a family member or a contractor who is being allowed to use a
Village vehicle. Since the user is not an employee or official of the Member, the “acting within
the scope of duties or authority” limitation would not be applicable to that user. This raises a
dilemma. An employee who is acting outside their scope of duties by participating in illegal
conduct would be denied coverage, but a permissive user who is not an employee or official of
the member could be acting illegally and still have coverage. To address this issue, staff is
proposing an additional exclusion to the “permissive user” provisions of the definition to exclude
a permissive user involved in criminal or illegal conduct.
The newly proposed modifications are attached for consideration.
Recommendation: Approve the changes to the Business Auto Liability coverage as presented.
SG/ds
Attachment
G:\Committees\Coverage, Claims & Litigation Committee\2019\2-12-19\Business Auto Proposed Coverage Changes.2019Memo.Doc
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ATTACHMENT B

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Coverage, Claims & Litigation Committee

FROM:

Susan Garvey, Director of Legal Services

DATE:

October 29, 2018

RE:

Business Auto Liability Proposed Coverage Changes

Action Requested: Consider and approve recommended changes to the definition of Member
and a new exclusion for criminal acts in the IRMA Business Auto Liability coverages as
presented.
Background: These proposed coverage changes to the Business Auto Liability coverage were
removed by Staff from consideration at the September 19, 2018 meeting to clarify the acts that
are proposed to be a part of the criminal acts and serious traffic offenses exclusion. The
proposed changes to the definition of Member have not changed.
A recent case raised a question about the definition of Member in the Business Auto Liability
coverage and the exclusion of criminal type conduct from coverage. A member employee
driving a Village vehicle, while on personal time and not working and in violation of the
member’s policy, was involved in an accident and charged with DUI. IRMA denied coverage to
the employee (now former employee) and denied coverage to the driver of the other vehicle.
The denial of coverage was based upon the argument that the employee was not acting within
the scope of his employment and was not a permitted user of the vehicle when he was driving
the vehicle in violation of the member’s policy.
The case also raised the question of the exclusion from coverage for criminal acts and/or
serious traffic offenses, such as DUI.
Staff is proposing the following changes to address those questions and to clarify that such
actions will not be covered by IRMA.
Discussion:
Business Auto Liability – Definition of Member
To be entitled to coverage under any of the IRMA coverage documents, including the Business
Auto Liability coverage, the employee must be a member of IRMA as that term is defined in the
appropriate coverage. In reviewing the definition of member as it now reads in the Business
Auto Liability coverage, it is extremely broad, referencing a general “You”. This could raise a
matter of interpretation of who is included in the term “You”. Staff is proposing a modification to
the definition of member in the Business Auto Liability coverage to specifically define Member
as “the entity, its employees and lawfully elected and appointed officials.” The proposed
modification to the definition of member is attached for consideration and provides clarification.
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Business Auto Liability – Exclusion for Criminal Acts or Serious Traffic Offenses
The pool should not be liable for the criminal or illegal conduct of an employee who is acting
outside the scope of his/her duties. Staff is proposing adding an exclusion to the Business Auto
Liability coverage for claims that arise out of criminal conduct and serious traffic offenses. The
exclusion would exclude coverage for the employee, official, agent, volunteer or other person
using a covered vehicle with your permission for criminal acts that are punishable by jail and for
serious traffic offenses that are punishable by jail and/or subject to the immediate loss of driving
privileges.
However, to be clear, if an employee is denied coverage because of criminal or serious traffic
offenses, the member entity (municipality) would still be entitled to coverage if it is named in the
claim/lawsuit. As further explanation, in the recent case, if the member and the employee is
sued by the other driver, the member would be entitled to a defense and indemnification, but
coverage and defense would be denied to the individual employee who engaged in the criminal
conduct. The proposed modifications are attached for consideration.
Recommendation: Approve the changes to the Business Auto Liability coverage as presented
in the attachments.
SG/ds
Attachment
G:\Committees\Coverage, Claims & Litigation Committee\2018\11-8-18\Business Auto Proposed Coverage Changes.Memo.doc
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